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disruption!of!normal!neuronal! functioning.!Aside! from!this!paroxysmal! feature,!both!
conditions! share! genetic! mutations! and! altered! cortical! excitability.! People! with!
epilepsy! appear! to! be! diagnosed! with! migraine! more! often! than! people! without!
epilepsy!and,!likewise,!people!with!migraine!seem!to!be!diagnosed!with!epilepsy!more!
often!than!people!without!migraine.!Changes!in!cortical!excitability!may!help!explain!
the! pathophysiological! link! between! both! conditions,! and! could! be! a! biomarker! to!
monitor!disease!activity.!In!this!thesis,!the!association!between!migraine!and!epilepsy!
and! their! relation! to! cortical! excitability! is! further! explored.! A! metaManalysis! of!
previous! population! based! studies! provides! epidemiological! evidence! for! the! coM
occurrence! of!migraine! and! epilepsy.! The! combination! of! computer!modelling! with!
human!electroencephalographic! recordings!offers! insight! into!multiMstability!of!brain!
states! in! epilepsy.! Results! described! in! this! thesis! show! that! Transcranial! Magnetic!
Stimulation!can!be!used!to!measure!cortical!excitability,!but!that!its!use!as!a!biomarker!
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AED! ! M! AntiMepileptic!Drug!
aMT! ! M! active!Motor!Threshold!
BECT! ! M! Benign!Childhood!Epilepsy!with!CentroMtemporal!Spikes!
CSD! ! M! Cortical!Spreading!Depression!
cSP! ! M! cortical!Silent!Period!
EEG! ! M! Electroencephalography!/!Electroencephalographic!
EMG! ! M! Electromyography!/!Electromyographic!
FHM! ! M! Familiar!Hemiplegic!Migraine!
GABA! ! M! GammaMaminobutyric!acid!
ICF! ! M! Intracortical!Facilitation!
IGE! ! M! Idiopathic!Generalised!Epilepsy!
GE! ! M!! Genetic!epilepsy!
JAE! ! M! Juvenile!Absence!Epilepsy!
JME! ! M! Juvenile!Myoclonic!Epilepsy!
LICI! ! M! LongMinterval!Intracortical!Inhibition!
MEP! ! M! Motor!Evoked!Potential!
MT! ! M! Motor!Threshold!
PGES! ! M! Postictal!Generalised!EEG!Suppression!
PPR! ! M! Photoparoxysmal!Response!
PR! ! M! Prevalence!Ratio!
POR! ! M! Prevalence!Odds!Ratio!
rMT! ! M! resting!Motor!Threshold!
SEIN! ! M! Stichting!Epilepsie!Instellingen!Nederland!
SICI! ! M! ShortMinterval!Intracortical!Inhibition!
SP! ! M! Silent!Period!
SUDEP!! M! Sudden!Unexpected!Death!in!Epilespy!
TEP! ! M! TMS!Evoked!Potential!
TLE! ! M! Temporal!Lobe!Epilepsy!
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are! paroxysmal,! meaning! that! the! symptoms! are! only! apparent! after! a! sudden!
transition!to!an!attack.!Studies!in!the!past!decades!have!linked!both!conditions!to!each!
other!and!to!changes! in!cortical!excitability.! In!this! thesis,! I! investigate!what!cortical!
excitability! is,! and! why! it! may! play! a! role! in! the! pathophysiology! of! epilepsy! and!
migraine.!I!start!by!reviewing!the!existing!literature!on!epilepsy,!migraine!and!cortical!
excitability.!Then!I!describe!a!study!involving!a!computational!model!of!epilepsy!and!
human!clinical!electroencephalographic! (EEG)!recordings! that!shed!new! light!on!the!
brain! state! transitions! in! epilepsy.! Computational! models! are! a! relatively! recent!
addition! to!neuroscientific! research! that! can!help!understand! the! sudden! transitions!
that! occur! in! the! brain! in! paroxysmal! conditions.! In! the! second! part! of! this! thesis! I!
describe! novel! variables! that! may! be! used! to! measure! brain! state! instability! with!











about! the! possible! link! between! both! conditions! based! on! epidemiological,! genetic! and!






In! chapter) 4) I! show! how! computational!modelling! can! help! understand! epilepsy! and! brain!
state! transitions.!After! a!brief! introduction! to! computational!models! of! epilepsy,! I! describe! a!








Chapter) 6) describes! the! participants! and! methods! for! my! study! with! TMS,! EEG! and!
electromyography! (EMG)! in! JME!and!migraine.! I! included!38!healthy!controls,!8!people!with!
JME!and!12!people!with!migraine.!!
!
In!chapter) 7,) I!present!the!results!of! the!EMG!part!of! the!TMS!study.!First,! I!describe!a!new!























originate! from! the! brain! and! in! both! conditions,! the! symptoms! are! paroxysmal,!
meaning! that! they! are! present! during! attacks,! but! between! the! attacks! there! are! no!
apparent!signs!of!the!condition.!In!this!chapter,!I!review!the!existing!literature!about!
epilepsy! and!migraine! and! the!possible! relation!between!both.! In! the! second!part!of!





characterised!by! “an" enduring" predisposition" to" generate" epileptic" seizures" and" by" the"
neurobiologic," cognitive," psychological" and" social" consequences" of" this" condition." The"
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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seizures! in! anyone,! but! in! the! case! of! epilepsy,! the! seizures! occur! repeatedly! and!
without! such! a! trigger! (Jefferys,! 2010).! In! Europe,! the! estimated!prevalence! of! active!
epilepsy,!which!means!that!someone!is!taking!medication!to!control!seizures,!or!had!at!
least! one! seizure! in! the! preceding! year,! ranges! from! 3.3! to! 7.8! per! 1000! inhabitants!
(Forsgren!et" al.,!2005).! In!the!United!Kingdom,!epilepsy! is! the!second!most!common!
neurological!condition!after!stroke,!with!a!lifetime!prevalence!of!around!4!per!1000!for!






Epilepsy! is! a! paroxysmal! condition.! This! means! that! there! are! sudden! transitions!
between! normal! functioning! of! the! brain! and! seizures.! Seizures! are! associated! with!
increased! neuronal! excitability! and! neuronal! synchronisation! (Devinsky! et" al.,! 2013;!
Staley,! 2015).!Rather! than!being!one! single!diagnosis!with! a! clear! aetiology,!multiple!
factors!on!different!levels!contribute!to!the!phenotype!of!epilepsy.!First,!malfunction!of!





such! as! genetic! epilepsy! and! febrile! seizures! (GEFS+)! and! the! more! severe! Dravet!
syndrome!that!is!associated!with!severe!learning!difficulties!(Gardiner,!2005).!Another!




of! groups! of! neurons! by! synaptic! inhibition! (GABA)! or! excitation! (Glutamate)!
(CasillasMEspinosa! et" al.,! 2012).!Neurons!have! specific! receptors! on! the!membrane! to!
react! appropriately! to! the! neurotransmitters,! such! as! opening! sodium! or! potassium!




the! receptors! cause! inappropriate! reactions! of! the! neurons! to! the! neurotransmitters!
(CasillasMEspinosa!et" al.,! 2012;!Treiman,!2001).!There! is! increasing!evidence! that!nonM
neuronal! cells! in! the! brain,! such! as! glial! cells,! may! play! an! important! role! in! the!
pathophysiology!of!epilepsy!(Devinsky!et"al.,!2013;!Janigro!and!Walker,!2014).!Glial!cells!
help!maintain!the!equilibrium!of!the!extracellular!space!around!neurons!by!absorbing!
neurotransmitters,! ions! and! water,! they! mediate! immunity! and! inflammation,! and!
contribute!to!the! function!of! the!bloodMbrain!barrier!(Devinsky!et" al.,!2013).!Through!




Experiments! combining! computational! models! with! in! vitro" preparations!
demonstrated! that! large! neuronal! populations! are! necessary! to! sustain! epileptic!
activity.! Tens! of! thousands! of! neurons! are! thought! to! be! involved! in! microseizures!
(Jefferys,!2010).!It! is!hypothesised!that!neurons!that!form!such!epileptic!networks!are!
more! likely! to! entrain! each! other! to! oscillate! in! unison,! creating! the! synchronous!
activity!that!is!one!of!the!hallmarks!of!epilepsy.!In!some!forms!of!epilepsy,!neurons!can!
oscillate! in! very! high! frequencies,! up! to! 300Hz,! which! is! probably! a! sign! of! a!
pathological!process!(Engel!and!Lopes!da!Silva,!2012).!It!is!unlikely!that!single!neurons!
are! able! to! produce! these! oscillations,! and! they! are! possibly! caused! by! recurrent!
connectivity! of! pyramidal! cells! and! direct! connections! between! axonal! membranes!
called! “gap! junctions”! (Helling! et" al.,! 2015).! Epileptic! networks! can! involve! cortical!
neurons! and! also! connect! cortical! neurons! to! deeper! brain! structures! such! as! the!
thalamus!(Lopes!da!Silva,!1991).!
!
Disruption! of! normal! neuronal! functioning,! which! manifests! as! seizures,! can! have!
many!causes.!Like!fever,!it!is!a!sign!of!an!underlying!general!illness.!The!classification!
of!epilepsy!is!of!major!importance!for!the!correct!treatment.!Epilepsy!can!be!classified!
based! on! the! anatomical! and! aetiological! source! of! the! seizures.! Advances! in! the!
understanding! of! genetics,! neuroimaging! and! neurophysiology! in! the! last! decennia!
have!prompted!a!revision!of!the!classification!of!epilepsy!that!was!proposed!in!1969.!In!
this! classification,! seizures! could! be! “localisationMrelated”! or! “generalised”,! now!
seizures! are! either! “focal”,! which! means! that! they! originate! at! some! point! within!
 ! !
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networks! limited! to!one!hemisphere,! or! “generalised”,! denoting! seizures! that! rapidly!
engage!bilaterally!distributed!networks!(Berg!et"al.,!2010;!Fisher!et"al.,!2014;!Scheffer!et"
al.,! 2016).! The! aetiological! classification! underwent! more! radical! changes.! The! old!
classification! distinguished! “idiopathic”! (presumed! hereditary! predisposition),!
“symptomatic”! (caused! by! a! known! or! suspected! condition! of! the! central! nervous!
system)!and!“cryptogenic”!(the!cause!is!hidden!or!occult)!epilepsy.!With!the!advances!
of!genetic! techniques,!which!have! revealed! that!many!mutations!could!be!associated!
with!epilepsy,!the!term!“idiopathic”!became!obsolete,!and!is!now!replaced!by!“genetic”.!




epilepsy!may! be! blurred! in! certain! cases! as! structural! and!metabolic! conditions! can!
also!have!genetic!causes.!The!somewhat!vague!“cryptogenic”!epilepsy!is!now!replaced!
by!the!more!direct!word!“unknown”,!which!also!includes!as!of!yet!unidentified!genetic,!





pharmacological! treatment! with! antiMepileptic! drugs! (AEDs).! About! 20! AEDs! exist,!
each!with!different!molecular!targets!(Brodie,!2010).!Despite!the!development!of!new!
drugs,!the!percentage!of!people!with!epilepsy!that!respond!to!treatment!has!remained!
stable! around! 70%! in! the! past! decennia! (Brodie,! 2010;! Brodie! et" al.,! 2012).! Novel!
pharmaceutical! agents! include! the! AMPAMreceptor! antagonist! perampanel! and! the!
sodium! channel! inactivating! lacosamide! (Brodie,! 2010).! Recently,! cannabidiol,! a!
substance!derived!from!the!cannabis!plant,!has!come!to!the!attention!of!the!epilepsy!
community! after! reports! that! children!with! severe! epilepsy!were! successfully! treated!
using! this! substance! (Friedman! and! Devinsky,! 2015).! Approximately! 30%! of! people!
with!epilepsy!continue!to!have!seizures!despite!appropriate!pharmacological!treatment!
(Brodie,! 2010;!Brodie!et" al.,! 2012).!A! small! proportion!of! these!people! are! eligible! for!
surgical! treatment! (Jobst! and! Cascino,! 2015).! In! two! randomised! controlled! trials,!
epilepsy! surgery! was! shown! to! lead! to! seizure! freedom! in! 58%! and! 73%! of! people!
undergoing! the! procedure! (Wiebe! et" al.,! 2001," Engel! et" al.," 2012).! The! presence! and!
 ! !
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location! of! a! lesion! are! factors! that! determine! the! outcome.! For! example,! surgical!
treatment!of!lesional!temporal!lobe!epilepsy,!is!more!successful!than!treatment!of!nonM
lesional!epilepsy!or!extraMtemporal!epilepsy!(Jobst!and!Cascino,!2015).!Other!treatment!
options! in! refractory!epilepsy! include!vagal!nerve! stimulation!and! the!ketogenic!diet!
(Fridley!et"al.,!2012;!Klein!et"al.,!2014).!!
!
There! is!mounting!evidence!that!epilepsy! is!not!“just”!a!condition!of! the!brain,!but!a!
systemic!condition!(Keezer!et"al.,!2016).!Other!conditions!such!as!migraine,!depression!
and!cancer! are! associated!with! epilepsy! (Gaitatzis!et" al.,! 2012).! Some!of! these!have!a!
direct!causal!relationship!with!epilepsy.!For!example,!a!cancer!that!has!metastasised!to!
the! brain! can! cause! epileptic! seizures.! The! relationship! with! other! conditions! that!




versa.! Both! conditions! share! several! features:! they! are! paroxysmal,! thought! to! arise!
from! the! brain! and! changes! in! cortical! excitability! may! contribute! to! the!
pathophysiology.! In! the!next!paragraph,! I! give! a! short! summary!of!what! is! currently!
known!about!migraine.!!
2.1.2*General*introduction*about*migraine*





high! (Jensen! and! Stovner,! 2008;! Olesen! et" al.,! 2012).! The! pathophysiological!
mechanism! of!migraine! is! incompletely! understood.! For! a! long! time! it! was! thought!
that! the! headache! in! migraine! was! caused! by! vasodilatation,! but! several! lines! of!
evidence!have!demonstrated! that!vasodilatation! is!neither!necessary!nor!sufficient! to!
cause!a!migraine!attack!(Goadsby,!2009;!Pietrobon!and!Moskowitz,!2012).!There!is!now!
ample! evidence! that! an! imbalance! between! inhibitory! and! excitatory! factors! in! the!
brain!activates!or!sensitises!the!trigeminal!nociceptors!around!the!large!blood!vessels!




of! sensory! information,! such! as! the! thalamus,!hypothalamus,! frontal! cortex,! anterior!
cingulate! cortex,! basal! ganglia,! and! insula! (Borsook! et" al.,! 2015;! Goadsby,! 2009;!
Pietrobon!and!Moskowitz,! 2012;!Vecchia! and!Pietrobon,! 2012).! Several! recent! studies!
have! suggested! that! a! lack! of! habituation! to! repeated! sensory! stimuli!may! be! a! key!
feature! that!differentiates!people!with!migraine!and!healthy!controls! (Brighina!et" al.,!





visual! nature,! but! it! can! involve! other! sensory!modalities! in! some! people! (Goadsby,!
2009).! Some! people! only! have! auras! and! no! headache! (Naeije! et" al.,! 2014).! The!
neurophysiological! correlate! of! the! migraine! aura! is! thought! to! be! a! slow! wave! of!
cortical! spreading! depression! (CSD).! So! far,! CSD!has! only! been!measured! in! animal!
models,! where! a! slow! wave! of! depolarisation! was! seen! spreading! over! the! occipital!
cortex! (Leao,! 1947;! Leão,! 1944).! The! speed! of! this! wave! matched! the! speed! of! the!
progression!of!visual!auras!in!people!(3mm/min)!(Dreier!and!Reiffurth,!2015;!Goadsby,!
2009;!Leao,!1947).!Whether!the!aura!triggers!the!headache!or!is!merely!an!expression!
of! abnormal! processing! of! an! otherwise! normal! stimulus! is! still! matter! of! debate!
(Dreier! and! Reiffurth,! 2015;! Goadsby,! 2009;! Lipton! et" al.,! 2010;! Pietrobon! and!
Moskowitz,!2012).!The!fact!that!only!30%!of!people!with!migraine!have!an!aura,!favours!
the! altered! sensory! processing! hypothesis! ahead! of! the! aura! as! a! trigger! for! the!
headache! (Goadsby,! 2009).! On! the! cellular! level,! CSD! is! characterised! by!
depolarisation!of!neurons.!This!is!not!unique!to!migraine!and!with!the!development!of!
invasive! EEG! recordings! it! became! apparent! that! nonMspreading! depolarisation! also!
plays!a!role!in!stroke,!subarachnoidal!haemorrhage!and!traumatic!brain!injury!(Dreier!
and!Reiffurth,!2015).!Mutations! in!genes!such!as!CACNA1A,!ATP1A2!and!SCN1A!have!




of! cases)! triptans.! People!who! used! triptans!were!more! often! referred! to! specialists,!
reflecting!the!more!severe!nature!of!their!condition!(Becker!et"al.,!2008).!About!40%!of!
people! with! migraine! achieve! full! remission,! another! 40%! have! a! low! frequency! of!
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attacks,! but! 20%! continue! to! have! regular! attacks! despite! treatment! (Jensen! and!
Stovner,!2008).!Poor!prognosis!is!associated!with!a!high!attack!frequency!and!early!age!
of! onset! (Jensen! and! Stovner,! 2008).! Recently,! it! was! shown! that! a! single!magnetic!
pulse,!applied!on!the!occipital!cortex!in!the!early!phase!of!the!aura!could!prevent!the!
attack! from!developing! in!39%!of!people,! compared! to!22%!of! those!given!a!placebo!
stimulation! (Lipton! et" al.,! 2010).! With! the! current! understanding! of! migraine!
pathophysiology,! it! is!hard!to! imagine!how!a!single!magnetic!pulse!could!reverse!the!
pathophysiological! cascade! leading! to! a! migraine! attack,! but! the! device! was!
nevertheless! approved! for! medical! use! in! the! United! States! of! America! and! in! the!
United! Kingdom! in! January! 2014! (NICE,! 2014).! Like! epilepsy,!migraine! rarely! comes!
alone!(Becker!et" al.,!2008;!Buse!et" al.,!2010;!Gaitatzis!et" al.,!2012;! Jensen!and!Stovner,!




imbalance!between!excitatory! and! inhibitory! factors! results! in! spells! of! altered!brain!
function! and! autonomic! symptoms.! There! is! convincing! evidence! of! an! association!
between! migraine! and! epilepsy! from! epidemiologic,! genetic! and! pathophysiologic!
studies.! In! the! next! section,! I! review! recent! advances! in! the! understanding! of! the!
relation!between!headache!(including!migraine)!and!epilepsy!with!emphasis!on!studies!
published! in! 2012! (the! word! ‘headache’! is! used! interchangeably! for! all! types! of!
headache! including! migraine;! when! studies! specifically! refer! to! migraine,! this! is!
mentioned).! I! will! discuss! new! epidemiologic! studies! on! the! coMoccurrence! of!
headache!and!migraine!with!epilepsy,!and!review!studies!on!headache!with!a!specific!




studies! will! be! discussed! in! detail.! One! directly! investigated! in" vivo! differences! in!
cortical! excitability! between! epilepsy! and! migraine.! The! other! measured! cortical!
spreading!depolarisation! in!people!with!a! subarachnoid!haemorrhage!using! subdural!








resulted! in! contradictory! results.! Some! reported! incidence! and! prevalence! rates! of!
headache!in!epilepsy!cohorts!comparable!to!healthy!populations!(Ito!et"al.,!2004;!Kwan!
et" al.,! 2008;! Syvertsen! et" al.,! 2007).! It! was! argued! that! study! designs! and! cultural!
influences!may!have!lead!to!underreporting!of!headache!in!those!studies!(Kwan!et"al.,!
2008).! In! contrast,! other! studies! reported!a!higher!prevalence!of!headache! in!people!
with! epilepsy! (Nunes! et" al.,! 2011;! Yankovsky! et" al.,! 2005).! Likewise,! a! significant!
association!between!migraine!and!epilepsy!was!reported! in!some!older!studies! (Le!et"
al.,!2011;!Ottman!et"al.,!2011;!Syvertsen!et"al.,!2007;!TéllezMZenteno!et"al.,!2005)!but!not!
in! others! (Brodtkorb! et" al.,! 2008;! Buse! et" al.,! 2010).! A!more! recent! study! found! no!
association!between!chronic!migraine!and!epilepsy!(Chen!et"al.,!2012).!
In!children!and!adolescents,!recent!studies!have!provided!less!contradictory!evidence!
of! an!association!between!migraine!and!epilepsy.! In!a!population!based! study! in! the!
United!States!of!America,!about!7000!adolescents!aged!13M18!were!asked!to!complete!a!
symptomMbased! survey! on! headache! and! selfMreported! history! of! neurologic,! heart,!
digestive,! skin!and! inflammatory!problems! (Lateef!et" al.,! 2012).!Based!on! this! survey,!
8%!were!classified!to!have!migraine!without!aura!and!0.9%!to!have!migraine!with!aura,!
based! on! ICHDMII! criteria! (Olesen,! 2004).! Epilepsy! or! seizures!were! reported! by! 148!
participants! (2.3%).! Headaches,! including! migraine,! were! weakly! associated! with!
epilepsy! or! seizures! (OR! 2.02,! 95%!CI:! 1,04M3.94).! The! association! between!migraine!





compared! to! 32%! in! adolescents! (12M17! years).! Benign! epilepsy! with! centrotemporal!
spikes! and! Juvenile! Myoclonic! Epilepsy! (JME)! were! more! often! associated! with!




JME! are! more! than! four! times! as! likely! to! have! migraine! than! people! without! JME!
(Schankin!et"al.,!2011).!!
A!populationMbased! study! that! included!9500! Icelandic! schoolchildren! aged!between!
six! and! sixteen! years,! reported! an! epilepsy! prevalence! of! 7.7/1000! and! a! migraine!
prevalence!of! 11.8/100! (Baldin!et" al.,! 2012).!Migraine!prevalence!was!higher! in!girls!of!
twelve! to! sixteen!years!old! than! in!boys!of! the! same!age!group! (19.9/100! respectively!
13.5/100).!One!fifth!of!the!children!with!epilepsy!were!also!classified!as!having!migraine,!
compared!to!about!a!tenth!of!the!children!who!did!not!have!epilepsy.!Prevalence!ratios!
were! only! significant! in! a! univariate! model! (PR! 2.02,! 95%! CI! 1.17–3.51),! before!






be! in! line! with! the! prevalence! in! the! general! population! (Smitherman! et" al.,! 2013).!
People!with!idiopathic!generalised!epilepsy!(IGE,!old!classification)!reported!interictal!
migraine! significantly!more! often! (18%)! compared! to! the! total! epilepsy! cohort! (11%)!
(Duchaczek!et"al.,!2013).!
An! Italian! referralMbased! study!conducted! in!epilepsy!and!headache!centres! included!
1,200!people!from!18M81!(Tonini!et"al.,!2012).!Of!subjects!who!were!treated!in!epilepsy!
centres,! 30%! concomitantly! suffered! from! primary! headache,! of! which! 17%! was!
classified! as!migraine.!Of! the! patients! seen! in! headache! centres! 1.6%! concomitantly!
had!epilepsy.!The!authors!suggest!that!there!is!no!strong!evidence!for!an!association!of!
primary!headache!and!epilepsy.!
In!a! study!on!genetics!of!epilepsy! that! included!730!participants,!32%!of!women!and!
15%!of!men! also! reported!migraine! (Winawer! and!Connors,! 2013).!The!prevalence!of!
migraine! with! aura! was! significantly! increased! when! other! family! members! were!
affected!by!a!seizure!disorder;!however,!this!was!not!the!case!for!migraine!without!aura.!
This! effect! was! only! significant! for! firstMdegree! relatives! (OR! 2.5,CI! 1.13M5.46),!




In! conclusion,! results! of! older,! as! well! as! recent! studies,! on! the! coMoccurrence! of!
headache!/!migraine!with!epilepsy!are!contradictory.!This!may!partly!be!caused!by!the!
classification! of! headache! and!migraine! in! various! studies.! Headache! is! a! subjective!
complaint,! whereas!migraine! is! a! condition!with! clear! classification! criteria.!Despite!
this!distinction,!the!terms!“migraine”!and!“headache”!(or!“migraineous!headache”)!are!
sometimes! used! interchangeably,! obscuring! results! and! confusing! interpretation.!
Headache!and!migraine!diagnoses!are!often!selfMreported,!with!limited!questionnaires!
without! validation! by! direct! interview.!Migraine,! especially! migraine! with! aura! can,!
therefore,!often!be!missed.!To!understand!how!often!migraine!and!epilepsy!coMoccur!in!




When! looking! at! individual! headache! and! epilepsy! attacks,! there! is! evidence! for! a!
timeMdependent! relationship! between! epilepsy! and! headache.! Over! the! years,! many!
attempts!have!been!made!to!describe!and!classify!cases!of!simultaneous!headache!and!
epilepsy.! Recent! developments! demonstrate! that! this! issue! is! not! resolved,! despite!
advanced!diagnostic!methods.!!
The!International!classification!of!headache!disorders!(ICHD)MIII!classification!of!2013!
defines! three! categories! with! overlap! between! headache! and! seizures:! migraineM








2011).! In! hemicrania! epileptica,! headache! with! migraine! features! lasts! seconds! to!
minutes,!while! the!patient!also!has! signs!of! a!partial! epileptic! seizure.!The!headache!






cases!described! in! literature,!however,! ictal!EEG!recordings!were!unavailable,! so! that!
uncertainty! remained! as! to! whether! the! (migraine)! aura! triggered! the! seizure! or!
whether! it!was!part!of! the! seizure.!When!clear!descriptions!of! attacks,! and!EEG!and!
neuroimaging! were! available,! 40%! of! reported! cases! were! suggestive! of! epileptic!
seizures,! and! not! of! migralepsy.! Only! a! handful! of! published! cases! fulfilled! all! the!
criteria!for!migralepsy!(Sances!et"al.,!2009).!The!same!applies!for!hemicrania!epileptica.!!
Table*2.1:* International*Classification*of*Headache*Disorders* (ICHD)EIII*criteria* for*
migraineEepilepsy*syndromes.*
























































argued! that! this! should!be! seen!as!a! separate!entity! (Belcastro!et" al.,! 2011).!Proposed!
diagnostic!criteria!for!so!called!“ictal!epileptic!headache”!include!headache,!located!on!
either! side! and! localised! ictal! epileptiform! discharges! on! the! EEG! recording.! The!
diagnosis! requires! epileptiform!EEG! abnormalities! to! be! present! concomitantly!with!
the! headache,! which! should! resolve! immediately! upon! treatment! with! intravenous!
antiMepileptic!medication!(Parisi!et"al.,!2012).!The!incidence!of!ictal!epileptic!headache!
is! difficult! to! estimate,! as! an! (ictal)! EEG! is! not! routinely! performed! in! evaluation! of!
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headache!without!other!complaints,!but! it! is!probably!rare.!Only!a! few!of!such!cases!
have!been!reported!recently!(Dainese!et"al.,!2011;!Fanella!et"al.,!2012).!
Epileptic! seizures! in! the! occipital! lobe! can! resemble! a! migraine! aura,! as! the! main!
symptoms! are! visual! hallucinations,! illusions! and! reduced! vision! (Adcock! and!
Panayiotopoulos,! 2012).! In! some! cases,! there!may! be! oculomotor! symptoms,! such! as!
repetitive!movements!or!tonic!deviation!of!the!eyes.!The!subjective!visual!symptoms!of!
occipital!epilepsy!can!particularly!be!confused!with!a!migraine!aura.! It! is!essential! to!
be! aware! of! the! differences:! epileptic! visual! hallucinations! usually! occur! within!
seconds! and! typically! last! a! few!minutes,! whereas! in! a!migraine! aura! hallucinations!
develop!more!slowly,!over!the!course!of!a!few!minutes,!and!typically!last!15M20!minutes.!
Epileptic! visual! hallucinations! are! usually! coloured! and! circular,! while! the! visual!
effects! in! migraine! are! often! uncoloured! and! linear.! To! complicate! matters! further,!
more! than! half! of! the! subjects! affected! by! occipital! seizures! also! have! concomitant!
migraineMlike!postictal!headaches!(Adcock!and!Panayiotopoulos,!2012).!
These! classification! issues! demonstrate! that,! while! the! difference! between! headache!
and!epilepsy!is!clear!in!most!cases,!it!is!important!to!be!aware!that!this!differentiation!
can! be! very! challenging! in! certain! cases.! Correct! differentiation! and! diagnosis! is! of!
paramount! importance! for! effective! treatment.!With! this! in!mind,! it! is! advisable! to!




PeriMictal! headache! is! common! in! people! with! epilepsy,! where! the! seizure! and!
headache! follow!each!other! in! time.!The!pathophysiology!of! this!phenomenon! is!not!
well! understood.! The! headache! can! have!migraineMlike! characteristics,! but! periMictal!
headache! is,! by! definition! not!migraine,! as! according! to! the! ICHDMIII! classification,!
migraine! should! not! be! attributed! to! another! disorder! (in! case! of! an! underlying!
disorder,!it!is!termed!“symptomatic!migraine”).!One!of!the!most!recent!studies!of!periM
ictal! headache! included! 200! subjects! with! epilepsy! (Duchaczek! et" al.,! 2013).! The!
authors!made!a!distinction!between!interictal!headache!(not!timeMlocked!to!a!seizure)!
and! periMictal! headache! (preictal,! ictal,! postictal).! Preictal! headache! was! defined! as!
headache! beginning! within! 24! hours! before! the! onset! of! a! seizure! if! the! headache!




be! assessed! in! people! with! intact! consciousness! during! the! seizure.! If! headache!
occurred! immediately! after! the! seizure!or!when! it!was!present! at! the! time!when! the!
person!regained!consciousness,!it!was!termed!postictal.!One!third!(N=71)!of!the!people!
with! epilepsy! in! this! study! reported! periMictal! headache:! preictal! headache! was!
reported!by!16!people!and!postictal!headache!by!61!people,!some!people!reported!both!
preM! and! postictal! headache.! Only! one! person! reported! ictal! headache.! In! 95%! of!
people,! periMictal! headache! accompanied! at! least! half! of! their! seizures.! In! over! two!
thirds,! periMictal! headaches! presented! with! symptoms! similar! to! tensionMtype!
headache;! one! quarter! reported! symptoms! that! resembled! migraine.! Nearly! half!




ictal! headache! was! seen! significantly! more! in! people! on! antiMepileptic! polytherapy,!
with!an!earlier!age!of!onset!and!with!generalised!tonicMclonic!seizures.!In!comparison,!
it! was! seen! significantly! less! in! people! with! absence! seizures! and! simple! partial!
seizures.!An!advice!derived!from!this!study!is!that!each!person!with!epilepsy!should!be!
asked! explicitly! if! (s)he! also! suffer! from!periMictal!headache,! in!order! to! improve! the!
management! of! this! complaint! (Duchaczek! et" al.,! 2013).! Despite! being! a! common!
phenomenon! that! significantly! adds! to! the!burden!of! epilepsy,!periMictal!headache! is!
often! underdiagnosed.! Studies! like! these! are! important! to! raise! awareness! amongst!
physicians!about!problems!associated!with!seizures.!Epileptic!seizures!themselves!have!
a!big! impact!on!people,!and!this!may!be!the!reason!why!so! few!people!with!epilepsy!
actively! mention! (severe)! periMictal! headache! when! they! consult! their! treating!
physician.! People!with! epilepsy! can! benefit! from! an! active! role! of! their! physician! in!







people! with! migraine.! More! important! is! the! search! for! genetic! factors! involved! in!
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‘normal’! migraine! and! epilepsy,! which! occur! more! frequently.! Recent! genome! wide!
association!studies!in!migraine!and!epilepsy!have!given!important!results,!but!they!can!
only!explain!a!small!genetic!contribution!to!these!syndromes.!These!studies!were!not!
aimed!at!elucidating! the!coMoccurrence!of!migraine!and!epilepsy! (Anttila!et" al.,! 2010;!
Freilinger!et"al.,!2012;!Tan!and!Berkovic,!2010;!de!Vries!et"al.,!2009).!
One!such!study!reports!on!a!SCNA1A!mutation!(c3521C>G,!p.T1174!S)!that!was!found!in!
a! young! child! with! Dravet! syndrome! (Frosk! et" al.,! 2012).! SCN1A! is! a! wellMknown!
epilepsy! gene,! that! is! also! associated! with! FHM3,! encodes! voltageMgated! sodium!
channels.! The! child’s!mother! carried! this! gene!mutation! and! suffered! from! frequent!
migraines! with! aura.! The! grandmother! also! suffered! from!migraines! with! aura,! but!
genetic!analysis!could!not!be!performed!for!her.!
The! CACNA1A! (FHM1)! gene! causes,! among! other! phenotypes,! hemiplegic!migraine,!
epilepsy!and!episodic!ataxia!(Haan!et" al.,!2008).!A!recent!analysis!of!a!young!woman!
with! paroxysmal! sensoriphobia,! nausea,! vomiting! and!mild! ataxia,! but! no! headache,!
revealed! a! novel! CACNA1A! c3995! +1G>A! mutation,! leading! to! a! frameshift! and!
premature!stop!codon!(Magis!et"al.,!2012).!
Recently,! mutations! in! the! prolineMrich! transmembrane! protein! (PRRT2)! gene! have!
been! associated! with! paroxysmal! kinesigenic! dyskinesia,! benign! familial! infantile!
seizures! and! the! infantile! convulsionMchoreoathetosis! syndrome.! Mutations! in! this!
gene! are! also! hypothesised! to! be! involved! in! hemiplegic! and! ‘normal’! migraine!
(Gardiner! et" al.,! 2012;! Marini! et" al.,! 2012;! Méneret! et" al.,! 2013).! The! proof! for! the!
involvement! of! this! gene! in!migraine! is! not! yet! unambiguous,! as! most! studies! that!
found!an!association!with!hemiplegic!migraine!did!not!exclude!the!presence!of!FHM!
mutations! in! those!patients.!The! association!of!mutations! in! this! gene!with! ‘normal’!
migraine!could!also!be!explained!by!chance!due!to!the!high!prevalence!of!migraine!in!
the!general!population.!
The! members! of! a! Finnish! family! with! 60! members! in! which! both! migraine! and!
epilepsy!occurred!were!interviewed!and!underwent!genetic!testing!(Polvi!et"al.,!2012).!
Family! members! had! febrile! seizures! (12%),! epilepsy! (22%),! migraine! (33%! without!

















cause! changes! in! neuronal! ion! concentration,! which! in! turn! leads! to! changes! in!
cortical! excitability! (Somjen,! 2002).! Imbalance! between! inhibitory! and! excitatory!
factors!is!hypothesised!to!play!a!central!role!in!both!epilepsy!and!migraine!(Badawy!et"
al.,! 2009;! Coppola! and! Schoenen,! 2012).! The! aforementioned! CACNA1A! gene,! for!
example,!encodes!the!alpha!subunit!of!the!neuronal!voltageMgate!calcium!channel!2.1.!
Mutations! in! this! gene! were! recently! shown! to! alter! the! affinity! of! the! associated!
inhibitory! GMprotein,! which! potentially! reduced! inhibition,! and! caused! neurons! to!
become!hyperexcitable!(GarzaMLópez!et"al.,!2012).!
Excitability!of!the!human!motor!cortex!can!be!tested!in"vivo!nonMinvasively!with!TMS.!
Magnetic! stimulation! of! the! hand! motor! cortex! is! directly! monitored! with!
electromyography! (EMG)! of! the! corresponding! abductor! pollicis! brevis! muscle.!
Increased!cortical!excitability!is!reflected!by!greater!motor!evoked!potential!amplitude!
and! lower! motor! threshold.! With! a! soMcalled! pairedMpulse! paradigm,! intracortical!





et" al.,! 2002;!Brighina!et" al.,! 2009;!Brigo,! Storti,!Nardone,!et" al.,! 2012;!Conforto!et" al.,!





in! the! occipital! cortex,! while! motor! excitability! is! mostly! normal.! In! epilepsy,!
excitability!measures!derived!from!the!motor!cortex!are!elevated!in!most!studies!(see!
chapter) 2.2).! Recently,! the! first! TMS! study! to! directly! compare! cortical! excitability!
between!subjects!with!epilepsy,!migraine!and!healthy!controls!was!published!(Badawy!
and! Jackson,! 2012)!DrugMnaive!people!with!migraine! (N=25)! or! epilepsy! (N=50)!were!
included! in! this! study.! The! cortex! of! people! with! migraine! or! epilepsy! was!




In!subjects!with!migraine!or!epilepsy! this! inhibition!was! lacking,!probably! indicating!
impaired!GABAMB!inhibition.!This!was!more!pronounced!in!subjects!with!epilepsy,!but!
still!significant!in!subjects!suffering!from!migraine.!These!results!are!considered!as!first!
in" vivo! evidence! of! impaired! GABAMB! mediated! inhibition! in! both! conditions! in!
humans! (Badawy! and! Jackson,! 2012).! GABAMB! receptors! are! also! GMprotein! coupled!
receptors! that! are!also!associated! to! calcium!channels.! Speculatively,! in!epilepsy!and!
migraine,! calcium! channel! mutations! and! other! ionchannel! mutations! may! impair!
GABAMB!receptor!function,!thereby!causing!hyperexcitability.!Other!studies!have!also!
demonstrated!impaired!GABAMB!Mergic!inhibition,!or!low!GABAMB!receptor!expression!
in! (animal!models! of)! epilepsy! (Brown! et" al.,! 2003;! Lavallee! et" al.,! 2011;!Merlo! et" al.,!




consistently! been! found! in! various! forms! of! epilepsy! (Baulac! et" al.,! 2001;! LachanceM
Touchette!et"al.,!2011;!Wallace!et"al.,!2001).!
There! is! a! growing! body! of! evidence! that! (GABAMmediated)! cortical! inhibition! is!
reduced! in! migraine! as! well! as! in! epilepsy,! but! important! questions! remain.! Are!
migraine!and!epilepsy!different!entities!of! the! same!continuum?!This! seems!to!be! in!
contradiction! with! the! low! occurrence! of! migralepsy,! so! it! is! possible! that! the!







as! in! other! neurological! conditions! such! as! stroke,! subarachnoid! haemorrhage! and!
traumatic! brain! injury! (Dreier,! 2011;! Lauritzen! et" al.,! 2011).! Cortical! spreading!
depression!(CSD)!is!probably!the!epiphenomenon!of!spreading!depolarisation!caused!
by!a!depolarisation!block!of!neuronal!activity,!although!other!mechanisms!may!also!be!
involved! (Dreier,! 2011).! In! animal! models,! spreading! depression! was! preceded! by! a!
small!band!of! fastMoscillating!activity,!presumably! indicating! initial! increased!cortical!
excitability! (Herreras! et" al.,! 1994;! Larrosa! et" al.,! 2006).! This,! in! addition! to!
epidemiological! and! genetic! links! between! migraine! and! epilepsy! discussed! above,!
suggests! that! both! conditions! have! a! common! pathophysiological! mechanism.! A!
computational! study! of! neuronal! membrane! dynamics! suggested! that! seizures,!
spreading!depression!and!normal!spiking!behaviour!of!neurons!are!all!part!of!the!same!
dynamic!physiological!continuum!and!that!transitions!between!these!different!states!is!
determined! by! a! small! set! of! parameters! such! as! oxygen! and! potassium! (Wei! et" al.,!
2014).!!This!may!explain!why,!in!certain!circumstances,!both!spreading!depression!and!
epileptic!features!have!been!found!in!human!intracranial!EEG!recordings.!





Strong!et" al.,! 2002).!Harreveld!and!Stamm!first!described!spreading!convulsions! that!
were! elicited! after! repeated! induction! of! cortical! stimulation.! Spreading! convulsions!
were!defined!as!a!spreading!depolarisation!with!ictal!epileptic!field!potentials!riding!on!
the! final! shoulder! of! the! slow! potential! change! where,! normally,! depression! of!
spontaneous!activity!is!observed!(cited!in!(Dreier!et"al.,!2012)).!








number!of! spreading!depolarisations!per!day!peaked!on! the!day!of! the! subarachnoid!
haemorrhage!and!on!day!7!after!the!event.!The!number!of!ictal!events!peaked!on!day!8.!
Of!the!seven!people!that!could!be!assessed!clinically!(Glasgow!coma!score!>13),!six!had!
spreading!depression.! Interestingly,! these!people!did!not! report! symptoms!similar! to!
migraine!aura.!Two!of!these!people!deteriorated!on!the!seventh!day!to!Glasgow!coma!
score! 3.! Eighteen! people! were! available! for! followMup.! Of! these,! eight! (44%)! had!
developed!seizures!within!3!years!of!the!subarachnoid!haemorrhage.!They!had!a!higher!
peak!number!of! spreading!depolarisations!and! the!peak!depression!period! tended! to!
be! longer! than! in! people! without! seizures.! In! people! with! poor! outcome! (Glasgow!
coma!score!1M4),!the!depression!period!per!recording!day!was!significantly!longer!than!
in! people!with! good! outcome.! The! two! people!who!had! spreading! convulsions!were!
later!readmitted!to!the!hospital!with!status!epilepticus!(Dreier!et"al.,!2012).!!
To! test! the! role!of!GABA! inhibition! in! spreading!convulsions,! an! in" vitro! experiment!
was! conducted! (Dreier!et" al.,! 2012).!Potassium!chloride!was! injected! into!neocortical!
slices! that!were! surgically! resected! from!people!with! epilepsy,! to! trigger! a! spreading!
depolarisation.!In!three!slices!from!different!people!ictal!epileptic!field!potentials!were!
triggered.! After! addition! of! the! GABA! antagonist! bicuculline,! the! spreading!
depolarisation! triggered! ictal! epileptic! field!potentials! in!more! slices.!This! effect!was!
reversed!in!14!of!16!slices!after!bicuculline!was!washed!out.!The!authors!conclude!that!




The! threshold! for! cortical! spreading! depression! was! increased! in! a! model! of! acute!
symptomatic!epilepsy!(Tomkins!et"al.,!2007).!In!humans,!cortical!spreading!depression!
can! coMoccur! with! epileptic! activity! in! acute! brain! injury! (Fabricius! et" al.,! 2009).!
Repeated! cortical! spreading!depression!appears! to! increase! epileptic! activity! in" vitro,!
due!to!suppression!of! inhibitory!GABA!function!(Gorji!and!Speckmann,!2004;!Krüger!
et" al.,! 1996).! It! is! possible! that! an! intrinsic! protection! mechanism! against! cortical!
spreading! depression! exists! in! chronic! epilepsy,! as! was! suggested! by! the! strongly!
increased! threshold! for! cortical! spreading! depression! in! brain! slices! from! subjects!
suffering!from!chronic!epilepsy!(Dreier!et"al.,!2012).!This!finding!is!in!agreement!with!







slices! of! young! and! old! healthy! rats.! Application! of! a! GABA! antagonist! lowered! the!
threshold! similarly! in! all! types! of! tissue,! leading! the! authors! to! conclude! that! the!
higher! threshold! for! cortical! spreading!depression! in! epilepsy! is!probably!not!due! to!
altered! GABAMergic! function! (Maslarova! et" al.,! 2011).! Dreier! et! al.! speculate! that!
migraine! aura! would! occur! more! frequently! in! chronic! epilepsy! if! this! “intrinsic!
protective!mechanism”!of!higher!threshold!did!not!exist!(Dreier!et"al.,!2012).!
Studies! in!FHM!knockMin!mice!with! a!R192Q!and!S218L!mutation! revealed! increased!
neuronal!calcium!influx!and!neurotransmitter!release,!and!an!increased!susceptibility!
to! cortical! spreading! depression! upon! topical! cortical! application! of! potassium!
chloride! or! current! injection! (van! den! Maagdenberg! et" al.,! 2004,! 2010).! This!
experimental! cortical! spreading! depression! also! caused! a! temporary! hemiparesis! in!
mutant!mice,! but! no! obvious! epileptic! phenomena.! In! the! same! study! it!was! shown!
that!inhibitory!neurotransmission!seemed!unaffected!by!the!mutations.!The!predicted!
functional! consequence! is! that! FHM!mutations! lead! to! increased! levels! of! glutamate!
and!potassium!in!the!synaptic!cleft.!This!results!in!an!increased!propensity!for!cortical!
spreading!depression,!since!both!are!considered!facilitators!of!this!phenomenon.!
Cortical! hyperexcitability! seems! to! underlie! both! migraine! and! epilepsy.! What!
pathophysiologically! stands! both! conditions! apart! is! the! fast,! synchronous! neuronal!
activity!that!is!seen!in!epilepsy!but!not!in!migraine.!The!challenge!for!future!studies!is!
to! further!develop!understanding!of! the!underlying!cause! for! this! fast!activity!and!of!
the!factors!that!initiate!a!seizure!or!migraine!attack.!In!chapters)6)and)8)I!investigate!
how!the!brain!response!to!TMS!differs!in!people!with!epilepsy!or!migraine!and!people!
without! these! conditions.! I! show! how! this! helps! to! understand! the! different! and!
common!processes!underlying!epilepsy!and!migraine.!
2.1.9*Summary*and*conclusion*
Several! recent! developments! have! shed! more! light! on! the! complex! relationship!
between! epilepsy! and! headache.! Results! of! epidemiologic! studies! on! headache! and!




could! be! that! childhood! epilepsy! is! more! likely! to! be! caused! by! genetic! factors!
affecting! ion! channel! and! neurotransmitter! function! than! (acquired)! epilepsy! that!
occurs!later!in!life.!The!clear!association!between!epilepsies!with!a!genetic!cause,!such!
as! JME! and! benign! epilepsy!with! centrotemporal! spikes,! and!migraine! supports! this!
explanation.!!
The! present! classification! of! conditions! in!which! headache! and! epilepsy! coMoccur! in!
time! (migralepsy,! hemicrania! epileptica,! postictal! headache)! is! challenging,! as! EEG!
recordings! are! not! routinely! done! in! case! of! headache! without! other! neurological!
symptoms.! So! far,! it! appears! impossible! to! differentiate! soMcalled! ‘ictal! epileptic!
headache’! from! other! types! of! headache! purely! based! on! symptomatology.! ! Ictal!
epileptic!headache!will!probably! remain!underdiagnosed,!but! an! ictal!EEG!recording!
can!help!diagnosis!when!confronted!to!a!person!with!recurring!severe!headaches!that!




Evidence! increasingly! points! to! a! link! between! epilepsy! and!migraine! that! probably!
involves! functional! alterations! of! membrane! channels! and! neurotransmitters!
influencing! cortical! excitability! (Badawy! and! Jackson,! 2012;! Haan! et" al.,! 2008).!
Imbalance! between! excitatory! (glutamate)! and! inhibitory! (GABA)! factors,! especially!
GABAMB! receptor! dysfunction,! seems! to! play! a! pivotal! role! in! epilepsy,! and! possibly!
also!in!migraine.!Future!efforts!should!be!directed!at!further!understanding!the!role!of!
these!factors!in!migraine.!!
Genetic! epilepsies! are! often! caused! by! gene! mutations! that! influence! cortical!
excitability!and!may!thus!alter!susceptibility!to!spreading!depression!and!migraine.!In"
vitro! studies! demonstrated! a! higher! threshold! for! spreading! depression! in! surgically!
resected! brain! slices! from! subjects! with! longstanding! localisation! related! epilepsy!
(Dreier! et" al.,! 2012;!Maslarova! et" al.,! 2011).! This!would! explain!why! epilepsies!with! a!
likely!genetic!cause!such!as!rolandic!epilepsy!and!JME!may!be!more!often!coMmorbid!
with!migraine!(Kelley!et"al.,!2012;!Schankin!et"al.,!2011;!Winawer!and!Connors,!2013).!
The! need! for! invasive! EEG! monitoring! in! acute,! severe! brain! injury! also! offers! a!
valuable! opportunity! to! improve! understanding! of! cortical! spreading! depression! in!
 ! !
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humans.! Cortical! spreading! depression! and! epileptiform! activity!may! influence! each!
other!in!a!reciprocal!manner!in!acute!brain!injury!(Dreier!et"al.,!2012).!Seizures!are!seen!
in!acute!brain!injury,!but!reports!of!migraine!aura!are!remarkably!scarce!(Dreier!et"al.,!
2001).! It! can! be! expected,! based! on! these! results! that! subclinical! spreading!
depolarisations!occur!more!often!than!epileptic!events!in!acute!brain!injury!(Dreier!et"
al.,!2012).!It!is!currently!impossible!to!test!this!hypothesis!as!invasive!EEG!monitoring!




The! term! “cortical! excitability”!was!briefly! introduced! in! the!past! sections.!But!what!
exactly! is!cortical!excitability?!Why!is! it!so! important?!And!how!can! it!be!measured?!!!
In!the!following!section!I!attempt!to!answer!these!questions!by!providing!an!overview!
of! the! literature! on! this! topic.! First,! I! describe! the! factors! that! influence! cortical!
excitability.!Then!I!summarise!findings!of!previous!studies!that!have!measured!cortical!
excitability! in! people! with! epilepsy! using! Transcranial! Magnetic! Stimulation! (TMS)!
and!discuss! the!potential! role!of! this! technique! in! the!clinical!evaluation!of!epilepsy,!




2001;! Debanne! et" al.,! 2003).! Cortical! excitability! depends! on!many! factors,! amongst!
others! the!membrane! potential,! which! directly! influences! how! close! neurons! are! to!
firing!threshold.!The!membrane!potential!of!neurons! in!the!brain! is!tightly!regulated!
by! ion!channels.!Even!when!sudden!changes! in! ion!concentration!occur! in! the!body,!
ion! concentration! in! the! brain! is! unaffected! (Burke! et" al.,! 2001;! Somjen,! 2002).! The!
main!chemicals!involved!in!this!process!are!K+,!Na+,!Ca2+,!H+,!Mg+,!ClM!and!HCO3M.!Ion!
channels! and! neurotransmitters! are! functionally! interconnected.! Some! ion! channels!
are! neurotransmitterMgated,! and! Ca2+! influx! into! a! neuron! causes! the! release! of!
neurotransmitters!into!the!synaptic!cleft,! in!turn!influencing!other!neurons!and!their!
ion! channels.! Cortical! excitability! is! also! determined! by! neurotransmitters! such! as!
GABA,!which!has! an! inhibitory! effect,! and! glutamate,!which!has! an! excitatory! effect!
 ! !
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(Badawy,! Harvey,! et" al.,! 2009;! Somjen,! 2002).! There! is! increasing! evidence! that!
interneurons! and! the! connectivity! between! different! brain! regions,! neurons! and!
interneurons!are!important!determinants!of!cortical!excitability!(Giambattistelli!et"al.,!
2014;!Wendling!et"al.,!2016)!
Cortical! excitability! can!be!measured! in" vivo! using! transcranial! electrical! stimulation!
and! TMS! combined! with! electromyography! (EMG)! and/or! EEG! (see! figure! 2.1A)!
(Abbruzzese! and! Trompetto,! 2002).! Since! first! described! in! 1984! (see! Barker! et" al.,!
1985),!TMS!has!developed!into!a!valuable!tool!for!neuroscientific!research!(Kobayashi!
and! PascualMLeone,! 2003).! TMS! has! some! advantages! over! transcranial! electrical!
stimulation!as!participants!do!not!need!to!be!sedated!and!it!is!less!uncomfortable!then!
electrical! stimulation.! TMS,! like! transcranial! electrical! stimulation,! has! excellent!





magnetic" stimulation" (TMS)" with" electromyography" (EMG)" and" electroencephalography" (EEG)." B:"
schematic"representation"of"the"physiology"underlying"the"motor"evoked"potential"(MEP)."A"TMS"pulse"
triggers" descending" volleys" of" action" potentials" from" the" motor" cortex" to" the" spinal" cord,! causing"





A! TMS! pulse! activates! all! neurons! within! reach,! without! differentiating! between!
inhibitory,! excitatory,! or! modulating! neurons.! The! resulting! effect! is! always! a! nonM




volleys! of! action! potentials! to! the! spinal! cord! that! cause! glutamate! release! in! the!
corticoMmotor! neuronal! synapses.! If! they! exceed! the! firing! threshold,! an! action!
potential! is! triggered! in! the! spinal! motor! neurons,! which! propagates! along! the!
peripheral!motor!axons!and!induces!a!motor!response!(motor!evoked!potential,!MEP,!
see! figure! 2.1! B)(Groppa! et" al.,! 2012).! Descending! volleys! can! be! measured! using!
epidural! recordings! in! the! spinal! cord.! There! are! two! types! of! volleys:! direct! (D),!
originating!from!direct!stimulation!of!corticospinal!neurons,!or!indirect!(I),!originating!
from! synaptic! activation! of! corticospinal! neurons! (Kobayashi! and! PascualMLeone,!
2003).! In! the!hand!area,!TMS! stimulation!perpendicular! to! the! central! sulcus!mostly!
generates! IMwaves.! DMwaves! are! found! at! higher! stimulus! intensity! (Abbruzzese! and!
Trompetto,!2002).!This!is!probably!due!to!the!orientation!of!the!neuronal!population!
activated.!The!interneurons!in!the!hand!motor!area!are!orientated!parallel!to!the!skull!
surface,!making! them!more! sensitive! to!magnetic! field! impulses.! In! contrast,! lateroM
medial! stimulation!generates!more!DMwaves! (Abbruzzese!and!Trompetto,! 2002).!The!
effect!of!a!TMS!pulse!on!the!cortex,!reflecting!cortical!excitability,!can!be!measured!in!
several! ways.! The!most! commonly! used!method! is! to!measure! a!MEP! using! surface!
EMG! recordings!of! the!muscle! group! that! is! stimulated! in! the!brain.!Both!DM! and! IM
waves! contribute! to! the! EMG! response,! and! excitability! of! both! spinal! and! cortical!
motor!neurons!influence!the!MEP!(Abbruzzese!and!Trompetto,!2002).!Another!novel!
but!technically!more!challenging!possibility!is!to!combine!TMS!with!EEG,!enabling!the!
measurement!of! cortical! excitability! in! areas!outside! the!motor! cortex! (Miniussi! and!
Thut,!2010).!I!will!discuss!this!technique!in!section)2.2.4,!and!describe!my!own!TMSM
EEG!study!in!chapters)6)and)8.!
Several!variables!of! the!MEP!can!be!measured! (see! table!2.2).!The!MEP!amplitude! is!
influenced! by! the! number! of! motor! neurons! recruited! in! the! spinal! chord,! and! the!
synchronisation! of! discharges! of! the! motor! neurons! upon! the! TMS! pulse.! Cortical!
stimulation! causes! repetitive,! but! asynchronous,! discharges! of! spinal!motor! neurons!







MEP! amplitude! is! not! often! used! as! a! clinical! marker! of! cortical! excitability.! The!
resting! motor! threshold! (rMT)! is! the! lowest! TMS! pulse! intensity! that! triggers!
reproducible!MEPs!(typically!of!>50uV!in!a!fully!relaxed!target!muscle)!in!50%!of!trials!
(Groppa! et! al.,! 2012).! This! was! proven! to! be! a! reliable! and! repeatable! measure! of!
cortical!excitability!(Badawy,!Jackson,!et!al.,!2012).!
!
!The! active! motor! threshold! (aMT)! represents! the! motor! threshold! of! a! slightly!
contracted!muscle! and! is! lower! than! the! rMT.! It! is! defined! as! the! required! stimulus!
intensity! to! elicit! reproducible! MEPs! of! 200M300uV! in! 50%! of! consecutive! trials!
(Wassermann!et"al.,!2008).!The!amplitude!of!MEPs!at!the!aMT!is!higher!than!that!at!
the! rMT,!due! to! spinal! facilitation.!The! rMT!also!decreases!when!a! subject! imagines!







Motor!evoked!potential!(MEP)! membrane!potential! increased! decreased!
Motor!threshold!(MT)! membrane!potential! lower! higher!
Cortical!silent!period!(cSP)! GABAMB!receptor! shorter! longer! !!
Short!intracortical!inhibition!(SICI)! GABAMA!receptor! lower! higher! !!
Long!intracortical!inhibition!(LICI)! GABAMB!receptor! lower! higher!
Intracortical!facilitation!(ICF)! NMDA,Glutamate!receptor! higher! lower!
!
After!a!single!TMS!pulse,!a!MEP!is!followed!by!a!silent!period!(SP)!lasting!up!to!300ms,!
during!which! there! is!no!EMG! signal.!The! length!of! the! SP! is! directly! related! to! the!
stimulus! intensity! (Terao! and! Ugawa,! 2002).! The! mechanism! underlying! the! SP! is!
complex.! During! the! first! 50ms! postMstimulus,! the! amplitude! of! the! peripheral!
Hoffmann!reflex!also!decreases!or!disappears,!pointing!towards!a!spinal!origin!for!this!
first!part!of!the!silent!period!(Fuhr!et"al.,!1991).!PairedMpulse!stimulation!has!shed!more!
light! on! the! later! part! of! the! silent! period.! When! two! suprathreshold! stimuli! are!
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applied! with! an! interstimulus! interval! of! 50! to! 150ms,! MEPs! remained! constant.! A!
subthreshold! stimulus! following! 50M150ms! after! a! suprathreshold! stimulus! however,!
showed! inhibition! of! the! response! (Roick! et" al.,! 1993).! Subthreshold! stimuli! activate!
neurons! indirectly,! probably! through! transMsynaptic! mechanisms,! whereas!
suprathreshold! stimulation! can!directly! activate! corticospinal! neurons! (Edgley! et" al.,!
1990).!Thus,!it!is!probable!that!the!later!part!of!the!silent!period!originates!from!transM
synaptic!activation!in!the!cortex.!It!is!therefore!termed!the!cortical!silent!period!(cSP).!
As! the!duration!of! the!cSP!coincides!with! the! timing!of!GABAMB! receptor!activation,!
the! late!part!of!the!cSP!is!believed!to!be!mediated!by!GABAMB!(Connors!et" al.,! 1988).!
Pharmacological! evidence! is! somewhat! conflicting:! the! selective! GABAMB! agonist!
baclofen! was! shown! in! some! studies! to! increase! the! cSP! (Siebner! et" al.,! 1998;!
Stetkarova!and!Kofler,!2013),!whereas!other!studies!did!not!show!any!effect!(Inghilleri!
et"al.,!1996;!McDonnell!et"al.,!2006).!This!may!have!been!due!to!the!way!the!drug!was!
administered,! as! the! two! studies! that! showed!a! lengthening!of! the! cSP!administered!
baclofen! intrathecally,! whereas! the! other! studies! used! oral! or! intravenous!
administration.! GABAMA! agonists! such! as! lorazepam! and! ethanol! have! also! been!
shown! to! increase! the! cSP! length! (Ziemann,! 2004).! At! higher! stimulus! intensities,!
however,! lorazepam! reduced! cSP! length,! possibly! reflecting! an! interaction! between!
GABAMAM! and! GABAMBM! receptors! (Kimiskidis! et" al.,! 2006).! Tiagabine,! a! GABA! reM
uptake!inhibitor,!lengthens!the!cSP!(Werhahn!et"al.,!1999).!!
!
PairedMpulse!TMS!protocols!are!widely!used! to! study!excitability!of! the!motor!cortex!
and! its!underlying!mechanisms! (Kujirai!et" al.,! 1993).!To! this! end,! two! subM!or! supraM
threshold! pulses! are! applied,! with! an! interstimulus! interval! of! between! two! and!
400ms.!ShortMinterval! intracortical! inhibition!(SICI)!is!studied!with!a!first!stimulus!at!
subthreshold! intensity! and! a! second,! suprathreshold,! stimulus! 1M6ms! after! the! first!
stimulus.!SICI!has!two!distinct!phases!(Fisher!et"al.,!2002;!Hanajima!et"al.,!2003).!At!an!











stimulus!after! 10M15ms!(Kujirai!et" al.,! 1993).! It!has!been!assessed! less!extensively! than!
SICI!and!its!exact!mechanism!of!action!remains!unknown.!The!Hoffmann!reflex!is!not!
facilitated! by! the! conditioning! stimulus,!making! a! cortical! origin! of! this!mechanism!
likely! (Ziemann! et" al.,! 1996).! It! has,! however,! never! been! demonstrated! that! the! IM
waves!are! increased! in!number!or!amplitude!at! interstimulus! intervals!of! 10M15ms,! so!
that! a! spinal!mechanism!may! be! involved! in! ICF.! This! is! thought! to! be! unlikely! (Di!
Lazzaro!et" al.,! 2006).!NMDAMreceptor! antagonists! such! as!dextromethorphan! reduce!
ICF!(Ziemann,!Chen,!et" al.,! 1998)!as!well!as!GABAMA!receptor!agonists! (Paulus!et" al.,!
2008).!The!glutamate!antagonist!riluzole!suppresses!ICF!(Schwenkreis!et"al.,!2000).!
!
With! two! suprathreshold! pulses,! longMinterval! intracortical! inhibition! (LICI)! can! be!
demonstrated! at! interstimulus! intervals! of! 50M200ms.! This! is! likely! to! be! a!
phenomenon! of! cortical! origin! as! the! IMwaves,! but! not! the! DMwaves,! are! affected!
(Nakamura! et" al.,! 1997).! Baclofen! increases! LICI! (McDonnell! et" al.,! 2006).! These!
findings,!taken!together,!suggest!that!LICI!is!probably!GABAMB!mediated!(Nakamura!et"
al.,! 1997;!Wassermann!et" al.,! 2008).!GABAMA! receptors! are! ligandMgated! ion! channels!
and! act! faster! than! the!GMprotein! coupled!GABAMB! receptors,! explaining! part! of! the!
different!timing!between!SICI!and!LICI!(Nakamura!et"al.,!1997).!
!
Measuring! the! change! in!MEP! response,! after! various! combinations! of! conditioning!
and! test! stimuli,! is! limited!by! the! interMindividual! variability!of! the!MEP! response! in!
each! set! of! conditioning/test! stimuli,! and! the! ensuing! requirement! for! several!
consecutive!measurements! (Cahn! et" al.,! 2003).!An! alternative! is! to! target! a! constant!
MEP! amplitude! output,! set! as! a! percentage! of! the!maximum! response! of! a! baseline!
test,! and! to! track! this! by! changing! the! test! stimulus! intensity.! Changes! in! cortical!
excitability! are! then! reflected! by! the! required! change! in! test! stimulus! intensity! to!
result!in!the!preset!output!(Awiszus!et"al.,!1999;!Bostock!et"al.,!1998;!Vucic!et"al.,!2006).!
With! this! threshold! tracking! technique! (or! “threshold! hunting”),! there! is! tighter!
control! of! the! necessary! pulse! and! small! differences! in! cortical! excitability! can! be!










EEG! recordings! (Ilmoniemi! and! Kicić,! 2010;! Ilmoniemi! et" al.,! 1997;! Veniero! et" al.,!
2009),! but! the! combination! of! these! techniques! is! valuable! in! uncovering! neural!
mechanisms,!including!changes!in!cortical!excitability!(Daskalakis!et"al.,!2012;!Komssi!








occurred! in! people! with! underlying! brain! pathology! or! those! taking! neuroactive!
medication!(Groppa!et"al.,!2012;!Hömberg!and!Netz,!1989;!Rossi!et"al.,!2009).!Syncope!
was!also! reported!during!TMS,!although! is!not! thought! to!be!a!direct! effect!of!TMS,!
but! rather! related! to! anxiety! and! stress! during! the! procedure! (Groppa! et" al.,! 2012;!
Hadar!et"al.,!2011).!Temporary!hearing!loss!may!occur!due!to!the!coil!click!if!no!hearing!
protection! is! used,! and! stimulation! can! cause! shortMterm! headaches,! local! pain! and!
paresthesias!(Rossi!et"al.,!2009).!No!histologic!changes!in!brain!tissue!(temporal!lobes)!






TMS!are!not!always! reported.!FortyMnine!articles! including!a! total!of! 712!people!with!





of! these! were! from! the! same! clinic! (Hufnagel! and! Elger,! 1991).! Group! analysis!
suggested! that! the! crude! risk! of! seizure! occurrence! during! singleM! and! pairedM! pulse!
TMS!was! lowest! (0%)! in!people!with!wellMcontrolled!epilepsy! (Schrader!et" al.,! 2004).!
The! risk! of! seizure! occurrence! was! highest! (2.8%)! if! AEDs! were! tapered.! No!
explanation!was!found!for!the!described!centreMtoMcentre!variability.!There!is!no!clear!
pathophysiological! evidence! suggesting! that! TMS! triggers! seizures! in! people! with!




Cortical! excitability! is! dynamic! and! varies! depending! on! physiological! as! well! as!
external! conditions.! When! using! TMS! it! is! of! paramount! importance! to! take! these!







EEG,! the! TMS! Evoked! Potential! (TEP)! slope! and! amplitude! have! been! shown! to!
increase! throughout! the! day! (Huber! et" al.,! 2013).! LICI! and! cSP! decreased! over! the!
course! of! a! day! (Barker! et" al.,! 1985).! Sleep! deprivation! seems! to! increase! cortical!
excitability.! It!has!been! shown! to! reduce! intracortical! inhibition! (Civardi!et" al.,! 2001;!
Kreuzer!et"al.,!2011)!and!to!increase!TEP!slope!and!amplitude!(Huber!et"al.,!2013).!Sleep!
deprivation! increased! ICF! only! in! women,! raising! questions! about! the! underlying!
mechanisms!(De!Gennaro!et"al.,!2007).!
Hormones)
Cortical! excitability! varies! throughout! the! menstrual! cycle.! Oestrogens! have! an!
excitatory!effect!while!progesterone!has!an!inhibitory!effect!(Finocchi!and!Ferrari,!2011;!















with! TMS,! and! good! overviews! of! these! studies! are! available! (Paulus! et" al.,! 2008;!
Ziemann,! 2004).! I! will! only! discuss! the! effect! on! TMS! parameters! of! the! most!
important!AEDs,!without! aiming! to!provide! an! exhaustive! list.!Na+!blockers! such! as!
lamotrigine,! carbamazepine!and!phenytoin! increase! the!motor! threshold,!but!do!not!
affect! other! TMS! parameters! (Chen! et" al.,! 1997;! Lang! et" al.,! 2013;! Li! et" al.,! 2009;!
Turazzini!et"al.,!2004).!Benzodiazepines!such!as!diazepam!and!lorazepam!are!GABAMA!
receptor! agonists.!They!have!no!effect!on! the!MT!but! increase!SICI! (Inghilleri!et" al.,!
1996;! Kimiskidis! et" al.,! 2006;! Di! Lazzaro! et" al.,! 2005).! Diazepam! decreases! the! cSP!
whereas!lorazepam!increases!the!cSP!at!high!stimulus!intensities!but!decreases!the!cSP!
at! low! stimulus! intensities! (Inghilleri! et" al.,! 1996;! Kimiskidis! et" al.,! 2006;! Ziemann,!
2004).! Tiagabine,! a! GABA! reMuptake! inhibitor,! and! vigabatrin,! an! inhibitor! of! the!
GABA!transaminase!that!breaks!down!GABA,!both!enhance!GABA!function,!resulting!
in!a!prolonged!cSP!and!stronger!LICI!(Pierantozzi!et"al.,!2004;!Werhahn!et"al.,! 1999).!
Valproic! acid! acts! on! sodium! and! calcium! channels,! and! also! inhibits! GABA!




of! action!of! levetiracetam! is!unknown.!TMS!studies!have!demonstrated!an! increased!
MT!and!cSP!duration!upon!levetiracetam!administration,!but!no!effect!on!SICI!and!ICF!






a! reduction! of! the! cSP! after! administration! of! caffeine,! but! no! influence! on! other!
cortical! excitability! measures! (de! Carvalho! et" al.,! 2010;! Cerqueira! et" al.,! 2006).! An!
earlier!study!showed!no!significant!effect!of!caffeine!on!the!resting!or!active!MT,!SICI,!
or! ICF! (Orth! et" al.,! 2005).! Another! study! showed! an! increase! in!MEP! size! after! the!
consumption!of!an!energy!drink!containing!water,!sugar!and!caffeine,!an!effect!which!
was!not!seen!when!subjects!were!given!water!alone! (Specterman!et" al.,! 2005).!Spinal!
excitability!was!also!increased!by!caffeine!(Walton!et"al.,!2003).!
Alcohol! decreases! cortical! excitability,! especially! in! the! right! prefrontal! areas!
(Kahkönen,!2005;!Kähkönen!and!Wilenius,!2007;!Kahkönen!et" al.,!2003;!Kähkönen!et"
al.,!2001).!This!is!reflected!by!an!increase!of!the!cSP!and!SICI,!while!the!ICF!decreases!
(Paulus! et" al.,! 2008).! The! effect! of! nicotine! and! smoking!was! assessed! in! one! study,!
which! showed! that! cortical! excitability! is! lower! in! chronic! smokers! than! in! nonM
smokers!(Lang!et"al.,!2008).!Few!studies!have!investigated!the!effects!of!drug!abuse!on!
cortical!excitability.! In!chronic!cannabis!users,!cortical!excitability! is! increased.!Users!
were!found!to!have!reduced!SICI,!irrespective!of!the!frequency!of!cannabis!use!around!
the!time!of!the!experiment.!Other!measures!of!cortical!excitability!are!not!affected!by!
cannabis! use! (Fitzgerald! et" al.,! 2009).! Schizophrenia! and! substance! abuse! often! coM
exist.! People! who! had! a! history! of! cannabis! use! when! they! suffered! their! first!
schizophrenic! episode! had! increased! cortical! excitability.! Cannabis! users! had! lower!
cortical! inhibition! and! higher! ICF! than! people! who! had! no! history! of! cannabis! use!
when! they! suffered! from! their! first! schizophrenic! episode! (Wobrock! et" al.,! 2010).!
Cocaine! increases! the! active! and! resting! MT,! leading! to! a! decrease! in! cortical!











or! reports! of,! an! actual! increase! in! seizures! related! to! mobileMphone! usage,! even!
though!mobile!phones!are!increasingly!used!in!dayMtoMday!life.!






rMT) aMT) cSP) SICI) LICI) ICF)




!! Strutton!et"al.,!2003! ! ! !
↔!
! ! !





Sleep!deprivation! Civardi!et"al.,!2001! ! ! ! !
↓!
! !
!! Kreuzer!et"al.,!2011! ! ! ! !
↓!
! !
!! De!Gennaro!et"al.,!2007! ! ! ! ! ! !
!↑**!!
















Late!follicular!! Smith!et"al.,!2002! ! ! ! !
↓!
! !
!! Smith!et"al.,!1999! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

























! ! ! !




Coffee! Cerqueira!et"al.,!2006! ! ! !
↓!
! ! !
!! de!Carvalho!et"al.,!2010! ! ! !
↓!
! ! !






!! Specterman!et"al.,!2005! ↑! ! ! ! ! ! !
Alcohol! Ziemann!et"al.,!1995! !
↔! ↔! ↑! ↑!
!
↓!
















Meditation!! Guglietti!et"al.,!2012! !! !! !! ↑! ↔! !! !!
*"only"significant"effect"during"anovulatory"phase."No"effect" in"ovulatory"phase."**only"in"female"subjects."^"right"
hemisphere." MEP" amplitude:" amplitude" of" motor" evoked" potential." rMT:" resting" motor" threshold." aMT:" active"







There! are! many! TMS! studies! in! people! with! epilepsy,! which! I! will! review! in! this!
section.! I! conducted! a! search! in! PubMed! in!November! 2012,! using! the! search! terms!
“transcranial!magnetic!stimulation”!AND!“epilepsy”,!and!identified!381!articles.!For!the!
review,!I!included!articles!describing!original!research,!written!in!English,!describing!a!
singleM! and/or! pairedM! pulse! TMS! protocol! conducted! in! people! with! epilepsy.! After!
excluding! studies! using! repetitive! TMS,! and! caseMreports! including! fewer! than! five!










epilepsy! (old! classification,)!without!medication! (Badawy! et" al.,! 2006,! 2007;! Badawy,!
Jackson,! et" al.,! 2012;! Badawy,!Macdonell,! et" al.,! 2012;!Cantello! et" al.,! 2006;! Joo! et" al.,!
2008;!Klimpe!et"al.,!2009;!Macdonell!et"al.,!2001).!Some!studies!found!a!decreased!MT!
in!people!without!medication,!but!increased!MT!in!people!with!medication!(Aguglia!et"






(Cantello!et" al.,!2006;!Delvaux!et" al.,!2001;! Joo!et" al.,!2008),!but!most!studies!showed!





studies! were! conducted! by! one! group.! It! is! unclear! whether! the! data! overlap! from!
study!to!study!(see)chapter)7.4).!!
Table*2.4:*TMS*measures*in*generalised*epilepsy.)





10! Y! ↑! ! ! ! ! !
!
IGE!(7JME)! 13! Y! ↑! ! ! ! ! !
Badawy!et"al.,!2006!
IGE!(5JME)! 15! N! ↔! ! ! ! ! !
IGE!+!sleep!
deprivation! ! N! ↔! ! ! ↓! ↓*! ↑!
Badawy!et"al.,!2007! IGE!(11JME)! 35! N! ↔! ! ↔! ↓! ↓*! ↑!
Badawy,!Macdonell,!et"
al.,!2009b!
IGE!morning! 10! N! ↔! ! ! ↓! ↓! ↑!
IGE!afternoon! ! N! ↔! ! ! ↓! ↓! ↑!
Badawy,! Macdonell,! et"
al.,!2009a!
IGE!preictal! 23! N! ↓^! ! ! ↓^! ↓^! ↑^!
IGE!postictal! ! N! ↑^! ! ! ↑^! ↑^! ↓^!
Badawy,!Macdonell,!
Berkovic,!et"al.,!2010!
IGE! 59! N! ↓! ! ! ↓! ↓**! ↑!




Gastaut! 18! Y! ↑! ! ! ↑! ↑! ↓!
IGE!
(refractory)! 20! Y! ↔! ! ! ↓↓! ↓↓! ↑!
Badawy,!Jackson,!et"al.,!
2012! IGE!(4!JME)! 13! N! ↔! ! ! ↓! ↓*! ↑!
Badawy!and!Jackson,!
2012! IGE! 28! N! ↔! ! ! ↓! ↓*! ↑!
Brodtmann!et"al.,!1999! IGE! 7! N! ↔! ! ! ! ↓***! !
Cantello!et"al.,!2006!
IGE!before!
AED! 8! N! ↔! ! ↔! ↔! ! ↑!
IGE!12!weeks!
VPA! ! Y! ↔! ! ↔! ↔! ! ↔!
Delvaux!et"al.,!2001! within!48h!of!1st!TC!seizure! 18! N! ↑! ! ! ↔! ! ↓!
Ertas!et"al.,!2000! IGE! 10! N! ! ! ↔! ! ! !
Groppa!et"al.,!2008! IGE!M!PPR! 12! N/Y! ↑! ! ↔! ! ! !
! IGE!+!PPR! 13! N/Y! ↔! ! ↔! ! ! !
Joo!et"al.,!2008!
IGE! 15! N! ↔! ! ↑! ↔! ! ↔!
IGE!+!
Zonisamide! ! Y! ↔! ! ↑! ↔! ! ↔!
Kazis!et"al.,!2006!
IGE!(7JME)! 30! N! ↓! ! ! ! ! !
IGE!(7JME)!
VPA!4!weeks! ! Y! ↔! ! ↓! ! ! !
IGE!(7JME)!
VPA!25!weeks! ! Y! ↔! ! ↓! ! ! !
Klimpe!et"al.,!2009! IGE! 15! N! ↔! ↔! ↔! ↓! ! !




Table*2.4*(Continued)* ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )
Study) epilepsy)type) N) AED)) rMT) aMT)) cSP) SICI) LICI) ICF)
Molnar!et"al.,!2006!
IGE!+!DBS!off! 5! Y! ↑! ↑! ! ↔! ↓↓! ↔!
IGE!+!DBS!on! ! Y! ↑! ↑! ! ↔! ↓! ↔!
IGE!+!DBS!














N! ↔! ↔! ↑! ↔! ! !
Reutens! &! Berkovic,!
1992! IGE!M!AED! 11! N! ↓! ! ! ! ! !
!
IGE!+!AED! 34! Y! ↑! ! ! ! ! !
Reutens!et"al.,!1993!
IGE!M!AED! 20! N! ↓! ! ! ! ! !
IGE!+!AED! 36! Y! ↑! ! ! ! ! !
Tataroglu!et"al.,!2004! IGE! 50! N/A! ↑! ! ↑! ! ! !
*"at"250ms.**"at" 150"and"250ms."***at" 175"and"250"ms."^compared"to" interictal"state."¥"correlated"with"
seizure"freedom"after"1"year"of"treatment."IGE:""idiopathic"generalised"epilepsy"(old"classification),"JME:"
juvenile" myoclonic" epilepsy," AED:" antiQepileptic" drugs," VPA:" valproic" acid," TC:" tonicQclonic," PPR:"
photoparoxysmal" response," DBS:" deep" brain" stimulator," N/Y:" included" people" with" and" without"
medication."N/A:" information"on"medication"not"available," rMT:"resting"motor"threshold,"cSP:"cortical"
silent"period,"SICI:"shortQinterval"intracortical"inhibition,"LICI:"longQinterval"intracortical"inhibition,"ICF:"




ICF! was! increased! in! most! studies! (Badawy! and! Jackson,! 2012;! Badawy! et" al.,! 2006,!
2007;!Badawy,!Jackson,!et"al.,!2012;!Badawy,!Macdonell,!Berkovic,!et"al.,!2010;!Badawy,!
Macdonell,! et" al.,! 2012;! Cantello! et" al.,! 2006),! and! normal! in! two! studies! including!
participants! with! and! without! medication! (Joo! et" al.,! 2008;! Molnar! et" al.,! 2006).!
Cortical! recovery! curves! display! the! Test! Response/Conditioned! Response! ratio!
(TR/CR)!plotted!against! the! range!of! interstimulus! intervals.! In! these!studies,!people!
with! IGE! displayed! a! peak! at! interstimulus! interval! 250ms,! where! the! TR/CR! was!
around!200%,!compared!to!100%!in!healthy!subjects.!People!with!IGE!also!displayed!a!
smaller!peak,!at!an!interstimulus!interval!of!150!ms.!Cortical!recovery!curves!have!not!
been! widely! studied! by! other! authors,! but! appear! to! provide! valuable! additional!
information.! The! pathophysiologic! significance! of! the! facilitation! or! decrease! in!






interstimulus! intervals,! is! needed! to! confirm! these! results! and! understand! the!
underlying! mechanisms.! In! LennoxMGastaut! syndrome,! a! severe! form! of! epilepsy!
characterised! by! frequent! and! refractory! seizures! and!mental! handicap,! the! balance!
tilts! towards! inhibition,! reflected!by! an! increased! rMT,! increased!SICI! and!LICI,! and!
reduced!ICF!(see!table!2.4)!(Badawy,!Macdonell,!et"al.,!2012).!In!this!study,!an!attempt!
was! made! to! correct! for! the! use! of! medication! by! comparing! people! with! LennoxM
Gastaut! who! used! two! or! more! AEDs,! with! people! suffering! from! other! types! of!
refractory!epilepsy!who!also!used!two!or!more!AEDs.!The!authors!corrected! for!periM
ictal! changes! in! excitability! by! ensuring! seizure! freedom! around! the! TMS!
measurements!(Badawy,!Macdonell,!et"al.,!2012).!It!remains!unclear!why!this!condition!
shows!hypoexcitability,!whereas!other!types!of!epilepsy!show!cortical!hyperexcitability.!
Juvenile! Myoclonic! Epilepsy! (JME)! and! progressive! myoclonic! epilepsy! were! often!
studied! separately! from! other! forms! of! genetic! epilepsies.! JME! is! one! of! the! most!
common! forms!of!genetic!epilepsy! (Gardiner,! 2005).!For! this! reason,!and! to! improve!
readability!of!the!results,!I!have!chosen!to!keep!JME!and!other!forms!of!epilepsy!with!
myoclonic!seizures!separate! in!this!review.! In!people!with!JME,!the!rMT!seems!to!be!
normal! or! increased,! although!most! studies! have! been! carried! out! in! people! taking!
medication!(see!table!2.5)!(Akgun!et"al.,!2009;!Badawy,!Macdonell,!Jackson,!et"al.,!2010;!
Brown! et" al.,! 1996;! Canafoglia! et" al.,! 2010;! Caramia! et" al.,! 1996;!Danner! et" al.,! 2009;!
Manganotti!et"al.,!2001,!2004,!2006;!Pfütze!et"al.,!2007;!Valzania!et"al.,!1999).!The!only!
study! in!which!people!with! JME!did!not! take!AEDs! showed! a!normal! rMT! (Badawy,!
Macdonell,! et" al.,! 2009b).! In! people! with! JME! most! studies,! except! two,! showed!
decreased!inhibition!reflected!by!lower!SICI!and!LICI!(Badawy,!Macdonell,!Jackson,!et"
al.,!2010;!Canafoglia!et"al.,!2010;!Caramia!et"al.,!1996;!Hanajima!et"al.,!2008;!Manganotti!
et" al.,! 2006;! Turazzini! et" al.,! 2004).! One! study! found! no! differences! in! excitability!
between!patients!and!healthy!controls!(Pfütze!et"al.,!2007).!It! is!argued!that!this!may!
be! due! to! the! fact! that! the! patients! were! on! AEDs.! In! the! studies! that! showed!
decreased!SICI,!patients!were!on!AEDs.!Circadian!rhythms!were!taken!into!account!by!
measuring! once! in! the! evening! and! once! in! the! morning,! but! seizure! occurrence!
around!TMS!measurements!is!not!mentioned!(Pfütze!et"al.,!2007).!Another!study!only!




(Manganotti!et" al.,!2006).!One!study! found!decreased!ICF! in!people!with! JME!taking!
medication! and! one! found! decreased! ICF! in! people! with! Lafora! body! progressive!
myoclonic!epilepsy!taking!medication!(Canafoglia!et"al.,!2010;!Manganotti!et"al.,!2006).!





extracted! from!studies! that! included!people!with!different! types!of! IGE.! It! suggested!
that!the!rMT!was!significantly!lower!in!drugMnaïve!people!with!JME!(40!people)!than!in!
controls! (N=161).! In!people!with! types!of! IGE!other! than! JME,!however,! the! rMT!did!
not!significantly!differ!from!controls!(41!with!IGE,!130!controls).!!
The!most!consistent! finding! in!people!with! JME! is! reduction! in!SICI! (and!LICI!when!
studied),! despite! the! use! of! medication.! In! other! forms! of! IGE,! this! finding! is! less!
consistent.! SICI! is! probably! GABAMA! mediated,! and! impaired! GABAMA! mediated!




most! groups! have! studied! the! hemispheres! with! (ipsilateral)! and! without!
(contralateral)! the!seizure!focus!separately.!Results!regarding!the!rMT!are!conflicting!




found! significant! differences! between! ipsiM! and! contraM! lateral! rMTs! (Badawy! et" al.,!
2007;! Badawy,! Macdonell,! Berkovic,! et" al.,! 2010;! Kim! et" al.,! 2008).! In! studies! in!
participants! on! antiMepileptic! medication! no! difference! was! found! between! the!
hemispheres,!but!the!rMT!was!found!to!be!increased!bilaterally!compared!to!controls!
(Badawy,!Macdonell,!Berkovic,!et" al.,!2010;!Cantello!et" al.,!2000;!Cicinelli!et" al.,!2000;!











SICI!was! found! to! be! decreased! in! people!with! focal! epilepsy,! especially! ipsilaterally!
(Badawy! and! Jackson,! 2012;! Badawy! et" al.,! 2006,! 2007;! Badawy,! Jackson,! et" al.,! 2012;!
Badawy,! Macdonell,! Berkovic,! et" al.,! 2010;! Badawy,! Macdonell,! et" al.,! 2009a,! 2009b,!
2012;!Varrasi!et"al.,!2004).!All!but!three!of!these!studies!are!from!the!same!group,!and!
were! mainly! conducted! in! drugMnaïve! people.! In! these! studies,! ICF! was! increased!
ipsilaterally!(Badawy!and!Jackson,!2012;!Badawy!et"al.,!2006,!2007;!Badawy,!Jackson,!et"





Klimpe!et" al.,! 2009;!Turazzini!et" al.,! 2004;!Werhahn,!Lieber,!et" al.,! 2000).!One!study!
found!decreased!ICF!ipsilaterally!(Werhahn,!Lieber,!et"al.,!2000).!The!cortical!recovery!
curves!of!people!with! focal!epilepsy!also!shows!a!peak!at!an! interstimulus! interval!of!
250ms!that! is!somewhat!smaller!than!in!people!with!IGE!(old!classification)!(Badawy!
and!Jackson,!2012;!Badawy!et"al.,!2006;!Badawy,!Macdonell,!et"al.,!2009a).!The!peak!at!
an! interstimulus! interval! of! 150ms,! which! is! seen! in! people! with! IGE,! is! absent! in!
people! with! focal! epilepsy.! In! summary,! although! not! unequivocal,! the! findings! in!
people!with!focal!epilepsy!seem!to!point!towards!hyperexcitability!of!the!hemisphere!
ipsilaterally! to!the!epileptic! focus,!especially!when!considering!the!studies!of!Badawy!
et" al! (Badawy! and! Jackson,! 2012;! Badawy! et" al.,! 2006,! 2007;! Badawy,! Jackson,! et" al.,!









Study) epilepsy)type) N) AED)) rMT)) aMT) MEP) cSP) SICI) LICI) ICF)
Akgun!et"al.,!2009!




























































10! Y! ↔! ↑! ↔!
!
↓! ↔! ↔!
Lafora!body!disease! 5! Y! ↔! ↑! ↔!
!
↓! ↓! ↓!
Caramia!et"al.,!1996! JME! 7! Y!









































































N.o.s.:" not" otherwise" specified." N/Y:" included" people" with" and" without" medication." N/A:" information" on"
medication"not"available."rMT:"resting"motor"threshold."MEP:"Motor"evoked"potential."cSP:"cortical"silent"period."
SICI:" shortQinterval" intracortical" inhibition." LICI:" longQinterval" intracortical" inhibition." ICF:" intracortical"






Study& epilepsy&type& N& AED& rMT& & aMT& & MEP& & cSP& & SICI& & LICI& & ICF& !!
& &
& &
i! c! i! c! i! c! i! c! i! c! i! c! i! c!
Badawy!et"al.,!
2006!
Focal!! 15! N! ↔! ↔! ! ! ! ! ! ! 3! ! 3! ! 3! !
Focal!+!sleep!
deprivation! 15! N! ↔! ↔! ! ! ! ! ! ! ↓! ↔! ↓! ↓^! ↑! ↔!
Badawy!et"al.,!




Focal!!morning! 10! N! ↔! ↔! ! ! ! ! ! ! ↓! ! ↓!^! ! ↑! !




Focal!preictal! 35! N! ↓! ↔! ! ! ! ! ! ! ↓! ↔! ↓↓! ↔! ↑! ↔!





Focal!! 47! N! ↑! ↓! ! ! ! ! ! ! ↓! ↔! ↓↓! ↔! ↑! ↔!











Focal!! 11! N! ↔! ↔! ! ! ! ! ! ! ↓! ↔! ↓! ↔! ↑! ↔!
Badawy!and!












Study& epilepsy&type& N& AED&& rMT& && aMT& && MEP& && cSP& && SICI& && LICI& && ICF& !!




VPA! 7! N! ↔! ↔! ! ! ! ! ↔! ↔! ↔! ↔! ! ! ↔! ↔!








myoclonic!! 8! Y! ↑! ↑! ! ! ! ! ↑!*! ↑! ! ! ! ! ! !
Partial!non3




controls" 23! Y! ↔! ↔! ! ! ! ! ↓! ↔! ↔! ↔! ! ! ↔! ↔!
Hattemer!et"





AED! 18! Y! ↑! ↑! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Focal!(TLE)!3!





Focal!!(TLE)! 53! Y! ↑! ↑! ! ↔! ↔! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Joo!et"al.,!2010!
Focal!3!
zonisamide! 24! N! no" controls! ! ↔! ↔! ↔! ↔! ↔! ↔! ! ! ↔! ↔!
Focal!+!
















Study& epilepsy&type& N& AED&& rMT& && aMT& && MEP& && cSP& && SICI& && LICI& && ICF& !!
! ! ! ! i c! i! c! i! c! i! c! i! c! i! c! i! c!
Klimpe!et"al.,!




Focal!3!AED! 13! N! ↓!$! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Focal!+!AED! 20! Y! ↔!$! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!
Manganotti!et"
al.,!1999!
Partial!!3!!AED! 6! N! no"controls"
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !Partial!!+!5!
weeks!AED! ! Y! ↑!%! ! ↑!%! ! ↔%! ! ↔%! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Nezu!et"al.,!
1997!
BECT!3!AED! 5! N! ↔! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
BECT!+!AED! 8! Y! ↑! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Tataroglu!et"




3!AED! 8! N! no"controls" ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Post3stroke!focal!




↔%! ! ! ! ↔!%! !
Varrasi!et"al.,!






Focal!3AED! 15! N! ↔! ↔! ! ! ! ! ↔! ↔! ↔! ↓! ! ! ↓↓! ↓!
Wright!et"al.,!
2006! refractory!TLE!! 18! !
!
no"controls" ! ! ! ! ! ! ↑**! ! ! ! ↓**! !









al.,! 2009).! In! epilepsy,! two! types! of! approaches! can! be! identified:! provoking! epileptiform!
discharges,! or! quantification! of! the! TMSLevoked! potential! (TEP)! in! the! EEG.! In! a! study!
following! the! first! type! of! approach,! the! EEG! patterns! of! people! with! focal! epilepsy! were!
assessed!after!TMS!and!compared!with!those!of!healthy!controls!(Valentin!et#al.,!2008).!Two!
phenomena! were! seen! exclusively! in! 11! of! the! 15! people! with! epilepsy:! in! three! people,!
stimulation! of! the! epileptogenic! area! triggered! a! delayed! response! with! spikes! and! sharp!
waves,! sometimes! similar! to! the! person’s! epileptiform! discharges! seen! on! a! diagnostic! EEG!
recording.! In! nine! people,! including! one! showing! a! delayed! response,! extraLtemporal! TMS!
triggered!a!new!rhythm!on!the!EEG!that!differed!from!the!background!EEG!rhythm.!Both!of!
these! phenomena! were! correlated! with! seizure! lateralisation.! Another! study! showed! that!
during!an!epileptic!discharge,!there!is!an!increase!in!information!flow!from!the!epileptic!focus!
to! other! areas! of! the! epileptogenic! region! (Kimiskidis! et# al.,! 2013).!When! TMS!was! applied!
after! the! start! of! the! epileptic! discharge,! however,! this! flow! was! reduced.! Application! of! a!





synchronisation! in! the! alpha! and! beta! bands! than! controls.! The! P30! response! (the! positive!
peak! around! 30ms! after! stimulation)! was! increased! in! people! with! progressive! myoclonic!
epilepsy,! which! was! interpreted! as! a! sign! of! hyperexcitability.! The! N100/P180! peak! was!
decreased! in! people! with! progressive! myoclonic! epilepsy! potentially! indicating! defective!




Manganotti! and! Del! Felice,! 2013;! Rogasch! and! Fitzgerald,! 2012).! In! periventricular! nodular!
heterotopia,!a!developmental!condition!that!causes!epilepsy!and!reading!disability! in!people!
with! normal! intelligence,! the! geographic! distribution! of! the! late! response! to! TMS! (>225ms!
after!the!stimulus)!revealed!aberrant!connectivity!patterns!in!the!people!with!periventricular!
nodular! heterotopia! (Shafi! et# al.,! 2015).! A! recent! study! showed! that! the! TEP! amplitude!
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correlated! with!melatonin! and! cortisol! levels! in! healthy,! sleepLdeprived! controls! (Ly! et# al.,!
2016).! This!may! prove! to! be! particularly! important! in! the! context! of! epilepsy,! especially! as!
other! recent! studies! linked! seizures! and! interictal! epileptiform! discharges! to! cortisol! (van!
Campen!et#al.,!2015,!2016).!
It! is! clear! that! TMSLEEG! holds! great! potential! for! application! in! epilepsy,! but! questions!









Treatment!with!AEDs! increases! the! rMT,! even! if! this!was! low!or!normal! prior! to! treatment!
(Kazis!et#al.,!2006;!Münchau!et#al.,!2005;!Nezu!et#al.,!1997;!Reutens!and!Berkovic,!1992;!Reutens!










decisionLmaking! in! the! treatment! of! epilepsy.! It! could! be! of! use! in! determining! the! doses!
needed,! or! it! could! assist! in! choosing! the! right! drug.! Several! doses! or! drugs! could! be! tried!
sequentially! in! a! person! with! epilepsy,! and! instead! of! awaiting! the! clinical! effect! on! the!
number!of!seizures!for!months,!excitability!could!be!tested!after!several!weeks.!A!substantial!
decrease!in!excitability!may!mean!that!the!drug!is!effective.!TMS!may!also!be!used!to!study!the!




to! determine! what! magnitude! of! decrease! in! cortical! excitability! is! associated! with! seizure!
freedom.!!
Pre5(and(post5(epilepsy(surgery(evaluation(using(cortical(excitability(
Focal! epilepsy! can! sometimes!be! treated!by! surgically! removing! the!epileptic! focus.!Cortical!
excitability! measured! with! TMS,! preL! and! postL! operatively,! may! help! predict! the! surgical!
outcome!(Kamida!et#al.,!2007;!Läppchen!et#al.,!2008).!A!decrease!in!excitability!in!the!epileptic!
hemisphere! has! been! correlated! with! a! significant! seizure! reduction! (mean! followLup! 16!
months).!One!person,!who!did!not! show!a! reduction! in! excitability,!had!a! suboptimal!postL
operative! outcome! (Kamida! et# al.,! 2007).! These! results!were! replicated! in! the! nonLepileptic!
hemisphere! (Karadaş! et# al.,! 2011;! Läppchen! et# al.,! 2008).! Epilepsy! surgery! seems! to! change!
interhemispheric!inhibitory!interactions!between!the!motor!cortices!(Läppchen!et#al.,!2011).!A!
case! report! discussed! two!people!with! cerebral! tumours! (glioblastoma!multiforme!WHO! IV!




levels! in! this! individual! with! no! cSP! changes! seen! in! the! other! (Cincotta! et# al.,! 2002).!
Hyperexcitability!was!shown!to!normalise!after!successful!subpial!transection!in!an!individual!
with! simple! partial! seizures! (Shimizu! et# al.,! 2001).! One! of! the! issues! in! the! postLoperative!
management! of! people! with! epilepsy! is! the! subsequent! treatment! with! AEDs.! Often! AED!
treatment!is!continued!until!at!least!one!year!after!the!operation,!and!some!people!will!never!
stop! taking! AEDs! in! fear! of! new! seizures.! TMS! could! help! decisionLmaking! in! the! postL
operative!phase,!and!may!help!differentiate!between!the!people!who!are!at!risk!of!relapse!and!




seizure,! reflected!by! lower! SICI! and!LICI! and!higher! ICF! (Badawy,!Macdonell,! et# al.,! 2009a;!





this! setting,! time! is! limited,! and! ictal! recordings! are! necessary! to! accurately! determine! the!
epileptic! source.! To! increase! the! likelihood! of! a! seizure! that! can! be! recorded,! AEDs! are!
tapered.! TMS! could! guide! clinicians! in! decisions! regarding! the! doses! of!medication.! Before!
this!is!possible!further!research!is!needed!to!demonstrate!that!the!preictal!rise!of!excitability!is!





Before! TMS! can! be! implemented! in! clinical! settings! for! the! above! purposes,! the! interL! and!
intraL! individual! variability! of! the! measures! related! to! cortical! excitability! has! to! be!
understood.! Early! studies,! for! example,! show! that! the! motor! threshold! varies! considerably!
between! individuals! (Mills! and! Nithi,! 1997;! Wassermann,! 2002).! The! intraLindividual!
variability!was!relatively!low!(Kimiskidis!et!al.,!2004;!Koski!et!al.,!2005).!The!motor!threshold!
did!not!differ! significantly!between!people!with!generalised!epilepsy!and!controls,! except! in!




studies,! the! intraLindividual! variability! of! SICI! was! between! 31%! and! 37%,! and! the!
interindividual! variability! was! between! 44%! and! 67%.! ICF! interLindividual! variability! was!
lower!(21%!and!23%),!but! intraLindividual!variability!was!high!(22%!and!60%)!(Boroojerdi!et!





protocols!used,!but! all! show! inhibition!around! 100L150ms! interstimulus! intervals.!One! study!
showed!that!curves!shapes!are!to!some!extent!reproducible!in!the!same!individual!(Du!et!al.,!
2014),!but!the!interLindividual!variability,!studied!in!relatively!small!cohorts,!is!large!(Du!et!al.,!
2014;! Lang! et! al.,! 2011;! Nakamura! et! al.,! 1997;! VallsLSolé! et! al.,! 1992).! As! discussed! in! the!
previous!sections,!SICI!and!LICI!recovery!curves!were!extensively!studied!in!different!forms!of!
epilepsy,!and!not!only!did!the!reported!shape!and!absolute!values!of! the!curves!consistently!
differ! between! groups! of! people! with! epilepsy! and! healthy! controls,! but! the! curves! also!
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differed! according! to! medication! use,! type! of! epilepsy,! timeLrelation! to! seizures! and!
refractoriness!of! the! seizures! to!medication! (Badawy!and! Jackson,! 2012;!Badawy!et# al.,! 2007;!
Badawy,!Vogrin,!et# al.,! 2013a,! 2013b,! 2013c;!Badawy!et# al.,! 2014;!Badawy,! Jackson,!et# al.,! 2012,!
2013;!Badawy,!Macdonell,!Berkovic,!et#al.,!2010;!Badawy,!Macdonell,!et#al.,!2009a,!2009b,!2012;!





recruits!a! large!ensemble!of!neuronal!cells,! including!neurons!with!excitatory!and! inhibitory!
properties.! It! is! plausible! that! stimulating! a! relatively! large! area! results! in! a! consistent! net!
response,!while!in!some!cases!of!direct!cortical!stimulation,!variability!in!the!response!may!be!
due! to! insufficient! neuronal! recruitment! (Lesser! et# al.,! 2008).! Research! into! cortical!









outcome! of! AED! treatment! in! individuals.! Findings! are,! however,! sometimes! contradictory,!
and!TMS! is!not! yet! ready! to!be!used! in! clinical!practice.!The!challenge! that! lies! ahead! is! to!
investigate!whether!TMS!can!assess!changes!in!cortical!excitability!at!an!individual!level!and!
whether!these!changes!are!robust!enough!to!predict! treatment!outcome.! In!chapter( 7! I!will!
address! this! question.! More! clinical! studies! that! correlate! individual! changes! in! cortical!
excitability! to! disease! activity! are! necessary.! Cortical! excitability! assessments! may! also! be!






















is! increased! in!people!with!epilepsy! relative! to! the!general!population! (Gaitatzis!et# al.,! 2012;!
Gaitatzis,!Trimble,!et#al.,!2004).!One!of!particular!interest!is!migraine.!As!described!in!chapter(
2,( the!coLoccurrence!of! epilepsy!and!migraine!has!a!number!of! therapeutic,!prognostic,! and!
pathophysiological! implications.! Their! coLoccurrence! may! influence! the! choice! of! antiL
epileptic!drug,!and!also!predict!a!greater!probability!of!treatment!failure!(Velioglu!et#al.,!2005).!
A! growing! number! of! shared! genetic! mutations! and! polymorphisms! have! been! identified!
(Haan! et# al.,! 2008;! Winawer! and! Connors,! 2013).! There! is! evidence! suggesting! that! both!
migraine! and! epilepsy! are! related! to! abnormal! neuronal! excitability! in! the! cerebral! cortex!
(Badawy!and!Jackson,!2012;!Dreier!et#al.,!2012;!Rogawski,!2008;!Winawer!and!Connors,!2013).!A!
fundamental! step! in! exploring! the! relationship! between! migraine! and! epilepsy! is! to!
understand! the! strength! of! the! comorbid! association! between! these! two! disorders.! Some!
previous! studies! have! suggested! that! the! prevalence! of! migraine! may! be! as! much! as! 160%!









The! aim!of! the! study! described! in! this! chapter! is! to! examine! the! prevalence! of!migraine! in!
people! with! epilepsy! by! carrying! out! a! systematic! review! and!metaLanalysis! of! studies! that!
assessed! the! prevalence! of! migraine! in! people! with! epilepsy,! and! the! prevalence! ratio! of!
migraine!in!people!with!epilepsy!compared!to!those!without!epilepsy.!With!an!appropriately!
inclusive! search! strategy,! this! study! simultaneously! assessed! the! prevalence! of! epilepsy! in!








All!published! studies! reporting!any!measure!of! the! lifetime!prevalence!of!migraine!amongst!
people!with!epilepsy,!or!epilepsy!amongst!migraineurs,!were!considered!eligible!for!this!study.!





included! participants! with! nonLmigraine! headache! types! (e.g.! tensionLtype! headache! or!
trigeminal! autonomic! cephalgias)!were! excluded.! Epilepsy!was! operationally! defined! as! two!
unprovoked! epileptic! seizures! occurring! at! least! 24! hours! apart! (Thurman! et# al.,! 2011).!
Migraine!and!epilepsy!were!defined!as!a!lifetime!history!(i.e.!lifetime!prevalence)!based!upon!
the!assumption!that!the!shared!mechanism!between!these!two!disorders!is!congenital.!If!more!
than! one! study! reported! data! derived! from! the! same! study! subjects,! only! the! more!
comprehensive! study! was! included.! Study! eligibility! was! not! limited! by! language! of!





The! search! strategy!was! designed! in! consultation!with! a!medical! librarian!with! expertise! in!
systematic! reviews.! Input! was! also! sought! from! experts! in! the! fields! of! epidemiology! and!
epilepsy.! The! search! included! the! following! electronic! databases:! Ovid! MEDLINE! (1946! to!
2013),! PubMed,! Ovid! EMBASE! (1947! to! 2013),! Web! of! Science! CPCILS,! and! PsychInfo.! The!
detailed!search!strategy!is!outlined!in!the!Appendix!1.!The!bibliographies!of!identified!review!
articles!as!well!as!all!included!studies!were!manually!searched!for!additional!relevant!studies.!







article! and! a! final! decision! was! made! on! whether! to! include! or! exclude! the! study.! Any!
disagreements!on!study!eligibility!were!settled!by!consensus.!
3.2.5$Data$extraction$and$risk$of$bias$




design! and! source! population,! sample! characteristics,! and! method! of! identifying! cases! of!




The! risk! of! bias! of! each! included! study! was! independently! assessed! by! MK! and! I! using! a!
quality!assessment!tool!specifically!designed!for!this!review!but!whose!design!was!based!upon!
the! recommendations! of! the! Ottawa! NonLRandomized! Studies! Workshop! and! MOOSE!
guidelines!(Stroup!et#al.,!2000;!Wells!et#al.,!2013).!The!study!quality!domains!included!in!our!
tool! were:! representativeness! of! the! study! samples,! accuracy! of! case! ascertainment! (i.e.! of!
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epilepsy! and!migraine)! and! comparability.! Both! the! data! extraction! and! quality! assessment!
tools!were!piloted!on!five!studies!after!which!adjustments!were!made.!
3.2.6$Data$synthesis$and$analysis$
The!Wilson!method!was!used!to!calculate!95%!confidence! intervals! (95%CI)! for! the! lifetime!
prevalence!parameters.!We!chose!not! to! calculate!pooled!prevalence!estimates!after! visually!
inspecting! the! relevant! forest! plots,! which! demonstrated! significant! heterogeneity.! After!
visually!inspecting!the!forest!plots!of!the!PR!estimates,!and!assuming!that!issues!related!to!the!
accuracy! of! migraine! status! ascertainment! would! generally! be! nonLdifferential! to! epilepsy!
status! (and! viceLversa),! we! calculated! pooled! PRs! using! randomLeffects! models! as!
recommended!by!the!Ottawa!NonLRandomized!Studies!Workshop!(Valentine!and!Thompson,!
2013).!RandomLeffects!models,!as!opposed!to!fixedLeffects!models,!produce!more!conservative!
pooled! estimates,! better! accommodating! the! heterogeneity! that! is! frequently! seen! between!
observational! studies! (Valentine! and! Thompson,! 2013).! MetaLanalyses! were! carried! out! to!
provide!more! precise! PR! estimates! (i.e.! synthetic! goal)! as!well! as! to!measure! the! impact! of!
different!study!characteristics!on!these!summary!estimates!(i.e.!analytic!goal)!(Greenland!and!
O’Rourke,!2008).!We!chose!to!primarily!pool!the!unadjusted!estimates,!when!possible,!given!




to! heterogeneity! rather! than! chance)! as! well! as! performed! subgroup! analyses! to! assess! for!
interLstudy!heterogeneity!(Higgins!et#al.,!2003).!There!were!insufficient!data!to!carry!out!the!











Of! the! 3,640! deLduplicated! records! identified! during! our! initial! search,! the! full! texts! of! 121!























































































































































































































Baldin!2012! 16! 59! 1116! 8488! 2.02!!
(1.17,!3.51)!
NR! Regressed!on!age,!febrile!seizure!and!numerous!"recurrent!symptoms"!
Brodtkorb!2008! 9! 40! 515! 1102! NR! NR! NA!
Gaitatzis!2004! 282! 5572! 31196! 1004593! NR! NR! Effect! of! age! and! gender! were! explored! with! stratified! analyses! but! no! pooled!
estimates!
Hesdorffer!2007! 38! 149! 104! 543! 1.26!!
(0.91,!1.77)!
NR! Matched!case:control!design!on!date!of!birth!and!sex!
Jalava!1996! 18! 150! 15! 84! 0.71!!
(0.37,!1.34)!
NR! Matched!case:control!design!on!age,!sex!and!domicile!
Le!2011! 179! 354! 7597! 23013! NR! NR! Effect! of! presence! of! aura! and! gender! explored! with! stratified! analyses! but! no!
pooled!estimates.!
Nuyen!2006! 21! 1238! 3046! 272616c! NR! 1.41!!
(0.73,!2.72)d!
Matched! case:control! design! on! age! &! sex;! multilevel! (on! general! practice)!
logistic!regression,!regressed!on!recent!GP!contact!
Ottman!2011! 719! 2769! 973! 2515! 1.36!!
(1.25,!1.48)!
NR! Propensity! score! matched! case:control! design! on! age,! sex,! income,! population!
density,! census! region,! prior! head! injury,! prior! stroke! and! survey! panel;! EMM!
adjusted!for!between!survey!panel!and!age,!sex!as!well!as!severe!head!injury!
Tellez:Zenteno!2005a! 43! 212! 2905! 45866! NR! NR! NA!
Tellez:Zenteno!2005b! 135! 598! 11851! 118238! NR! NR! NA!






























































Baldin!! Y! Y! Y! Y! Y! N! N! Y! N! Y/N!
Brodtkorb!! Y! Y! Y! Y! Y! N! N! Y! NR! N/N!
Gaitatzis!! Y! Y! Y! Y! NR! N! N! N! N! Y3/N!
Hesdorffer!! Y! Y! N! N! Y! Y! NA!(MD)! Y! N! Y!
Jalava!! Y! Y! Y! Y! N! N! NA!(MD)! N! NA!(MD)! Y!
Le!2011b! Y! Y! Y! Y! Y! N! N! Y! Y! Yc/N!
Nuyen!! Y! N! Y! N! NR! N! N! N! N! Y/Y!
Ottman!! Y! Y! Y! Y! N! N! Y! N! N! Y!
Tellez:
Zenteno!! Y! Y! Y! Y! Y! N! N! N! N! N/N!
Tellez:









Only! one! study! provided! a! clear! definition! of! epilepsy! (Hesdorffer! et# al.,! 2007),! while! four!
explicitly!defined!migraine!(Baldin!et#al.,!2012;!Brodtkorb!et#al.,!2008;!Hesdorffer!et#al.,!2007;!








The! lifetime!prevalence!of!migraine! among!people!with! epilepsy! ranged! from! 1.7%! to! 33.6%!





Again,! those! studies! that! used! administrative! data! and! ICD/ICPC! codes! to! identify! cases!
reported!the!lowest!prevalence!estimates!(Gaitatzis,!Carroll,!et#al.,!2004;!Nuyen!et#al.,!2006).!!
3.3.4#Prevalence#ratio#estimates#









method! of! case! ascertainment.! In! those! studies! where! cases! of! epilepsy! and!migraine! were!






Adjustment! for! potential! confounders! was! also! a! source! of! heterogeneity,! although! not! as!
striking!as!case!ascertainment!(figure!3.4).!The!overall!adjusted!PR!was! 1.22!(0.88,! 1.56).! It! is!
worth!noting!that!this!pooled!PR!crosses!the!null!(i.e.!a!PR!of!1.0)!due!to!one!study!(Jalava!and!










!! Figure# 3.4:# Prevalence# ratio# of# migraine# in# people# with# epilepsy,# stratified# by#







All! five! funnel! plots!were! asymmetric! upon! visual! inspection.! This!was! consistent!with! our!
assumption!that!there!was!publication!bias.! !
3.4$Discussion$
This! study! showed! that! the! reported! lifetime! prevalence! of! migraine! among! people! with!
epilepsy! ranged! from! 1.7%! to! 33.6%,! representing! an! overall! 52%! increase! relative! to! people!
without! epilepsy.!We! also! showed! that! the! reported! lifetime! prevalence! of! epilepsy! among!
migraineurs!ranged!from!0.7%!to!2.3%,!representing!an!overall!79%!increase!relative!to!people!




on! population! level,! adds! to! pathophysiological! evidence! for! a! link! between! the! two!
conditions! that!was! discussed! in! chapter$ 2.1.! This! is! the! first! systematic! review! and!metaH
analysis! to! examine! the! shared! coHprevalence! of! migraine! and! epilepsy.! Our! exhaustive!
literature!search!identified!10!studies!that!included!a!total!of!1,548,967!subjects.!This!allowed!
us! to!produce!more!precise!and,!we!expect,!more!accurate!PR!estimates! than! the! individual!
primary! studies,! while! also! allowing! us! the! opportunity! to! explore! the! reasons! for! any!
heterogeneity! between! studies.!Another! important! aspect! of! our! systematic! review!was! that!
we!chose!to!measure!and!report!PRs,!as!opposed!to!PORs,!given!that!the!latter!are!notoriously!
difficult!to!interpret!and!have!been!consistently!shown!to!overHestimate!relative!probabilities,!
especially! when! the! dependent! variable! is! common! (Fisher! et# al.,! 2005;! Knol! et# al.,! 2012;!
McNutt! et# al.,! 2003).! Finally,! we! limited! study! eligibility! to! populationHbased! studies.! The!
accuracy!of!case!ascertainment!is!a!greater!challenge!in!populationHbased!studies,!where!cases!
are! generally! identified!using! screening!questionnaires! (as!discussed! further!below),! than! in!
hospital! or! clinicHbased! studies,!where! cases! are! generally! identified! by! an! expert! physician!
using!strict!diagnostic!criteria.!That!said,!populationHbased!studies!reduce!the!risk!of!selection!
bias,! as! well! as! increase! external! validity/generalisability,! which! would! otherwise! result! in!
overH! or! underH! estimates! of! the! true! coHprevalence! of!migraine! and! epilepsy! in! the! general!
population.!
!
A! potential! source! of! bias! in! the! identified! studies! was! the! irregular! efforts! to! control! for!




a! subgroup! analysis! comparing! the! adjusted! to! the!unadjusted!PR!estimates!where! it! seems!
that! adjustment! removed!what!had! seemed! to!be!a! significant! increase! in! the!prevalence!of!
migraine!among!people!with!epilepsy.!That! said,!much!of! the!adjusted!pooled!estimate!was!
driven! by! one! outlier! study! (Jalava! and! Sillanpää,! 1996)!which!may! have! biased! the! pooled!
estimate!towards!the!null.!It!is!also!worth!noting!that!the!adjusted!estimate!from!Baldin!et#al!
was!greater!than!the!unadjusted!estimate!(Baldin!et#al.,!2012).!Only!one!of!the!primary!studies!
was! primarily! of! children! (Baldin! et# al.,! 2012)! and! all! studies! were! carried! out! in!Western!
Europe! or! North! America,! potentially! limiting! the! generalisability! of! our! findings! to! other!
populations.!!
!
A!potentially! serious!methodological! issue!we! identified! in!most!of! the!primary! studies!was!
the!use!of!unHvalidated!tools!(which!were!generally!in!the!form!of!questionnaires)!to!identify!
cases!of!migraine!and/or!epilepsy!in!the!general!population.!Most!studies!also!failed!to!specify!
whether! they! adhered! to! a! particular! operational! definition! of! epilepsy! or!migraine! such! as!
those! proposed! by! the! International! League! Against! Epilepsy! (Berg! et# al.,! 2010)! and!
International!Headache! Society! (Cianchetti! et# al.,! 2013;!Olesen! et# al.,! 2013),! threatening! the!
external!validity!of!their!findings.!The!two!studies!that!used!validated!questionnaires!were!still!
open!to!potential!misclassification!bias,!given!that!both!questionnaires!were!reported!to!have!
very! high! specificities! but! sensitivities! of! approximately! 77%,! meaning! that! 23! of! every!
hundred!cases!of!epilepsy!or!migraine!went!undetected.!
!
It! is! important! for! physicians! to! be! aware! of! the! possible! association! between! epilepsy! and!
migraine.!It!was!previously!suggested!that!people!with!epilepsy!with!migraine!are!more!likely!
to!have!a!poor!epilepsy!prognosis!as!compared!to!the!people!with!epilepsy!without!migraine!
(Velioglu! et# al.,! 2005).! The! comorbid! association! between! migraine! and! epilepsy! has!
therapeutic! implications! as! well.! For! example,! certain! AEDs! can! be! used! as! migraine!
prophylaxis.! Further! studies! are! required! to! better! understand! the! comorbid! relationship!
between!epilepsy!and!migraine.!Special!care!should!be!taken!to!use!accurate!methods!for!the!
identification! of! cases! of! migraine! and! epilepsy,! and! to! specifically! distinguish! between!
different! temporal! associations! (e.g.! interictal,! preictal,! ictal! and! postictal! migraine)!
(Cianchetti!et# al.,! 2013).!Controlling! for!potential!confounders,!age!and!sex!at! the!very! least,!
should! also! be! a! priority.! Further! research! should! investigate! the! degree! to! which! the!
relationship! between! migraine! and! epilepsy! is! influenced! by! factors! such! as! age! and! the!
79#
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presence! of! migrainous! aura.! If! the! association! between!migraine! and! epilepsy! is! due! to! a!



















and! migraine,! is! the! fact! that! sudden! transitions! occur! between! normal! and!
pathological! functioning!of! the!brain.!Often! it! is!not!clear!what!causes!the!transition!
between! normal! and! pathological! functioning.! A! proportion! of! people!with! epilepsy!
and!migraine!report!clear!triggers!for!their!attacks,!such!as!stress,! flashing!lights,!the!
menstrual! cycle,! or! sleep! deprivation! (Wassenaar! et# al.,! 2014).!We! can! think! of! the!










(Brown,! 2006).! The! differences! between! these! states! are! obvious,! especially! when!
considering!the!behaviour!associated!with!them.!When!delving!deeper!to!understand!
the!neural!correlates!of!these!states,!things!become!more!complicated,!not!in!the!last!
part! because! the! question! of! consciousness! arises.! In! waking,! sleeping,! coma,! and!
dreaming! the!conscious!experience! is! altered! (or!maybe!even!absent).!The!questions!
then!arise:!what!exactly! is! consciousness,! and!why! it! is! altered! in! these!brain! states?!
These! extremely! difficult! questions! can! also! be! asked! in! the! context! of! epilepsy,! as!
consciousness! is! often! affected! during! epileptic! seizures.! In! the! experiments! I! have!
done! and! will! describe! here,! I! did! not! address! behaviour! and! consciousness.!
Throughout! the! experiments! reported! in! this! thesis! I! have! taken! a! materialistic!
approach! and! only! investigate! the! differences! in! brain! functioning.! A! study! of!
consciousness! in! this! context!would! require! a!more! philosophical! approach! and! is! a!
matter!for!future!studies.!From!a!purely!materialistic,!neurological!point!of!view,!it!can!
be! asked:!what! changes!occur! in! the!brain! to! cause! the!different!behaviours! such! as!
sleeping,!dreaming,!and!waking?!Several!hypotheses!have!been!put!forward,!but!so!far!
none! of! these! have! been! fully! proven! or! fully! refuted.! It! was! proposed! that!
neurotransmitters! play! an! important! role! in! changing! and! maintaining! brain! states!
(Brown,! 2006;! Veening! and! Barendregt,! 2010;! Yu! et# al.,! 2015).! Another! hypothesis! is!
that!brain! states! are! related! to! changes! in! the! firing!patterns!of!neuronal! assemblies!
(Buzsáki!et#al.,!2013).!Neurons!can!fire!in!unison,!not!only!with!their!direct!neighbours!
but! also! with! (groups! of)! neurons! that! are! more! distant.! This! firing! can! be! phaseH
locked,!so!that!the!neurons!fire!at!the!same!time!in!the!same!frequency,!even!if! they!
are! spatially! distant! from! each! other.! This! synchrony! “binds”! spatially! separated!
neuronal!assemblies! in! time,!providing! the!brain!with!an!additional!dimension:! time!
(Buzsáki! et# al.,! 2013).! The! neurotransmitter! and! synchrony! hypotheses! are! not!
separate:! neurotransmitters! influence! firing! patterns! of! the! brain! and! vice! versa.!
Throughout! this! work,! the! following! operational! definition! of! a! brain! state! will! be!
used:!“groups#of#neurons#firing#at#the#same#time#in#the#same#frequency”#(Brown,!2006).!#
4.1.2#Dynamics#of#brain#states#in#epilepsy#and#migraine##
In! epilepsy! and! migraine,! there! is! a! pathological! brain! state! in! addition! to! the!








correlates! are! more! obvious.! During! epileptic! seizures,! neuronal! assemblies! exhibit!
“hypersynchrony”,!a!state!of!excessive!synchronous!firing!that!can!involve!a!part!of!the!
brain! (focal! seizure)! or! the! whole! brain! (generalised! seizure).! This! has! led!
mathematicians! and!physicists! to!describe! the! epileptic! brain! as! a! “biHstable”! system!
with! two! equilibrium! “attractor! states”H! a! normal! and! a! seizure! state! (figure! 4.1).!
Perturbations! that! exceed! a! critical! threshold! can! cause! changes! in! the! neuronal!
assemblies!that!lead!to!sudden!transitions!from!one!state!to!another.!This!is!also!called!
“nonHlinear!behaviour”,! a! term!used! to!describe! the! relation!between! the! strength!of!
the!perturbation!(input)!and!the!behaviour!of!the!system!(output).!In!a!linear!system,!
the!output!varies!proportionally!with!the!input,!but!in!a!nonHlinear!system,!there!is!a!







This! is! a! very! simplified! view! of! reality,! but! this! abstraction! into! different! states!
Figure# 4.1:# BiEstability.# Top# left:# in# people# without# epilepsy,# transitions# from# a# normal# state# to# a#
seizure#state#can#occur#under#extreme#situations#–# the#attractor# (valley)# of# the#normal#state# is#deep#
and#narrow,#making#it#stable,#and#the#“way#out”#of#this#state#is#steep,#showing#that#it#requires#a#strong#






enables! the! creation!of! abstract! computational!models! that! exhibit! the! same!kind!of!
behaviour.! These! models! can! help! understand! how! the! transitions! between! the!
physiological!and!pathological!states!in!epilepsy!occur.!In!the!following!sections!I!will!
describe! a! study! in! which! my! coHsupervisors! and! I! extended! such! a! computational!




Knowledge! about! seizure! initiation! or! the! transition! from! normal! to! ictal! states! is!
increasing,!but!less!is!known!about!seizure!termination.!Most!generalised!tonic!clonic!
seizures! lead!to!a!postictal!state!that! is!clinically!and!electrographically!distinct! from!
the! ictal! and! interictal! states.! In! the!Electroencephalography! (EEG)! this!manifests! as!
slowing,! or! as! total! suppression! of! the! background! activity,! termed! Postictal!
Generalised!EEG!suppression!(PGES,!see!figure!4.2)!(Lhatoo!et#al.,!2010;!So!and!Blume,!
2010;!Surges!et#al.,!2011).!During!a!PGES!event,!people!are!mostly!immobile!and!in!an!
unresponsive,! comaHlike! state! (Semmelroch! et# al.,! 2012;! Seyal! et# al.,! 2013;! Tao! et# al.,!
2013).! This! event! is! thought! to! be! an! extreme! expression! of! the! postictal! state.! It! is!
clinically! relevant! as! these! events! consistently! preceded! cardiorespiratory! arrest! in!
most! reported! ictal! recordings! of! Sudden! Unexpected! Death! in! Epilepsy! (SUDEP)!
(Ryvlin! et# al.,! 2013).! PGES! also! frequently! follows! nonHfatal! convulsive! seizures.!





















clarify! the! type! of! dynamics! underlying! termination! of! convulsive! seizure! and! the!
subsequent! postictal! state.! We! developed! a! computational! neural! mass! model! that!
autonomously! transitioned! between! seizures! and! normal! states.! With! the! findings!
from! this! model! we! attempt! to! understand! features! of! state! transition! in! EEG!
recordings!of!human!convulsive!seizures.!
!
Computational! models! of! seizures,! based! on! neuronal! lumps,! have! previously! been!
used!to!describe!global!dynamics!of!state!transitions.!Seizure!transitions!are!thought!to!
occur! in! biHstable! systems! where! a! stable! “attractor! state”! corresponds! to! normal!
activity! and! a! second,! transient! quasiHstable! “limitHcycle! state”! represents! seizures.!
Probability!distribution!statistics,!particularly!the!gamma!distribution,!can!be!used!to!
distinguish! between! stochastic! and! deterministic! processes.! Seizure! onset! of! some!
types! of! seizure! was! shown! to! have! properties! of! a! random! walkHtype! stochastic!
process,! while! seizure! termination! may! be! influenced! or! even! governed! by!
deterministic! processes! (Koppert! et# al.,! 2011).! This!was! consistent!with! experimental!
and!clinical!data!(Colic!et#al.,!2013;!Suffczynski!et#al.,!2006).!In!these!studies,!postictal!
states!were!not! considered.! In! this! study,!we! extended! these! findings! to! account! for!
seizure!termination!and!the!postictal!period.!The!computational!model!presented!here!
is!an!extension!of!a!model!of!multiple!biHstable!units!(Koppert!et#al.,!2014),!with!added!
activityHdriven! connectivity! dynamics.! This! model! displays! transitions! from! ictal! to!
postictal!and!from!postictal!back!to!normal!states.!Critically,!I!tested!and!validated!the!










purpose!of! this!abstract!model! is! to!explain!the!general!dynamics!of!state!changes! in!
neuronal! populations! including! pyramidal! cells! and! interneurons! while! preserving!
essential!properties!of!realistic!neuronal!networks!(Kalitzin!et#al.,!2014;!Koppert!et#al.,!
2014).! The!model! consists! of! 128! fully! interconnected! units,! with! equal! connectivity!
between!any!two!units!(Figure!4.3).!Each!single#unit! is!a!simple!system!that!can!have!
two! dynamic! states,! depending! on! the! chosen! parameters.! The! first! is! a! harmonic!
oscillator!representing!the!normal,!nonHexcited!state!of!a!neuronal!mass.!The!second!is!
a! limit! cycle! attractor! with!
permanent! stable! oscillations!
representing! a! microHseizure!
(Izhikevich,! 2001;! Kalitzin! et# al.,!
2010).!For!certain!parameter!ranges!
both! states! coHexist! (biHstability),!
for! other! parameters! values! the!
unit! is! in! one! of! the! states.! In! the!
biHstable! regime! the! transitions!
between! the! two! states! can! be!
induced! by! external! inputs! or! by!
random! fluctuations.! In! this! study!
we! use! an! analytical! model! that!
provides! biHstability! in! a! relatively!
simple! way.! The! model! represents!
the!collective!dynamics!of!multiple!
pairs! of! excitatory! and! inhibitory!
populations,! each! represented!by!a!
complex! variable! !! ,! = 1. .! .!
These! degrees! of! freedom!
incorporate! the! excitatory!
population! dynamics! and! the!
inhibitory!one!as!real!and!imaginary!components!correspondingly!(!!(!) = !"#!(!) +!!"ℎ!(!)).!The!original!definition!of!the!model!(Koppert!et!al!2014)!is:!
! !!" !! = − !! !!! + ! !! !!! + !!! !!+ !"!! + !(1 + !) !!"!!!!!! + !!! ! !
!(1)!
Figure# 4.3:# Schematic# representation# of# the#
computational# model.# The# model# consists# of# 128#
fully# interconnected# units,# representing# neuronal#
lumps#including#pyramidal#neurons#and#interneurons.#
Any# two# units# are# equally# interconnected.# The#
collective# output# of# all# units# is# filtered# through# a#
sigmoid#function#or#coherency#detector#(inputOoutput#
function# in# inset# and# equation# (2)).# The# horizontal#
axis#represents#the#collective#output#of#the#model,#and#
the#vertical#axis#is# the#detector#response.#The#output#
of# the# coherency# detector# is# used# as# input# for# the#






In! the! above! equation,! b,! c! and!!!are! parameters! of! the! single! unit! dynamics,! the!
matrix!!!" !represents! the! interactions! between! the! units! k! and! m,# N# is! the! total!
number! of! units! in! the! network;! g! is! a! connectivity! scaling! coefficient,! and!! ! !is! a!
random! complex! variable! with! normal! distribution! of! unit! variance;!! ! !and! the!
scaling! coefficient!!!!introduce!noise! in! the! system.!The! factor! (1+i)! reflects! complex!
interactions! between! inhibitory! and! excitatory! subunits! in! the! system.! The! overall!
layout! of! the! network! and! schematic! flow! of! interactions! is! shown! in! figure! 4.3.!!




We!selected!the!parameters!(! = −2.26, ! = 3,! = 0)!such!that!each!individual!unit!is!
in!one!state!–!that!of!a!fixed!point!harmonic!oscillator!(normal,!nonHseizure!state).!The!
behaviour! of! the! connected! system! is! therefore! a! collective! emergent! property,!
influenced! by! the! connectivity! strength! determined! in! parameter! g.!We! carried! out!
two!series!of!model!simulations.!First,!a!series!of!simulations!for!an!array!of!units!with!
different! levels!of!connectivity! (range![0,1/128],! 101!values)!was!done!under!stationary!
parameters! without! external! input! or! noisy! perturbations.! The! purpose! of! these!




matrix! for! all! simulations! in! this! study!was! chosen! arbitrarily!!!" = 1,! ≠ !,!!! =4!to!represent!the!relative!difference!in!local!versus!global!connectivity.!!
!
The! second! series! of! simulations! was! performed! to! obtain! dynamical! seizure!
transitions! and! postictal! states.! Noise! was! added! to! the! system,! and! a! parameter!
evolution! rule! was! introduced,! consisting! of! negative! feedback! plasticity! that! drives!
the!connectivity!parameter!g!to!lower!values!whenever!the!global!synchronised!activity!
of! the! system!exceeds! a! threshold! (see! equation! (2)).! In! addition,! homeostatic! point!




! !!!" = ! !! − ! − !" ! !! ! + !!!(!)!!"!" = ! !! − ! + !!!(!)!!;!!"!" = ! !! − ! + !!!(!)!!;!!!(!) ≡ !!!!!! (1 + !!!!!! )!
(2)!
In! equation! (2)!!!!and$!!are! rate! constants! that! determine! the! relaxation! of! the# gH
parameter! and! its! corresponding! reaction! to! increased! coherency!between! the!units.!!! !and!!! !are!rate!constants!for!the!fluctuating!{c,b}Hparameters!to!a!fixed!homeostatic!
point!{!!,!!} = −2.26, 3 .!The!second!term!in!equation!(2)!is!a!shortened!version!of!an!
external!unit,!that!according!to!previous!results,!can!be!activated!by!the!network!when!
the!phase!coherency!of! the! system!exceeds!a!certain! level! (Koppert!et# al.,! 2014).!The!




with! all! units!having!positive! real! values!of! >! 1.!This! started! the! simulation!with! the!




of! the!homeostatic!point.!This!was!used!as!an!estimate!of! the!duration!of! the!model!
postictal! period! reflecting! PGES.! For! this! second! set! of! stimulations! we! chose!!!,!! ,!! = 0.002, ! = 0.007 !!! = 0.0045, !! = 0.1 !and! s=0.05,! which! provided! a!
single!homeostatic!point.!The!simulations!were!done!with!noise! levels!of!!! = 3,!! =2,!! = 2,!! = 0.02.!!
4.2.2#Statistics#of#state#durations#
It!has!previously!been!shown!that!differences!in!the!distributions!of!durations!between!
stable! and! transient! states! can! be! revealed! using! a! gammaHtype! probability! density!
function!as! a! fitting! template! (see! equation! (3))! (Colic!et# al.,! 2013;! Suffczynski!et# al.,!




Where! !!is! the! normalisation! constant,! β! is! the! timeHdecay! constant,! and! α! is! the!
shape!parameter,!which!separates!random!from!deterministic!processes.!In!short,!α!≤1!
is! expected! for! the! distribution! of! stochastic! processes! (Poisson! process),!while! α! >1!
describes!a!deterministic!process,!and!a!normal!distribution!if!α!approaches!10!(Doob,!





We! screened! the! videoHEEG! reports! of! people! aged! >15! years! who! underwent! preH
surgical! evaluation! at! Stichting!Epilepsie! Instellingen!Nederland! (SEIN)! and! selected!
those!that!mentioned!the!recording!of!a!convulsive!seizure.!Only!the! first!convulsive!
seizure!recorded!from!each!individual!was!selected!to!avoid!effects!of!seizure!clusters.!
For!most,!AEDs!were! tapered!during! the! recording! to!maximise! the! likelihood!of! an!
ictal! recording.! In! view! of! the! changes! to! AED! regimens,! we! chose! not! to! include!
periods! between! two! seizures.! In! total,! 56! convulsive! seizures! were! identified.! One!
recording!was! excluded! due! to! insufficient! postictal! recording! time,! and! two! due! to!
inadequate!EEG!quality.! From! the! 53! remaining! recordings,! convulsive! seizures!with!
an! asymmetric! partial! ending! (unilateral! clonic! movements! and/or! partial! epileptic!
activity,!four!seizures),!or!convulsive!seizures!ending!with!generalised!activity!without!
convulsive!movements! (one! seizure)!were! excluded,! leaving! 48! seizures.! The! subject!
characteristics!are!shown!in!table!4.1.!!
Data! from! this! database!were! published! previously! (Lamberts,! Gaitatzis,! et# al.,! 2013;!
Lamberts,!Laranjo,!et#al.,!2013).!The!scalp!EEG!recordings!used!the!international!10%H
20%! system! at! a! sampling! rate! of! 200Hz! (Stellate! Harmonie,! Stellate! Systems,!
Montreal,! QC,! Canada).! Two! experienced! clinical! neurophysiologists! (Roland! Thijs!
and!Dimitri!Velis)!independently!marked!the!start!of!the!seizure,!the!tonic!phase,!the!
clonic!phase,!the!end!of!the!seizure,!and!the!start!and!end!of!PGES!periods.!These!were!






















! ! !Symptomatic!(N)! 27!(70%)! 11!(100%)! F,!p=0.089!
Unknown/genetic!(N)! 10!(30%)! 0!(0%)!
!Ictal$EEG$onset$(%)$
! ! !Temporal!(N)! 18!(49%)! 5!(45%)! F,!p=1.00!
ExtraHtemporal!(N)! 19!(51%)! 6!(55%)!
!Frequency$of$CS$











! ! !sec!(median;range)! 55.7!(2H252)! NA!




In! the! EEG,! I! marked! the! beginning! and! end! of! every! epileptic! discharge,! and!
corresponding! artefact! of! the! clonic!movement,!which! I! verified! by! video! (I! refer! to!
this!as!a!“clonic!discharge”).!I!was!blinded!for!the!presence!of!PGES!and!only!assessed!
the!ictal!EEG.!For!the!visual!inspection!of!the!EEG!signal!I!used!a!0.3Hz!lowHpass!and!
35Hz! highHpass! filter.! The! sensitivity! was! 5H7.5uV! and! I! used! a! longitudinal! bipolar!
montage!(“double!banana”).!I!then!imported!the!time!of!the!markers!I!set!in!the!EEG!







for! a! given! seizure! are! tk! (marked! by! visual! inspection! of! the! EEG! traces),! then!
exponential!slowing!down!can!be!formulated!as!(equation!4a).!
! !"!! ≡ !!!! − !! = !!!!!!!; !! ≡ !(!!!! + !!) 2! (4a)!
!
The!linear!fit!between!the!logarithm!of!the!interclonic!interval,!and!the!middle!time!of!
the! interval! between! each! two! successive! clinic! discharges!!!!provides! the! quantity!
that!characterises!the!decrease!of!the!rate!of!“clonic!discharges”.!
! log !"! ≈ !" + log !! + !! ! ! ! ! (4b)!
!
In! equation! (4b)! the! fitting! parameters! and!log !! !are! obtained! using! the! standard!
MatLab! fitting!routine!polyfit#applied!to! linear!order! (n=1).!The! last! term!in!(4b)! is!a!
random!variable!representing!the!deviation!from!the!fit.!Its!variation!! = !"# ! !is!the!
residual! variance! after! the! fit.! The! residual! variance! was! used! to! estimate! the!
“goodness!of!fit”!of!the!logarithmic!fit.!From!(4b)!it!follows!that:!
! !"# log !"! ≈ !"# !"!!"! = !"# ! = !; !!"# ≡ 100 1 − ! ;!!! (5)!
!
The!total!effect!of!ictal!slowing!for!each!seizure!is!quantified!as:!
! !"!!"#$ ≡ !!!!!!!"#$%&"! ! ! ! ! ! (6)!
!
In! the! above! definition! the!!!!and! a! parameters! are! derived! for! each! case! from! the!
linear! fit!procedure! in!equation! (4b),!and!!!"#$%&"!is! the! total!duration!of! the!seizure.!
The!actual!values!of!the!first!and!last!interclonic!interval!measured!experimentally!are!
influenced!by!noisy!perturbations.!We!therefore!use!the!projected!terminal!interclonic!









index! estimates! the! variance! of! one! time! series,! x,! which! can! be! explained! by! the!
variance!of!a!second!time!series,!y,!and!in!this!way!quantifies!the!exactness!of!the!best!
functional!map!between!the!two!time!series.!!
! ℎ! !, ! = 1 − !"#(!|!)!"#(!) ### # # # (7)#
#
#
The! unidirectional! nature! of! the! index! in! equation! (6),! (or! the! nonHsymmetric!
relation!!ℎ! !, ! ≠ ℎ! !, ! ,! reflects! the! fact! that! not! all! functions! are! invertible.! A!
surrogateHbased! test! that! establishes! the! statistical! significance! of! the!ℎ!!index! was!
derived! (i.e.! estimates! the! probability! of! obtaining! the! given! association! index! by!
chance).! In! the! present! study! we! chose! the! number! of! bins,! the! only! instrumental!
parameter! needed,! as! 10.! For! the! statistical! significance! validation! of! the! associative!
index,!we!applied!100,000!surrogate!tests.!The!distributions!of!the!ICIterminal!quantities,!!!from!equation!(6),!and!the!goodness!of!fit!values!from!equation!(5),!as!functions!of!




4.3.1# Characteristics# of# the# neuronal# mass# model# under# stationary#
parameters#
To! elucidate! the! type! of! dynamics! underlying! seizure! termination! and! PGES,! we!
created!a!computational!model,!which!we!first!analysed!under!stationary!parameters.!
The!entire#system!has!three!different!dynamic!regimes!depending!on!the!connectivity!
g,! shown! in! figure! 4.4! (Koppert! et# al.,! 2014).! For! lower! values! of!g# the! system! is! not!
excitable.!This!state!represents!PGES!as!an!extreme!of!the!postictal!state!(blue!region!
on!the!left!in!figure!4.4).!For!higher!values!of!g,!the!system!is!in!a!nonHexcitable,!stable!
state! depending! on! the! initial! conditions! or! external! perturbations.! This! represents!
normal! brain! functioning.! Finally,! when! g! is! large,! the! system! has! only! one!










Figure# 4.4:# Output# from# the# computational# model.# Results# from# simulations# of# the# system#
(equation# (1)).# The# system# output# is# generated# for# 129# values# of# the# connectivity# parameter# g,#
ranging#from#0#to#128#on#the#horizontal#axis,#and#for#0#to#128#initially#excited#units,#indicated#on#the#
vertical# axes.# The# background# colour# represents# the# number# of# excited# units# that# remain# selfO
sustained#according#to#the#dynamics#of#the#coupled#system#of#oscillators.#All#simulations#were#first#
done# without# noisy# input# and# without# changes# of# the# connectivity# parameter# g.# The# blue# region#
corresponds#to#a#nonOexcitable#state#(“postictal”);#yellow#to#a#limit#cycle#state#(total#synchronization#




“seizure”# state.# The# connectivity# parameter# g# is# activated# above# a# certain# level# of# synchrony# (the#
input#from#the#coherency#detector# from#fig.# 1).#This# “seizure”Oinduced#plasticity#of# the#connectivity#
parameter#g#causes#termination#of#the#“seizure”#and#drives#the#return#through#a#“postictal”#period#to#







To!make! the!model! transition!autonomously!between! seizures,!postictal!periods!and!
normal!periods,!we! introduced!random!noise!and!a!negative! feedback!plasticity! rule,!
which! drives! the! connectivity! g! to! smaller! values! whenever! the! global! synchronised!







of! the! connectivity! parameter! g,! where! the! system! is! silent! and! nonHexcitable.! The!
connectivity!then!gradually!increases!again!until!the!system!is!in!its!normal!state.!The!
system!stays! in! its!homeostatic!domain!(“normal!operation”)!most!of!the!time,!but! it!
can!make!a!transition!to!a!fully!synchronised!state!(“seizure”)!because!of!external!input!
or!random!noise!fluctuations!exceeding!the!recruitment!threshold.!!
4.3.3# Predictions# about# seizure# termination# according# to# the# neuronal#
mass#model##












The! second! feature! of! the! model! is! that! seizure! termination! is! influenced! by! the!
connectivity! parameter! g.! This! suggests! the! existence! of! a! measurable! quantity,!
reflecting! changes! in! connectivity,! which! changes! during! a! seizure! until! its!
termination.! In! our!model,!we! coupled! the! evolution! of! connectivity! parameter!g! to!
the! global! level! of! synchronisation! of! the! system! as! expressed! in! the! first! line! of!
equations! (2),! enabling! the! measurement! of! the# interval! between! modelled! clonic!
bursts!or!interclonic!interval.!Figure!4.6!shows!that!the!interclonic!interval!increases!as!
a!function!of!the!time!elapsed!from!the!start!of!the!seizure.!The!connectivity!changes!
exponentially! as! the! seizure! progresses,! and! the! terminal! value! of! the! interclonic!
interval!correlates!strongly!with!the!duration!of!the!“PGES”!state!in!the!model!(figure!
4.6,!bottom!frame,!h2=0.82).!!
Figure# 4.5: Gamma# distributions# of# ictal# and# postictal# period# durations# in# the#model.#
Histograms# and# fitted# gamma# functions# for# the# distributions# of# the# # “seizure”# (top# frame)# and#


















model.# Top# frame:# Scatter# plot# showing# the# relation# between# the# interclonic# interval# (ICI,#
vertical# axis,# logarithmic# scale)# determined#by# the# strength# of# the# connectivity# parameter# g#
during#simulated#seizures#and# the#time#elapsed#since# the#beginning#of# the#simulated#seizure#
(horizontal#axis,#in#simulation#steps).#The#different#data#points#at#each#time#point#represent#
different#simulations.#The# figure# shows#that# the# ICI# is# relatively#constant# at# the#start# of# the#
model# seizure,# but# varies# at# the# end#of# the#seizure.#Bottom# frame:#The# relation#between#the#









period.! This! is!motivated! by! the! observation! in! our!model! that! the! dynamics! of! the!
connectivity!parameter!g!during!a!seizure!are!involved!in!seizure!termination!and!lead!
to! a! “PGES”! state! of! suppressed! activity! (figure! 4.4).! The! duration! of! this! period! is!











model.# Top# frame:# Scatter# plot# showing# the# relation# between# the# durations# of# the#
simulated#PGES#states#(vertical#axis,#in#simulation#steps)#and#the#value#of#the#connectivity#







Of! the! 48! convulsive! seizures,! 37! ended!with!PGES! (see! table! 4.1).!Analogous! to! the!
model! data,! the! duration! of! the! seizures! and! PGES! periods! was! assessed.! The!
distribution!of!the!durations!and!corresponding!gammaHdistribution!fits!are!shown!in!
figure!4.8.!The!seizure!duration!varied!from!45!to!828s,!and!PGES!periods!lasted!from!2!
to! 252s.! The! distribution! of! the! durations! of! PGES! (α=1.537! [95%! CI! 1.014H2.32])! in!
human!EEG!is!indicative!of!a!deterministic!process.!We!confirm!previous!observations!







Histograms# and# fitted# gamma# functions# (solid# lines)# for# the# distributions# of# the# seizure# (top#
frame)# and# PGES# (bottom# frame)# durations# as# visually# detected# from# the# human# EEG#









recordings! of! corresponding! clonic! movements! (“clonic! discharge”).! The! clonic!
frequency!decreased!exponentially! in!most! seizures.!Examples!of! the! linear! fit!of! the!
logarithm!of! the! interclonic! interval! from!single! seizures,! as! a! function!of! time! from!
clonic! phase! start,! are! shown! in! figure! 4.9.! The! averaged! goodness! of! fit! for! all! 48!





The! logarithmic! fit! of! clonic! slowing!was! used! to! estimate! the! terminal! value! of! the!
connectivity! parameter! at! the! end! of! real! seizures,! in! analogy! with! the!model.! This!
value! (projected! terminal! interclonic! interval,! ICIterminal)!was! then!correlated!with! the!
occurrence!and!length!of!PGES.!A!scatter!plot!depicting!the!ICIterminal!and!PGES!lengths!
Figure#4.9:#Linear#fit#of#the#interclonic#interval#(ICI)#in#human#seizures.#Scatter#plots#of#






is! shown! in! figure! 4.10.! If! there! was! no! PGES! the! value! of! PGES! was! set! to! zero.!
ICIterminal! explained! 41%! of! the! variance! in! PGES! duration:! h2=0.41,! p<0.02.! ! PGES!
duration!explained!34%!of!the!variance!in!ICIterminal:!h2=0.34,!p<0.01!(figure!4.10).!This!is!
in!keeping!with!(H3),!that!the!ICIterminal,!possibly!reflecting!the!decrease!in!connectivity,!
is! correlated! with! PGES! occurrence! and! duration.! The! larger! the! total! deceleration!
effect,!the!longer!PGES!lasts.!Several!seizures!in!my!sample,!with!a!marked!interclonic!
interval!increase,!however,!did!not!end!with!PGES,!but!there!were!no!seizures!without!
an! interclonic! interval! increase! that! ended! with! PGES.! This!makes! clonic! slowing! a!
highly!sensitive!predictor!of!PGES!in!our!data!sample.!The!strongest!association!is!seen!
between!clonic!slowing!leading!to!a!long!ICIterminal!and!long!PGES.!The!goodness!of!fit!
increased! when! seizure! termination! was! followed! by! a! longer! PGES! period.! This!
corroborates!with!(H3),!i.e.!that!deterministic!dynamics,!typical!of!long!ICIterminal,!also!
determine!the!presence!and!duration!of!PGES.!In!line!with!previous!studies!(Lhatoo!et#




Figure# 4.10:# Relation# between# interclonic# interval# and# PGES# duration# in# EEG# data.#
Scatter#plot#showing#the#relation#between#the# ICIterminal#values#(in#msec,#horizontal#axis)#and#
PGES# duration# (in# seconds,# vertical# axis).# Convulsive# seizures# that# were# not# followed# by# a#
PGES# event#were# accounted#as#0# s.#The#nonOlinear# association# index#h2#was# determined#and#





The! combination! of! computational! modelling! and! human! EEG! recordings! of!
convulsive! seizures! has! revealed! three! important! findings.! 1)! The! probability!
distributions! of! the! durations! of! ictal! and! postictal! periods! are! indicative! of!
deterministic!processes.! 2)!The! exponential! increase!of! interclonic! interval,! observed!
during!human!seizures,!may!reflect!a!decrease! in!neuronal!network!connectivity!that!
in! our! model! leads! to! seizure! termination! and! PGES.! 3)! The! projected! terminal!
interclonic!interval!(ICIterminal)!is!associated!with!the!occurrence!and!duration!of!PGES.!









inhibitory! balance! changes! during! a! seizure,! in! line!with! the! dynamics! in! this! study!
(Boido!et#al.,!2014;!Žiburkus!et#al.,!2013).!Towards!the!end!of!a!seizure,!both!excitatory!
and! inhibitory! neuron! populations! become! increasingly! active.! This! may! lead! to!
increased! burst! activity! and! longer! interHburst! intervals! (Boido! et# al.,! 2014).!
Interneurons!also!receive!strong!excitatory! input,! leading!to!continuous!activation!of!
the!inhibitory!inputs!to!pyramidal!cells,!and!seizure!termination!(Žiburkus!et#al.,!2013).!
Recent! studies! have! shown! changes! in! highHfrequency! oscillatory! dynamics,! and!




Transitions! from! ictal! to! postictal! states! are! clinically! important! in! view! of! SUDEP!
following!PGES!and!status!epilepticus.!The!successful!modelling!of!the!transition!from!
ictal! to! postictal! state! in! our! neural!mass!model! suggests! that! a! PGES! state! can! be!
caused! by! neuronal! mechanisms! alone,! although! other! factors! may! contribute.!
Neuronal!exhaustion!was!previously!suggested!as!a!possible!mechanism!of!PGES,!but!
seizure! duration! as! such,! was! not! associated! with! PGES! in! my! sample! and! others,!
101 
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making! neuronal! exhaustion! an! unlikely! cause! of! seizure! termination! and! PGES!
(Freitas! et# al.,! 2013;! Lamberts,! Gaitatzis,! et# al.,! 2013;! Lamberts,! Laranjo,! et# al.,! 2013;!
Lhatoo!et#al.,!2010;!Semmelroch!et#al.,!2012;!Seyal!et#al.,!2012;!Surges!et#al.,!2011).!It! is!
possible!that!several!pathways!lead!to!PGES.!In!addition!to!EEG!suppression!induced!
by! diffuse! cortical! inhibition,! EEG! suppression! can! also! be! induced! by! hypoxia,!
hypotension,! and! asystole,!which!may! all! occur! in! the! postictal! state! (Bozorgi! et# al.,!




which! neurophysiological! substrate! causes! both! seizure! termination! and! PGES.! A!
variety!of!processes!may!be!involved.!An!in#vitro#study!showed!that!synchronous!highH




frequency!discharges! in!the!course!of!a!seizure! is!mediated!by!an! increase! in!the!CaH
dependent! K+!current,! leading! to! an! increase! of! extracellular! K+! has! been! proposed!
(Somjen! et# al.,! 2008).! The! authors! show! that! an! overload! of! [K+]o,! can! initiate!
spreading!depression,!and!thus!termination!of!seizure!discharges!(Somjen!et#al.,!2008).!
Another! computational! study! linked! seizure! termination! and! postictal! depression! to!
the! complex! interaction! between! sodium,! potassium,! and! chloride! concentrations!
(Krishnan! and! Bazhenov,! 2011).! These! two! studies! demonstrate! processes! at! a!
microscopic! level,! which! are! analogous! to! the! transition! from! seizure! to! PGES! at! a!
macroscopic! level,!which!we!describe.!These!processes!may!account! for! the! reported!
decrease!in!connectivity!and!excitability.!The!translation!from!the!microscopic!level!of!
modelling!to!the!macroscopic!level!is!a!matter!for!further!study.!Further!investigations!
are! needed! to! determine! the! exact! role! of! these! processes! in! causing! seizure!
termination! and! PGES! in# vivo.!We! hypothesise! that! a! neuronal! seizure! termination!
mechanism! serves! to! restore!normal! function! and! to!protect! the!brain! from!damage!








et# al.,! 2009).! The! finding! that! PGES! was! always! preceded! by! a! marked! decrease! in!
clonic! frequency! is! important! as! it!may! lead! to! the!development!of! an!algorithm! for!
realHtime! interclonic! interval! detection! of! potentially! fatal! seizures! using! motionH
detection!sensors,!including!remote!video!detection!(Kalitzin!et#al.,!2012,!2016).!
!
Any! computational! model! of! complex! systems! such! as! the! human! brain! can! only!
account!for!a!limited!number!of!properties.!Our!model!is!an!abstract!representation!of!
neuronal!dynamics.!It!is,!however,!capable!to!predict!relevant!phenomena,!such!as!the!
gradual!change!of! the! ictal! state! towards! its! termination.!When!using!computational!
models! it! is! essential! to! distinguish! between! embedded! (created! and! preHtuned)! and!
emergent#(predictive)!properties!of!the!model.!In!our!model,!the!oscillatory!state!of!the!
individual! units! is! embedded,! while! the! collective! dynamics! and! the! transitions!
between!states!are!emergent!properties,!with!potential!predictive!value.!We!consider!
the! existence! of! oscillatory! states,! interpreted! as! model! seizures! and! their!





in! figure! 4.8,! which! can! be! interpreted! as! an! emergent! property! in! its! entirety! as! it!
cannot!be!reduced!to!the!dynamics!of!the!individual!units.!The!predictive!power!of!our!
model! is! also! due! to! its! autonomous! nature.! Many! computational! models! of! the!
epileptic! condition! require! the! adjustment! of! their! parameters! in! order! to! change!
behaviour! from!“seizure”!to!“normal”.!Such!models!can!describe!the! individual!states!
but! will! not! provide! predictions,! or! emergent! features,! from! the! dynamics! of! the!
transition! between! those! states.! Our! model! describes! the! transitions! from! ictal! to!







parameter! we! used! in! the!model.!We! tested! several! types! of! plasticity!mechanisms,!
affecting!either!the!unit!excitability,!or!the!interHunit!connectivity!or!both.!All!lead!to!
(1)! deterministic! seizure! termination,! and! (2)! a! transient! postictal! state! with!
suppressed!activity!and!excitability.!In!all!cases,!the!duration!of!the!postictal!supressed!
state!was!associated!with!the!terminal!value!of!the!plasticity!parameter.!It!is,!however,!
the! particular! choice! of! equation! (2),! and! the! interaction! term! in! equation! (1),! that!
relates! the! interclonic! interval! increase! during! the! seizure! to! the! change! in!
connectivity!parameter!g.!Our!model!may!be!used! as! a! starting!point! to! reconstruct!
the!exact!properties!of! the!mechanism!of! seizure! termination,!using!a!more!detailed!
model.!Our! results!may!not! apply! to!all! seizure! types.!A!different! type!of!model,! for!
example,! predicts! a! logarithmic! (ICI~log(t))! evolution! of! the! interclonic! intervals!
preceding!a!homoclinic!bifurcation!at!seizure!offset!(Jirsa!et!al.,!2014).!It!was!validated!
in! a! clinical! sample,!which! appears! to! have! been! selected! based! on!different! seizure!
criteria!as!ours.!The!underlying!pathophysiological!mechanisms!of!seizure!termination!
may! therefore! differ.! This! may! explain! the! exponential! instead! of! a! logarithmic!






The! sample! size! of! our! human! EEG! data! is! limited! and! surface! EEG! for! postictal!
assessment!presents!some!drawbacks.!Artefacts!(e.g.!nursing! interventions,!EMG!and!
breathing! activity)! may! have! contaminated! the! EEG,! thereby! preventing! precise!
estimation! of! PGES! duration.! Despite! being! a! wellHdefined! neurophysiological! state!
that!is!easier!to!quantify!than!postictal!slowing!in!general,!PGES!duration!is!inevitably!
a!semiHexact!outcome!measure.!One!way!to!circumvent!this!is!to!use!intracranial!EEG!
recordings,! but! because! of! sparse! spatial! sampling! this!will! lack! a! global!measure! of!
cortical!activity.!In!my!sample,!AEDs!were!tapered!in!the!course!of!seizure!monitoring.!
Such!tapering!may!increase!the!occurrence!of!PGES!(Lamberts,!Gaitatzis,!et#al.,!2013),!
and! may! theoretically! alter! mechanisms! of! seizure! termination.! Despite! these!
limitations,!this!study!demonstrates!the!power!of!combining!computer!modelling!and!












Juvenile! myoclonic! epilepsy! (JME)! is! a! type! of! genetic! epilepsy! characterised! by!
myoclonic! jerks! shortly! and!generalised! tonic! clonic! seizures.!The!diagnosis! is! based!
on! the! clinical! presentation,! that! includes! myoclonic! jerks! shortly! after! awakening,!
normal! intelligence! and! an! age! of! onset! between! 10! and! 25! years.! The! diagnosis! is!
confirmed!when!at!the!time!of!the!myoclonic!jerks,!the!electroencephalographic!(EEG)!
recording! shows! a! normal! background! pattern! and! ictal! bilaterally! symmetric,! high!
amplitude!polyspikes!and!waves!with!frontocentral!dominance!(Janz,!1985;!KasteleijnH!
Nolst!Trenité!et# al.,! 2013).!The! interictal!EEG!shows!generalised!3H6Hz!spikeHwave!or!
polyspikeHwave! activity,! also! with! frontocentral! dominance! (Janz,! 1985;! KasteleijnH!
Nolst!Trenité!et#al.,!2013;!Koepp!et#al.,!2014).!Focal!abnormalities!such!as!single!spikes,!
spikeHandHwave!complexes,!and!slow!waves!are!seen!in!30H45%!of!cases!(Aliberti!et#al.,!
1994;!Lancman!et# al.,! 1994;!Seneviratne!et# al.,! 2014),! contributing! to!diagnostic!delay!
(Panayiotopoulos! et# al.,! 1991).! Over! a! third! of! people! with! JME! also! have! absence!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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seizures! (Beghi! et# al.,! 2006).! At! least! thirty! percent! of! people! with! JME! have! a!
photoparoxysmal!response!(PPR).!In!some,!flashing!lights!can!trigger!myoclonic!jerks!
or! generalised! tonic! clonic! seizures! (Appleton! et# al.,! 2000;!Wolf! and!Goosses,! 1986).!
The!PPR! is! an! abnormal! response! to! intermittent! photic! stimulation.!There! are! four!
types! of!PPR,! classified!by!Waltz!et# al! (1992):! (I)! spikes!within! the!occipital! rhythm,!
limited!to!the!occipital!regions!(II)!parietoHoccipital!spikes!with!a!biphasic!slow!wave,!
(III)! parietoHoccipital! spikes! with! a! biphasic! slow! wave! and! spread! to! the! frontal!










Although! this! difference! did! not! reach! statistical! significance,! this! could! provide! a!
tentative!explanation!for!the!fact!that!photic!stimulation!can!elicit!myoclonic!jerks!in!

















early!2015! for!SEIN,!and!2010! to!2015! for! the!UMCU.!The! study!was!approved!by! the!
medical!ethical!committee!of!the!UMCU,!which!judged!informed!consent!unnecessary!




included.! Inclusion! criteria! were:! (a)! a! confirmed! diagnosis! of! JME! or! a! confirmed!
diagnosis! of! genetic! epilepsy! with! a! strong! suspicion! of! JME,! based! on! the! EEG! or!
clinical! presentation;! (b)! at! least! one! drug! naïve! EEG! recording! available;! and! (c)!
photosensitivity! tested! using! intermittent! photic! stimulation,! either! during! the! EEG!
recording! that!was! evaluated! for! the! current! study,! or! in! a! previous! EEG! recording.!
Exclusion! criteria! were:! (a)! incomplete! records;! (b)! any! history! of! neurological!
comorbidity! that! could! influence! the!diagnosis!of! JME;!and! (c)!any!abnormalities!on!
Magnetic! Resonance! Imaging.! Duplicates! and! reports! other! than! EEG! reports! were!
excluded.!Clinical!information!was!retrieved!from!the!hospital!files.!
5.2.2#EEG#recordings#
At! SEIN,! the! 32Hchannel! EEG! recordings! were! recorded! at! 500Hz! using! Stellate!
Harmonie!(Stellate!inc,!Montreal,!Canada)!and!a!Grass!photic!stimulator!(PS33+,!Grass!
Products,! Quincy,! Mass.,! USA)! until! 2012! and! subsequently! at! a! 512Hz! sample!
frequency! with! a! SystemPlus!Micromed! EEG! system! (Micromed! SD! 16! DC,! Treviso,!
Italy)!and!photic!stimulator!(Micromed,!Flash!10S!Treviso,!Italy).!At!the!UMC!Utrecht!
EEGs! were! recorded! using! the! Micromed! Smart! Acquisition! Module! amplifier!
(Micromed,! Treviso,! Italy),! at! a! sample! frequency! of! 512Hz! and! intermittent! photic!
stimulation!was!performed!using!the!Micromed!stimulator.!In!both!centres,!electrodes!
were!placed!according!to!the!international!10H20!system,!with!additional!electrodes!on!









question.! The! localised! (focal)! epileptiform! abnormalities! and! their! location! outside!
intermittent! photic! stimulation! or! hyperventilation! were! assessed.! Localised!
abnormalities! were! defined! as! paroxysmal! focal! activity,! localised! (poly)spikeHandH
slowHwave!activity! and! (poly)sharpHandHslowHwave!complexes! (Noachtar!et# al.,! 1999). 
We!divided!the!EEGs!into!four!groups!based!on!the!location!of!the!interictal!localised!
abnormalities:!No! localised! abnormalities! at! all! (LH);! localised! abnormalities! present,!
but!not!involving!the!posterior!regions!(LPOSTH),!see!figure!5.1!A;!localised!abnormalities!
present,! also! in! posterior! regions! (LPOST+),! see! figure! 5.1! B;! localised! abnormalities!
present! only! in! the! posterior! regions! (L|POST|),! see! figure! 5.1! C.! The! EEGs! were! also!
divided! in! terms! of! the!maximum!amplitude! of! generalised! or! bilateral! synchronous!
discharges! outside! intermittent! photic! stimulation! as! follows:! No! generalised!
abnormalities! at! all! (GH);! generalised! discharges! with! maximal! amplitudes! in! the!
anterior! regions! (GANT>POST),! see! figure! 5.1! D;! generalised! discharges! with! maximal!
amplitudes! in! the! posterior! regions! (GPOST>ANT);! bilateral! synchronous! discharges!
without! a! clear! or! alternating! maximum! (GANT=POST),! see! figure! 5.2;! bilateral!
synchronous! spikeHwave! discharges! limited! to! the! anterior! regions! (G|ANT|);! bilateral!
synchronous!spikeHwave!discharges!limited!to!the!posterior!regions!(G|POST|).!The!EEG!
reports!were! also!divided! according! to! the!presence!of! PPR,! defined! as! an! abnormal!
posterior!response!spreading!to!anterior!regions!(Waltz!criteria!III!or!IV)(Waltz!et#al.,!
1992).!Waltz! I! and! II!were! included! in! the! JMEHPPR!group.!People!were!divided! into!
JMEHPPR!and!JME+PPR!based!on!all!available!EEG!reports,!so!the!distinction!between!
JMEHPPR! and! JME+PPR! was! not! only! based! on! the! studied! EEG! recording.! We!
compared!the!number!and!type!of!localised!discharges!(groups!L),!and!the!maximum!




between! the! JME+PPR! and! JMEHPPR! groups! using! Chi2!test! and! Fishers! exact! test.! I!
compared! the! number! of! people! with! JME+PPR! and! JMEHPPR! with! discharges! not!
involving! the! posterior! regions! (LPOSTH! and! G|ANT|),! to! the! number! of! people! with!
JME+PPR!and!JMEHPPR!with!discharges!involving!the!posterior!regions!(LPOST+,!L|POST|,!










posterior# regions# (drowsy).# Filter# settings:# low# pass:# 0.160Hz,# high# pass:# 70Hz,# scale:# 100#




andOslowOwave# and# spikeOandOslowOwave# discharges#with# anterior#maximum.# Filter# settings:#
low#pass:#0.160Hz,#high#pass:#70Hz,#scale:#150#μV/cm.#
#
Figure# 5.2:# Example# of# generalised# EEG# discharges# outside# intermittent# photic#
stimulation# without# a# clear# maximum.# Three# events# from# the# same# patient,# showing#












39! (21! from! UMCU,! 18! from! SEIN)! recordings! were! included! in! this! study! for! reH
evaluation!and!statistical!analysis.!
5.3.1#Subject#characteristics#
Age,! gender,! occurrence! of! generalised! tonic! clonic! seizures,! absence! seizures,! PPR!
response,! diagnosis,! and!diagnosis! using!Magnetic!Resonance! Imaging!did!not! differ!
between!the!centres!(table!5.1).!The!age!of!onset!of!epilepsy!was!not!available!for!one!
person.!Myoclonic! jerks!were!described!more!often! in! reports! from!SEIN! than! those!
from!the!UMCU,!and!neurologists!from!SEIN!more!often!reported!a!definite!diagnosis!




! UMCU$(n=22)$ SEIN$(n=17)$ test,$pCvalue$
Female!(N)! 12!(55%)! 10!(59%)! χ2,!0.79!
Mean!age!at!EEG!(years)! 17.95!(SD=9.11)! 20.35!(SD=5.56)!! MW,!0.07!
Mean!age!of!onset!(years)! 14.71!(SD=4.16)! 16.75!(SD=3.11)!! MW,!0.26!
Myoclonic!jerks!(N)! 14!(64%)! 17!(100%)! F,!<0.01*!!
Generalised!seizures!(N)! 19!(86%)! 11!(65%)! F,!0.14!
Absences!(N)! 4!(18%)! 4!(24%)! F,!0.71!!
Confirmed!diagnosis!JME!(N)! 8!(36%)! 12!(71%)! χ2,!0.03*!!
Diagnosis!probably!JME!(N)! 14!(63%)! 5!(29%)! χ2,!0.03*!!
PPR!(N)!! 9!(41%)! 9!(53%)! χ2,!0.46!!
Photosensitivity!in!daily!life!(N)! 3!(14%)! 1(6%)! F,!0.62!!
No!MRI!done!(N)! 12!(55%)! 11!(65%)! F,!0.74!
Negative!MRI!known!(N)! 10!(45%)! 6!(35%)! F,!0.74!!
Epilepsy!in!first!degree!family!(N)! 0!(0%)! 1!(6%)! F,!0.44!!










generalised! tonic! clonic! seizures,! history! of! epilepsy! in! the! family,! and! current!
diagnosis!did!not!differ!between!JME+PPR!and!JMEHPPR!groups.!!
5.3.2#EEG#analysis#
The! EEG! characteristics! for! JME+PPR! and! JMEHPPR! are! shown! in! table! 5.3.! The!
background!pattern!was!normal!in!all!recordings.!!In!several!cases,!intermittent!photic!
stimulation! was! not! performed! during! the! reHevaluated! EEG! recording! because! the!
presence! or! absence! of! PPR! had! been! confirmed! previously.! In! one! person,!
intermittent! photic! stimulation!was! not! completed! because! of! a! strong! epileptiform!
reaction! and! risk! of! provoking! a! generalised! tonic! clonic! seizure.! Localised!
abnormalities! (L+)! were! present! in! 35! of! the! 39! EEG! recordings! (table! 5.3).! The!
prevalence!of! localised!abnormalities!did!not!significantly!differ!between!people!with!
JME+PPR!and!people!with!JMEHPPR.!In!people!with!JMEHPPR,!localised!abnormalities!
without! posterior! involvement! (LPOSTH)! were! seen! more! often! than! in! people! with!
JME+PPR,!while!localised!abnormalities!involving!the!posterior!areas!were!seen!more!
often!in!people!with!JME+PPR!(p<0.01).!In!four!people!with!JME+PPR!but!none!of!the!




! PPR+!(n=18)! PPRC!(n=21)! test,$pCvalue$
Female!(N)! 13!(72%)! 9!(43%)! χ2,!0.07!
Mean!age!at!EEG!(years)! 18.1!(SD=6.5)! 19.8!(SD=7.4)! MW,!0.51!
Mean!age!of!onset!(years)! 15.9!(SD=3.4)! 15.6!(SD=4.3)! MW,!0.78!
Myoclonic!jerks!(N)! 14!(78%)! 17!(80%)! F,!1.00!
Generalised!seizures!(N)! 14!(78%)! 16!(76%)! F,!1.00!
Absences!(N)! 3!(17%)! 5!(24%)! F,!0.70!
Confirmed!diagnosis!JME!(N)! 10!(56%)! 10!(48%)! χ2,!0.62!
Diagnosis!probably!JME!(N)! 8!(44%)! 11!(52%)! χ2,!0.62!
Photosensitivity!in!daily!life!(N)! 3!(17%)! 1!(5%)! F,!0.31!
Negative!MRI!known!(N)! 6!(33%)! 10!(48%)! F,!0.51!
No!MRI!done!(N)! 12!(67%)! 11!(52%)! F,!0.51!
Epilepsy!in!1st!degree!family!(N)! 1!(6%)! 0!(0%)! F,!0.46!
Epilepsy!in!2nd!degree!family!(N)! 2!(11%)! 6!(29%)! F,!0.25!






18! people! with! JME+PPR! and! 17! of! the! 21! people! with! JMEHPPR.! There! was! no!
difference! in! involvement! of! the! occipital! lobe! in! both! groups.! Most! people! had!
generalised! spikeHwave! discharges! with! an! anterior! maximum! (GANT>POST).! In! five!
people! with! JME+PPR,! the! onset! of! the! generalised! spikeHwave! discharges! could! be!
delineated.! In! all! five,! it! had! a! clear! posterior! onset! during! intermittent! photic!
stimulation.! In! two! of! those,! there! was! also! a! posterior! spikeHwave! discharge! onset!








Localised$abnormalities$outside$posterior$areas$(LPOSTC)$ 4$(22%)$ 17$(76%)$ χ2,!0.002*$
Localised$involving$posterior$areas$(LPOST+,$L|POST|)$ 10$(55%)$ 4$(19%)$ $
No!localised!abnormalities!(LH)! 4!(22%)! 0!(0%)! !
Any!localised!abnormalities!(LpostH!,!Lpost+,!L|post|)! 14!(78%)! 21!(100%)! !
Localised!abnormalities!also!in!posterior!areas!(Lpost+,)! 6!(33%)! 4!(19%)!
!
Localised!abnormalities!only!in!posterior!areas!(L|post|)! 4!(22%)! 0!(0%)! !
Generalised$SWD’s$limited$to$anterior$areas$(G|ANT|)$ 0$(0%)$ 3$(14%)$ F,$0.232$
Generalised$SWD’s$involving$posterior$areas$$ 14$(78%)$ 14$(67%)$ !
No!generalised!discharges!(GH)! 4!(22%)! 4!(19%)! !
Bilateral!synchronous!generalised!SWD’s!(GANT=POST)! 3!(17%)! 1!(5%)! !
Generalised!SWD’s!anterior!maximum!(GANT>POST)! 9!(50%)! 13!(62%)! !
Generalised!SWD’s!posterior!maximum!(GPOST>ANT)! 2!(11%)! 0!(0%)! !
! Generalised!SWD’s!limited!to!posterior!areas!(G|POST|)! 0!(0%)! 0!(0%)! !





distribution! of! localised! interictal! EEG! abnormalities.! The! total! number! of! localised!
abnormalities!does!not!differ!significantly!between!people!with! JME+PPR!and!people!
with!JMEHPPR,!but!people!with!JMEHPPR!in!my!sample!had!significantly!less!localised!










2007).! Increased! connectivity! between! the! occipital! areas! and! the! supplementary!
motor!area!may!enable!discharges! to! spread! rapidly! to!other! regions!of! the!brain,! as!
shown!by!an!imaging!study!in!people!with!JME!compared!to!healthy!controls!(Vollmar!
et#al.,!2012).!This!notion!is!supported!by!the!fact!that!intermittent!photic!stimulation!in!
people!with! photosensitive! epilepsy! resulted! in! temporary! increased! excitability! and!
reduced! inhibition! of! the! motor! cortex! (Groppa! et# al.,! 2008;! Strigaro! et# al.,! 2013;!
Strigaro,!Falletta,!et# al.,! 2015).!The!difference! in! localisation!of! focal! abnormalities! in!
the!EEGs!of!people!with!JME+PPR!and!JMEHPPR!that!we!report!may!be!an!expression!









a! similar! distribution! of! the!maximum! of! generalised! spikeHwave! discharges! in! both!




trait,! but! so! far! no! specific! genes! have! been! identified.! CHD2!mutations! have! been!









recordings!offer!a! limited! time!window.!Most!EEG!recordings! in! this! study! lasted!24!





(Grass! and!Micromed).! Some! people!were! tested! for! photosensitivity! with! both! and!
had!a!PPR!only!with!one!of! the! stroboscopes! (usually!Grass).!Some!people!may! thus!
erroneously!have!been!classified!as! JMEHPPR!since!the! introduction!of! the!Micromed!
stroboscope.!As!this!concerns!five!people,!we!do!not!expect!that!this!has!a!significant!
impact! on! the! results! presented,! but! should! be! kept! in! mind! whenever! testing! for!
photic! sensitivity! (Specchio!et# al.,! 2011).!There!was! a! female!preponderance! (72%)! in!
my! sample! in! the! JME+PPR! group,! which! did! not! reach! statistical! significance.!

















For! successful! treatment,! it! is! paramount! to! differentiate! JME! from! focal! epilepsy.!




epilepsy! for! which! carbamazepine!would! be! the! treatment! of! choice! (Aliberti! et# al.,!
1994;!Lancman!et#al.,!1994).!Carbamazepine,!however,!aggravates!myoclonic!jerks!and!





the! posterior! areas! than! people! with! JME+PPR.! Defective! inhibition! and! increased!
















In! the! previous! chapters! I! have! discussed! several! features! of! epilepsy:!multistability,!
increased! potential! for! synchronisation! (synchronisability),! and! higher! cortical!




in! which! my! colleagues! and! I! measured! different! variables! associated! with! cortical!
excitability!in!healthy!controls,!in!people!with!juvenile!myoclonic!epilepsy!(JME),!and!
in!people!with!migraine!with!aura.!Firstly,!we!aimed!to!develop!an!automated!method!
to! calculate! the! motor! threshold! based! on! TMS! and! electromyography! (EMG).! I!
compare! motor! thresholds! obtained! with! three! different! methods! between! healthy!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!





controls,! people! with! JME! and! people! with! migraine.! Second,! I! did! a! pairedHpulse!
paradigm! in! the! healthy! controls! and! the! JME! group! to! assess! the! longHinterval!
intracortical! inhibition! (LICI)! recovery! curve.! I! compare! my! findings! to! findings!
described! in! the! literature! (chapter$ 2).$ Lastly,! I! show! that! TMSH
electroencephalography! (EEG)! variables! may! be! used! to! measure! multistability! and!
synchronisability!in!people!with!epilepsy.!I!explore!how!these!new!TMSHEEG!variables!
could!be!used!to!predict!the!response!to!AEDs.!In!the!previous!chapters,!I!showed!that!




TMSHEEG! variables! of! synchronisability! and! multistability! in! people! with! migraine!




estimate! the! resting! motor! threshold! (rMT)! when! using! TMS,! as! many! other!
parameters!depend!on!it.!In!this!study,!I!investigate!an!automated!method!to!calculate!
the! rMT.! Classically,! the! rMT! is! defined! as! the! “lowest! stimulus! intensity! (given! as!
percentage!of!maximal! stimulator!output)! that! is! required! to! induce!a!motor!evoked!
potential!(MEP)!of!at!least!50!uV!in!5!out!of!10!trials”!(Groppa!et#al.,!2012).!This!method!
is!commonly!used,!but!there!are!several!issues.!First,!the!MEP!is!highly!variable!due!to!
fluctuations! in! the! excitability! of! the! brain! (Giambattistelli! et# al.,! 2014).! Second,! the!
rMT!has!a!probabilistic!nature,!and!can! therefore!not!be!estimated!reliably!with! this!
method!(Tranulis!et#al.,!2006).!Third,!there!is!no!clear!algorithm!to!estimate!the!rMT!
(Tranulis! et# al.,! 2006).! Several! alternative! methods! have! been! proposed:! the! twoH
threshold!method!estimates!the!arithmetic!mean!of!a!lower!(highest!stimulus!intensity!
that!does!not!elicit!a!MEP)!and!higher!threshold!(lowest!stimulus!intensity!that!elicits!




predicts! the! TMS! intensity! that! has! a! 50%! probability! of! evoking! a! MEP! for! every!
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stimulus.! The! supervised! parametric!method! is! based! on! the! sigmoidal! relationship!
between!increasing!stimulus! intensity!and!MEP!probability.!The!rMT!is!estimated!by!
fitting! a! sigmoid! curve! using! the! least!mean! squares!method! (Tranulis! et# al.,! 2006).!
Alternatively,! a! stimulus! response! curve! can! be! constructed! using! a! Boltzmann!
sigmoid!function!(Mathias!et#al.,!2014).!Although!adaptive!methods!are!more!accurate!
than! fixedHstimulus!methods,! they!require!more!stimuli! than! fixedHstimulus!methods!
and! specialist! software! (Tranulis! et# al.,! 2006).! In! addition,! offline! analysis! can! be!
challenging,! as! the! unpredictable! changes! in! stimulation! intensity! have! to! be! taken!
into! account.! Ideally,! a! paradigm! to! determine! the! rMT! should! be! exact,! objective,!
quick,!and!reliable!while!offering!the!possibility!of!offline!analysis!of!the!data.!In!this!
work,!I!propose!an!extension!of!the!parametric!estimation!that!could!potentially!fulfil!
these! requirements,!based!on! the! idea! that! two!points! in!a! sigmoidal! function!could!
correspond! to! a! “threshold”:! the! steepest! point! of! the! curve,! or! the! “takeHoff”! point,!
where! the! slope!of! the! curve! first! starts! to! increase.!The! steepest! point! of! a! sigmoid!
curve!can!be!found!by!calculating!the!maximum!of!the!first!derivative!of!the!curve.!The!
“takeHoff”! point! is! the! point! where! the! second! derivative! of! the! curve! is!maximal.! I!
compare! the! rMT!estimated! in! the! traditional!way,!using! visual! estimation,!with! the!
thresholds! based! on! the!maximum! values! of! the! first! and! second! derivatives! of! the!




used! as! such! on! an! individual! level! critically! depends! on! the! interH! and! intraH!
individual! variability! of! these! curves.! In! chapter$ 7,! I! will! show! our! LICI! results! in!




to! assess! cortical! excitability! in! epilepsy! and! other! (neurological)! conditions.! So! far,!
TMSHEEG!studies!have!focused!on!the!analysis!of!the!TMSHevoked!potential!(TEP),!or!
on! eliciting! epileptiform! discharges! with! TMS! to! identify! aberrant! excitability! or!







pulse! TMS.! This! method! is! inspired! by! a! study! that! showed! that! people! with!
photosensitive! epilepsy! display! increased! phase! synchrony! in! the! gamma! band,!
compared! to!healthy! controls! in!magnetoencephalography! recordings! in! response! to!
photic! stimuli! (Parra! et# al.,! 2003).! I! now! investigate! whether! TMSHevoked! phase!
synchrony! can! be!measured! in! the! surface! EEG,! and!whether! this! parameter! differs!
between! people! with! JME,! people! with! migraine,! and! healthy! controls.! I! also!
investigate! the!TMSHEEG!responseHcurve,!as! it!may!provide! information!about!multiH
stability,!or!the!propensity!of!the!brain!to!be!in!paroxysmal!pathological!state.!A!linear!
TMSHEEG! stimulusHresponse! curve!would!be! a! sign!of! a! stable! system,!while! a! curve!
that! deviates! from! the! linear! fit! is! a! sign! of! multistability! (chapter$ 4).! The!
combination! of! increased! synchronisability! and! multistability! paramaters! may!




Participants! were! recruited! from! the! outpatient! clinic! of! SEIN,! Heemstede,! The!
Netherlands,!and!from!outpatient!departments!of!hospitals!in!the!Amsterdam!region.!
The!diagnosis!of! JME!was!based!on! the!clinical!history!and! interictal!EEG!recording.!




People! with! migraine! with! visual! aura! were! recruited! in! SEIN,! and! the! Leids!
Universitair!Medisch!Centrum,!Leiden.!The!diagnosis!was!based!on!the!clinical!history!
and! the! International! Classification! of! Headache! Disorders! (ICHDH3)! of! the!
International! Headache! Society! (Headache! Classification! Committee! of! the!
International! Headache! Society,! 2013).! Participants! aged! 18! years! and! over! with!
migraine!headaches,!and!a!visual!aura!preceding!the!headaches!in!at!least!30%!of!the!





who! used! prophylactic! medication! were! excluded,! as! were! people! with! migraine!
without!aura!and!aura!sans!migraine!(no!headache).!!
6.2.3#Controls#
Healthy! volunteers! aged! 12! years! or! over! were! recruited! locally! through! digital! and!
paper!adverts.!People!with!a!history!of!epilepsy!or!migraine!were!excluded.!!
6.2.4#Exclusion#criteria#








Participants! were! screened! for! contraHindications! to! TMS,! neurological! conditions!
other! than! JME! or! migraine! and! other! exclusion! criteria.! They! were! asked! not! to!
smoke,!take!drugs,!or!drink!alcohol!or!coffee!12!hours!preceding!the!measurement!and!
to! maintain! a! normal! sleep! pattern! the! night! prior! to! the! measurement.! Magnetic!
Stimulation! was! performed! with! a! MagPro! X100! magnetic! stimulator! (Magventure,!
Denmark),!a!14cm!diameter!parabolic!circular!coil!(type!MMCH140),!and!a!placebo!coil!
(type!MCFHPHB65).!Muscle! activity!was!monitored!using! realHtime! visual! feedback! of!
the!EMG.#Measurements!were!conducted!between!09.00AM!and!04.00PM!and!spread!




As! stated! in! the! ethical! protocol! and! informed! consent,! participants! could! leave! the!
study! at! any! time! and! for! any! reason.! Investigations! always! took! place! with! two!
investigators! present,! of! which! one! was! a! physician! who! was! monitoring! the! EEG!
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recording! during! the! TMS! session! for! signs! of! drowsiness.! During! sessions! with!
participants! with! JME,! a! trained! EEG! technician! monitored! the! EEG! to! alert! the!
investigators! to! early! signs! of! seizures,! in! which! case! stimulation! was! stopped!
immediately.!The!investigations!took!place!during!office!hours,!when!neurologists!and!
nurses!were!available!in!the!building!where!the!epilepsy!monitoring!unit!was!located.!















During! TMS,! soft! earplugs! were! used! to! reduce! discomfort! from! the! coil! click! and!
lower! the! auditory! evoked! potential.! The! investigators! ensured! that! the! participants!
kept! their! eyes! open! during! the! experiment! and! monitored! the! EEG! for! signs! of!
drowsiness.!!
6.4.1#Photic#stimulation##











starting! at! 20%! stimulator! output! with! 5%! stepwise! increments! until! a! consistent!
twitch!in!the!hand!contralateral!to!the!stimulated!hemisphere!was!seen!in!50%!of!the!
trials.! In! a! great!majority! of! cases,! the!muscle! twitch!was! first! seen! in! the! abductor!
pollicis!brevis!muscle.!Then,!a! semiHautomated,! inHhouse!designed!scanning!protocol!
(created!in!Matlab®!(version!7.5.0!R2007b!The!MathWorks!Inc.,!Natick,!MA,!USA))!was!
used!to!deliver!stimuli!with!an! interstimulus! interval!of!2s.!For!the!controls,! the! first!
measurement! was! done! with! 8! stimuli! at! each! intensity,! and! the! second! with! 20!
stimuli.! For! the! people! with! JME,! between! 8! and! 20! stimuli! were! given! at! every!
intensity,!and!20!stimuli!in!migraine.!Scanning!started!at!a!stimulator!output!value!of!
10H12%! below! the! visually! approximated! rMT! and! increased! in! 2%! steps! until! a!
reproducible!MEP!(>200uV)!was!seen!after!every!stimulus!(±!110H120%!rMT).!The!rMT!
was!visually!determined!by!the!two! investigators!present!during!the!measurement!as!
the! intensity!at!which!a!muscle! twitch!was!seen! in!approximately!50%!of! the!stimuli!




Paired! pulse! stimulation! was! done! with! the! round! convex! coil! on! Cz.! For! the! LICI!
recovery!curves,!two!pulses!were!given!at!110%!of!the!stimulus!intensity!of!the!visually!
estimated! rMT.! ! Stimulation! was! repeated! six! times! for! each! interstimulus! interval.!
The! stimulus! pairs! were! given! in! a! fixed,! sequentially! increasing! order,! with! 25ms!
increments,! starting! at! 50ms! and! ending! at! 400ms! (14! intervals).! The! time! between!
each! stimulus!pair! (interHtrial! interval)!was!one! second.!The!unconditioned! stimulus!
was! given! six! times! immediately! before! the! start! of! the! pairedHpulse! stimulation!






OffHline! analyses! were! done! in! Matlab®! (release! 2015,! The! MathWorks! Inc.,! Natick,!
MA,! USA).! For! each! participant,! TMSHEMG! variables! were! computed! for! real!
stimulation! (both! polarities),! and! TMSHEEG! variables! were! computed! for! the! three!




For! each! sequence! of! stimulation! intensities! (percentages! of! the!maximal! stimulator!
output)!!! = !!,… ,!! ,! the! corresponding! MEP! amplitudes!!! = !!,… ,!! !were!
defined! as! the!maximal! peakHtoHpeak! response! recorded! in! both! the! EMG! channels!
between! 20H60ms! after! the! TMS! stimulus.! The! algorithm! consists! of! two! essential!
steps:!data!regularisation!and!threshold!extraction.!!!!
!
Data! regularisation! was! done! to! smoothen! the! stimulusHresponse! curve! variability!
within! each! measurement! session.! To! determine! the! averaged! EMG! response!
amplitude! for! a! set! of! test! stimulus! intensities!!! < !!… < !! !,! we! applied! nonH
polynomial!Gaussian!smoothening!as!follows:!
!
!! = !!!! !!!!! !!!! !! !!!!! !!!! !!! ! ! (8)!
!
We!used!a!set!of!equidistant!test!intensities!corresponding!to!the!unique!values!of!the!
sequence! !!,… ,!! !of! preHdefined! stimulator! intensities.! We! define! two! values!
representing!the!motor!threshold:!!
! !"#1 ≡ !"#"$% !!!!" .!!"#2 ≡ !"#"$% !!!!!!! .! ! ! ! (9)!
!
rMT1! represents! the! steepest! point! in! the! slope! of! the! sigmoidal! stimulus! response!











frame:# A# scatter# plot# of# MEP# responses# (vertical# axis# in# uV)# versus# stimulation# intensity#
(horizontal# axis# in# %# of# maximal# stimulator# output).# Superimposed# (black# line)# is# the#
smoothened# stimulusOresponse# curve# obtained# by# the# Gaussian# fit# according# to# equation# (8).#
Bottom# frame:# The# first# and# second# derivatives# of# the# smoothened# stimulusOresponse# curve#
(dotted#and#solid#curves#respectively)#as#function#of#the#stimulus#intensity#(horizontal#axis).#The#
two# curves# have# been# normalised# in# the# [0# 1]# interval# for# better# visualisation.# The# stimulation#
intensity#at#the#maximal#values#of#the#curves#corresponds#to#rMT1#and#rMT2.##
6.5.3#LongEinterval#cortical#recovery#curves#
To! construct! the! LICI! recovery! curves,! the!mean!MEP! amplitude! in! response! to! the!
conditioned,!second!stimulus!(test!response)!was!divided!by!the!mean!MEP!response!
to! the! unconditioned! stimulus! (conditioning! response).! For! every! group! of!
participants,!I!calculated!the!median!response!ratio!at!every!interstimulus!interval,!and!
the!corresponding!25H75%!interval.!For!comparison!with!the!literature,!the!mean!of!the!






For! comparison! of! our! control! group! and! JME! group! to! the! ones! described! in! the!
literature,!I!made!an!overview!of!the!group!characteristics!reported!in!the!literature!in!
different! studies.! I! compared! the! LICI! recovery! curves! across! theses! studies,! by!
importing! the! .jpg! files! of! the! figures! from! the! publications! into!Matlab®,! using! the!
standard!Matlab!routine!“imread”.!I!reHdigitalised!the!curves,!by!defining!the!xH!and!yH
axes!and!the!positions!of!the!data!points!of!the!curves!relative!to!the!xH!and!yHaxes,!so!
that! the! xH! and! yHcoordinates! of! the! data! points! could! be! estimated.! The! reH




al.,! 2003).! The! phase! clustering! index! describes! the! phase! consistency,! with! zero!
representing! completely! scattered! phases! and! one! maximal! phase! grouping.! We!
computed!the!phase!clustering!index!both!after!TMS,!and!photic!stimulation!for!each!
participant,! per! EEG! channel.! Epochs! of! 100ms! starting! 8ms! after! stimulation! were!
used.! First,! a! discrete! Fourier! transformation! was! done! on! these! epochs! producing!
frequency! bands! of! multiples! of! 10! Hz,! from! 10H500Hz! (50! components).! Then,! the!
phase! clustering! index! (PCI)! was! computed! for! each! complex! amplitude! F# obtained!
from!the!Fourier!transform,#frequency!band!n,!stimulus!number!k!and!EEG!channel!α!
using!equation!(10).!!!"#!! = !!"!!|!!"! |! ! ! ! ! !! (10)!
!
The! relative! phase! clustering! index! (rPCI),! the!maximal! phase! clustering! index! at! a!
given! frequency! relative! to! the! phase! clustering! index! of! the! base! frequency! (10Hz),!
was!then!computed!by:!





averaged!!"#$!!" ≡ !"#$! !!was! further! used! to! classify! the! subjects.! The! channelH!
and! subject! groupHaveraged!!"#!"!! ≡ !"#!! !!per! frequency! was! analysed! across! the!
frequency!spectrum.!To!obtain!the!spatial!distributions!of!the!phase!P,!we!calculated!
the! groupHaveraged! spatial! distribution! of! the! (complex)! components! of! the! highest!
phase!clustering!index!per!channel!(equation!(12)).!
! !! = !"#!!"#$!; !"#$! ≡ !"#$!%!( !"#!! )! !(12)!
!




phase! clustering! index! per! frequency! and! the! subject! group! mean! relative! phase!
clustering! index! for! each! channel! were! calculated! for! each! stimulation! frequency! as!
described!above.!
6.5.6#EEG#analysis:#NonElinearity##








! !"!,! = !"# !(!,!)!"#$!%!(!,!)!"#$%&'$;!! = 1… ,64; ! = 1. . !!!!!!!! ! (13)!
!
A! Gaussian! smoothing! procedure! was! applied! to! reconstruct! the! stimulus! response!
curve! of! the! stimulation! amplitude! and! RM.! For! each! stimulation! amplitude! (%!
maximal!stimulator!output)!!! = !!,… ,!! !and!responses!computed!in!equation!(13):!!"! = !"!,… ,!"! !! and! an! aperture! parameter! σ,! the! GaussianHaveraged! EEG!





!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!,! = !"!,!!!(!!!!!!)!!!! !!(!!!!!!)!!!! ! ! (14)!
!
The! smoothed! response! function! in! equation! (14)! was! then! used! to! construct! a!
stimulus!response!curve!of!the!total!EEG!response!against!the!stimulus!intensity.!The!
deviation! of! this! fit! after! linear! deHtrending! was! calculated! and! is! defined! as! “nonH
linearity”.! This! analysis! was! only! done! for! the! TMS! data,! and! not! for! photic!
stimulation,!as!it!requires!a!change!in!stimulus!intensity.!#
6.5.7#classification#with#relative#phase#clustering#index#and#nonElinearity#
I! used! a! linear! classifier! between! relative! phase! clustering! index! of! 0.4! and! nonH
linearity! of! 0.4! to! distinguish! between! people!with! epilepsy!without!medication! and!
controls.!The!values!of!the!linear!classifier!were!chosen!based!on!the!data.!!
6.5.8#TMS#evoked#potential#analysis#
We! also! analysed! the! TMS! evoked! potentials! (TEP),! computed! using! epochs! of! 1s,!
starting! 0.5s! before! the! TMSHstimulus! (4000! samples).! The! stimulation! artefact! was!
eliminated!with! linear! interpolation! from!H10! to! 10ms!around! the!TMSHpulse.!Epochs!
with! EEG! amplitudes! >150uV! were! automatically! rejected! from! analysis.! Eye! blinks!
were! automatically! rejected!by! selecting! epochs!with! responses!>80uV!on! electrodes!
FP1! and! FP2.! The! data! was! baseline! corrected,! notch! filtered! at! 50Hz! and! bandpass!
filtered! between! 1H80Hz.! The! TEP! response!was! averaged! for! each! electrode! over! all!




and! the! nonHlinearity! after! magnetic! stimulation! in! healthy! controls,! people! with!
epilepsy!with!and!without!medication!and!participants!with!migraine.!For!comparison!
between! the! first! and! the! second!measurement! in! the! healthy! controls!we! used! the!
nonHparametric! WilcoxonHsigned! rank! test! at! a! significance! level! of! 5%.! The! group!
averaged!relative!phase!clustering!index!and!nonHlinearity!were!compared!between!the!
migraine! and! epilepsy! with! and! without! medication! groups! and! the! second!
127 
!
measurement! in! the! healthy! controls! using! the! nonHparametric! KruskalHWallis! test!
(significance! level! 5%).! The! difference! between! clockwise,! antiHclockwise! and! sham!
stimulation! in! each! group! was! also! compared! using! the! KruskalHWallis! test.! I! first!
performed! phase! clustering! analyses! without! artefact! rejection! and! reHanalysed! the!
data!after!rejection!of!epochs!containing!the!5%!lowest!and!95%!highest!responses,!as!
well! as! with! a! different! montage.! There! was! no! significant! difference! between! the!
















In! this! chapter,! I! will! describe! the! results! obtained! through! Transcranial! Magnetic!









































2! M! 29! N! 22! 8!
nocturnal! TCs! triggered! by! alcohol,!
characteristic!pattern!for!JME!on!EEG!
:! :!
3! M! 20! Y! 20! 9!





4! F! 34! Y! 16! 7! myoclonic!jerks!+!TCs! :! :!
5! M! 17! N! 15! 9! myoclonic!jerks!+!TCs! :!
depakine!1d!
600mg!




7! M! 24! N! 14! 8! myoclonic!jerks!+!TCs! depakine!2d750mg! :!





From! June! 2014! to! October! 2015,! I! also! included! twelve! people! with! migraine! (10!
women,! mean! age! 38! years;! range! 21D62).! One! participant! was! excluded! because! of!
betaDblocker!use! for!high!blood!pressure.!The!characteristics!of! the!participants!with!
migraine! are! shown! in! table! 7.2.! The! attack! frequency! was! between! 0.3! and! 2! per!
month.!Apart!from!one!participant!who!habitually!drank!seven!cups!of!coffee!per!day,!
daily! coffee! consumption! in! this! group! was! limited.! Three! female! participants! were!
firstDdegree! relatives.! I! analysed! the! results! with! and! without! two! of! these! family!





I! included! 38! healthy! participants! between!May! 2014! and!October! 2014! (25! females,!
mean!age!38.1!years! range! 15D62!years).!One!participant!had! to!be!excluded! from!the!
analyses! because! of! nonDspecific! EEG! abnormalities.! Five! people! were! left! handed!
(Oldfield,! 1971).!Thirty!of! the!controls!were!reDmeasured!after!an!average!of!350!days!














M! 27! 10! D9! migraine!with!aura! u% u%
F! 29! 11! D5! migraine!with!aura! 1! 40!
M! 50! 15! D7! migraine!with!aura! 1! 100!
F! 27! 15! 9! migraine!with!aura! 0.3! 90!
F! 21! 19! 9! migraine!with!aura! 0.3! 100!
F! 45! 13! 8! migraine!with!aura! 1! 100!
F! 35! 22! 8! migraine!with!aura! 0.5! 30!
F! 40! 25! 9! migraine!with!aura! 2! 100!
F! 62! 17! D8! migraine!with!aura! 0.5! 100!
F! 51! 18! 9! migraine!with!aura! 1! 100!












based! on! the! visual! estimation! was! highly! correlated! with! threshold! the! calculated!
based!on!the!first!derivative!of!the!stimulus!response!curve!(h2=0.898!for!both!left!and!
right!hemispheres!p=0.002!and!0.001!for! left!respectively!right!hemisphere,!see!figure!
7.1).!The!correlation!between! the!visually!determined! rMT!and! the! second!derivative!
was! slightly! lower! (left! hemisphere:! h2=0.759,! p<0.0001,! right! hemisphere! h2% =0.888,!
p<0.0001).!
!




Figure% 7.1:% Correlation% between% the% visually% estimated% threshold% and% computed%
thresholds.% The% visually% estimated% rMT% (horizontal% axis)% and% calculated% rMT% (vertical% axis)%
based%on%the%first%(stars)%and%second%(squares)%derivatives%of%the%stimulation8response%curve%are%












B: visual estimation Cz- stimulation 
 
A: visual estimation Cz+ stimulation 






A: first derivative, Cz+ stimulation B: second derivative Cz+ stimulation 









the! protocol! could! only! be! completed! for! one! hemisphere! because! the! high! motor!
threshold!caused!overheating!of! the!coil.!This!protocol!was!done! in!healthy!controls!
and!people!with!JME,!but!not!in!people!with!migraine.!





above! one! indicates! facilitation.! At! an! interstimulus! interval! of! 50ms,! there! is!
facilitation.! Inhibition! is! visible! around! interstimulus! intervals! of! 100D150ms.!Around!
an!interstimulus!interval!of!225ms!there!is!facilitation!in!some!people!but!not!all.!The!




(N=5)! are! shown! in! figure! 7.6.! There! is! a! stronger! facilitation! at! an! interstimulus!
interval! of! 50ms! than! in! the! control! group.!With! the! antiDclockwise! stimulation! in!




significantly!higher! facilitation!than!the!controls!at!an! interstimulus! interval!of!50ms!









Figure% 7.4:% Long% interstimulus% interval% intracortical% inhibition% (LICI)% curve% in%
controls.%Boxplots%show%the%median%and%25875%percentile%of%the%conditioned%response%for%each%
interstimulus% interval% (ISI,% in%milliseconds%on%the%horizontal%axis)%A:% first%measurement%Cz+%
stimulation% (anti8clockwise,% right% hemisphere)% B:% first% measurement,% Cz8% stimulation%
(clockwise,% left% hemisphere)% C:% second%measurement% Cz+% stimulation% (anti8clockwise,% right%
hemisphere)% D:% second% measurement,% Cz8% stimulation% (clockwise,% left% hemisphere).% N=%
number%of%participants%represented%in%each%figure%panel.%
A: Controls 1st Cz+ stimulation (N=36) B: Controls 1st Cz- stimulation (N=37) 
C: Controls 2nd Cz+ stimulation (N=29) D: Controls 2nd Cz- stimulation (N=28) 
A: Control subject 11 B: Control subject 03 
C: Control subject 04 D: Control subject 07 
Figure%7.5:%Long%interstimulus%interval%intracortical%inhibition%(LICI)%curve%of%four%
healthy% controls.% The% curves% of% four% different% controls% after% Cz+% stimulation% (anti8
clockwise,%right%hemisphere)%of%the%first%(solid%line)%and%second%measurement%(dashed%line)%






A: JME without medication Cz+ stimulation 
Figure%7.6:%Long%interstimulus%interval%intracortical%inhibition%(LICI)%curves%in%people%
with% JME.%A:% anti8clockwise% stimulation% (Cz+,% right%hemisphere)% in% people%with% JME%without%
medication% B:% clockwise% stimulation% (Cz8,% left% hemisphere)% in% people% with% JME% without%
medication% C:% anti8clockwise% stimulation% (Cz+,% right% hemisphere)% in% people% with% JME% with%




D: JME with medication Cz- stimulation 
C: JME with medication Cz+ stimulation 




In! healthy! controls,! longDinterval! cortical! recovery! curves! with! more! than! four!
interstimulus! intervals! were! only! reported! previously! by! VallsDSolé! et% al.,! 1992.! The!




Only! the! studies! of! Badawy! et% al.! report! longDinterval! cortical! recovery! curves! with!
more!than!four!interstimulus!intervals!in!healthy!controls!and!people!with!epilepsy,!an!
overview! of! these! studies! can! be! found! in! chapter& 2.2.! In! these! studies,! the! interD
individual!variability!appears!to!be!much!smaller!than!in!our!groups.!Badawy!et%al.!also!
consistently! report! a! difference! between! healthy! controls! and! people! with! different!
types!of!epilepsy!in!several!papers!(see& chapter& 2.2).!Their!curves!show!inhibition!in!
controls!at! interstimulus! intervals! from!100D400ms.!At!200ms!there! is!usually!neither!
facilitation! nor! inhibition! (i.e.! the! ratio! of! the! conditioned! and! unconditioned!
Figure%7.7:%Comparison%of%my% long% interstimulus% interval% intracortical% inhibition% (LICI)%
curve% with% the% literature.% Top% frame% shows% the% long% interstimulus% interval% cortical% recovery%
curve%from%6%healthy%controls%published%by%Valls8Solé%et%al.%(1992),%for%a%stimulus%intensity%of%110%%
of% the% rMT% (identical% to% the% stimulation% intensity% I% used).% Bottom% frame:% my% own% long%
























1.!Int!J!Neural!Syst!2014! 20! 11! D! 16D40! 55.2!±!5.6! !
2.!Clin!Neurophysiol!2015! 20! 11! 27! 18D40! 55.2!±!5.6! !
3.!Epilepsia!a%2013! 20! 11! 27! 18D40! 55.2!±!5.6! !
4.!Epilepsia!b%2013! 20! 11! 27! 18D40! 55.2!±!5.6! !
5.!Epilepsia!2012! 20! 11! 27! 18D40! 55.2!±!5.2! !
6.!J!Clin!Neurophysiol!2012! 19! 13! 20! 16D28! 55.2!±!8.3! !
7.!Epilepsia!2010! 32! 20! 31! 16D73! 56.9!±!6.4! !
8.!Annals!of!Neurology!2010! 32! 20! 31! 16D73! 56.2!±!8.7! !
9.!Brain!2009! 32! 20! 31! 16D73! 56.2!±!8.7! !
10.!Int!J!Neural!Syst!2013! 30! 19! 28! 16D61! 56.2!±!8.7! !
11.!Annals!of!Neurology!2013! 11! 11! 23! 18D40! 53.9±5.4! Ovulatory!follicular!
! ! ! ! ! 55.1±4.9!
Ovulatory!luteal!
! 9! 9! 24! 18D40! 54.1±4.9! Anovulatory!follicular!
! ! ! ! ! 53.4±5.2!
Anovulatory!luteal!
12.!Epilepsy!behav!2013! 10! 5! 20! 15D30! 53.3!±!5.1! fasting!
! ! ! ! ! 54.4!±!5.3! Postprandial!
13.!Neurology!2009! 10! 6! 29! 21D46! 55.1±7.1! morning!
! ! ! ! ! 56.4±6.7!
afternoon!
14.!Brain!2013! 12! 7! D! D! 55.4!±!5.7! !
15.!Epilepsy!Res!2012! 17! 11! 30! 23D50! 56.1!±!9.4! Session!1!
! ! ! ! ! 57.4!±!7.9!
Session!2!
16.!Clin!Neurophys!2011! 12! 6! 34! 25D49! 48.7!±!7.2! Fig.!8,!session!1!
! ! ! ! ! 48.8!±!5.9!
Fig.!8,!session!2!
! ! ! ! ! 46.7!±!5.3!
Circular,!session!1!
! ! ! ! ! 47.1!±!7.1! Circular,!session!2!
17.!Annals!of!Neurology!2007! 29! 12! 33! 13D73! 57.1!±!8.4! Dominant!side!
! ! ! ! ! 46.8!±!6.8!
NonDdominant!side!
18.!Neurology!2006! 13! 6! 39.2! 21D73! 57.7!±!5.7! Dominant!side!









and! the! standard!deviation! in! study!5).!Three!other! studies!also!have! similar!control!










The! long! interstimulus! interval! cortical! recovery! curves! show! a! “saw! tooth”! pattern!
that! is! seen! in! all! the! publications! of! this! group.! There! is! facilitation! at! the! 50ms!
Figure%7.8:%ReFdigitalised%long%interstimulus%interval%intracortical%inhibition%(LICI)%
recovery% curves% of% the% controls% from% studies% from%Badawy% et% al.% This% figure% shows%
that%the%curves%of%studies%1%(red),%4%(red),%5%(red),%7%(light%blue),%9%(light%blue),%6%(purple),%and%
11% (yellow)% are% similar.%The% control% groups%of% studies% 1,%4,% and% 5% appear% different% from% the%
control%groups%of%studies%6,%7,%9%and%11,%based%on%table%7.3.%The%curves%of%studies%2%and%3%(red)%






of! Badawy! et% al,% there! generally! is! inhibition! at! the! 150ms! and! 250ms! interstimulus!
intervals! in! the! controls.! I! did! not! see! this! pattern! in!my! sample.! In! the! studies! of!
Badawy! et% al,! error! bars! are! shown! in! the! figures! of! the! long! interstimulus! interval!





interstimulus! interval! cortical! recovery! curves!would! vary,! even! if! the! control! group!
characteristics!are!similar.!From!figure!7.8!it!appears!that!the!curves!of!studies!1,!4,!and!
5! overlap! almost! completely,! and! that! the! curves! of! study! 2! and! 3! show! the! same!



















4.!Epilepsia!2013! ! ! ! ! !
JME!new!onset! 10! 6! 20! 14D23! 49.3±7.9!
JME!refractory! 16! 9! 25! 15D40! 53.6±5.1!
JME!seizure!free! 20! 11! 22! 15D43! 56.6±7.2!
JAE!new!onset! 8! 5! 18! 14D23! 54.5±5.7!
JAE!refractory! 15! 7! 24! 14D44! 55.1±5.6!
JAE!seizure!free! 18! 7! 24! 16D39! 57.2±4.9!
12.!Brain!2013! ! ! ! ! !
JME!new!onset! 7! 4! 20! 14D26! 49.3±7.1!
JME!refractory! 12! 6! 25! 15D40! 53.8±5.2!
JME!seizure!free! 14! 6! 22! 15D43! 56.4±7.1!
JAE!new!onset! 4! 2! 18! 14D23! 54.7±5.3!
JAE!refractory! 12! 7! 24! 14D44! 55.3±5.5!




The! studies! distinguish! between! people! with! JME! or! JAE! with! refractory! seizures,!
people!with!wellDcontrolled!JME!or! JAE,!and!people!with!newDonset! JME!or! JAE.! It! is!
not!mentioned!in!the!articles!whether!these!groups!of!individuals!overlap.!The!rMT!of!
the!same!groups!is!similar! in!both!studies,!but!not!exactly!the!same.!Again,!I!plotted!






between! 150D250ms! in! most! groups.! At! 200ms,! the! JAE! seizure! free! group! shows!
inhibition,!the!JME!seizure!free!and!new!onset!JAE!groups!show!neither!facilitation!nor!
inhibition,!contrary!to!the!JME!newDonset,!JAE!refractory,!and!JME!refractory!groups,!
which! show! facilitation.! The! curves! from! the! different! studies! for! the! same! groups!
seem! to!overlap! for! the!newDonset! JME!group!and! the!newDonset! JAE!group,!despite!
the! numbers! included! in! the! groups! being! different.! I! reDanalysed! my! long!
Figure% 7.9:% ReFdigitalised% long% interstimulus% interval% intracortical% inhibition% (LICI)%
recovery%curves%of%the%JME%and%JAE%groups%from%two%studies%from%Badawy%et%al.%nr.%12%
(dotted% lines)%and%nr.%4% (solid%lines).%Based%on%the%group%characteristics%and%rMT%from%table%
7.4,% the% curves% belong% to% groups% with% similar% age,% sex% and% rMT% characteristics,% but% with%
different% sample% sizes,% indicated% in% brackets% in% the% legend.% The% figure% shows% that% despite%





interstimulus! interval! cortical! recovery! curves! for! the! controls! and! JME! without!
medication,!and!instead!of!plotting!the!25D75!percentile,!I!plotted!the!standard!error!of!
the!mean!(figure!7.10).!For!one!of! the!stimulation!polarities! (Cz+,! right!hemisphere),!
the! LICI! curve! of! the! JME! group! now! shows! a! pattern! similar! to! that! described! by!





Figure% 7.10:% Long% interstimulus% interval% intracortical% inhibition% (LICI)% recovery%
curves%with% standard% error% of% the%mean.%The%mean%and% standard%error%of% the%mean%are%
shown%(SEM).%A:%anti8clockwise%stimulation%(Cz+,%right8hemisphere),%B:%clockwise%stimulation%
(Cz8,% left%hemisphere).%Compared%to% figure%7.4%and%7.6,% the%pattern%of% the%curves% looks%more%








In! the! first! part! of! this! chapter! I! show! that! the! rMT! can! be! computed! reliably! by!
calculating!the!stimulus!intensity!at!the!maximum!of!the!first!and!second!derivative!of!
the! stimulus! response! curve.! This! method! offers! an! objective! yet! simple! way! of!
extracting!the!rMT!from!the!TMSDEMG!stimulus!response!curve.!The!first!and!second!




of! stimuli! (Mathias! et% al.,! 2014;! Tranulis! et% al.,! 2006).! It! was! recently! reported! that!
stimulus!response!curves!can!be!acquired!in!a!few!minutes!using!a!ramped!design!with!
interstimulus!intervals!as!short!as!1.4s!(Mathias!et%al.,!2014;!Pearce!et%al.,!2013).!I!have!
combined! the! insights! of! these! studies! to! derive! two!measures! of! rMT! from! such! a!
rapid! stimulus! response! curve.! It! was! previously! shown! that! motor! thresholds!
estimated!using!a!figureDofDeight!coil!on!the!motor!“hot!spot”,!and!a!large!circular!coil!
on! the! vertex,! did! not! significantly! differ! (Badawy! et% al.,! 2011).! To! decrease! the!
complexity! of! the! procedure! I! chose! to! use! a! large! circular! coil,! which,! even! when!
placed!on!the!vertex,!activated!the!motor!cortex.!This!circumvents!the!need!to!locate!
the!motor!“hot!spot”!and!makes!the!protocol!easy!to!follow!and!transferable!between!
investigators! and! institutions! (Awiszus,! 2014).! I! registered! the!EMG!on! the! abductor!
pollicis!brevis!for!the!computation!of!the!rMT.!As!I!did!not!search!for!the!exact!motor!
hotspot,! I! used! the! previously! described! and! validated! “observation! of! movement”!
method!for!the!visual!assessment!of!the!rMT!(Varnava!et%al.,!2011).!This!method!takes!
any! movement! from! any! arm! muscle! into! account,! and! is! therefore! theoretically! a!




measured!and! the!difference!between! the! rMTs!of! the! left!and!right!hemispheres.! In!
my! sample,! stimulation! on! the! vertex! elicited! a! clear! twitch! in! the! abductor! pollicis!




is! around! 40%! stimulator! output,! which! is! somewhat! lower! than! described! in! the!
literature.!This!may!be! explained!by! the!difference! in! stimulator,! as! the! stimulator! I!
used!produces!a!stronger!magnetic!field!than!the!commonly!used!Magstim!200,!which!




are! different! from! what! is! reported! in! the! literature.! In! my! sample,! the! long!
interstimulus! interval! cortical! recovery! curves! did! not! follow! a! “saw! tooth! pattern”!




work! from!Badawy!et% al.!Stimulation!of! the!right!and! left!hemispheres! in!my!sample!
yielded! different! results! in! the! same! individuals.! This,! again,!may! be! caused! by! the!
different! stimulators!used.!Our! stimulator!delivers!biphasic!pulses! that! lead! to! a! triD
phasic!magnetic!current!on!the!cortex.!In!the!studies!by!Badawy!et%al.,!a!stimulator!was!
used! that! delivers! monophasic! pulses,! leading! to! a! biphasic! current! in! the! brain.!
Another!possible! explanation! for! the!different! findings! concerns!differences!between!
the!stimulation!protocols.!I!used!fixed!interDtrial!intervals!(between!the!pulse!pairs)!of!
1s,! while! Badawy! et% al.,! had! a! random! interDtrial! interval! of! at! least! 15s.! They! also!
delivered! the! different! interstimulus! intervals! in! a! random! fashion,!while! I! gave! the!
stimuli! pairs! in! a! fixed! and! increasing! order.! Lastly,! I! repeated! every! interstimulus!
interval!six!times,!while!Badawy!et%al.,!repeated!every!interstimulus!interval!ten!times.!
More! repetitions! per! interstimulus! interval! may! contribute! to! more! robust! results!
(Boroojerdi! et% al.,! 2000).! All! these! factors! may! have! contributed! to! a! difference!
between!my! findings!and! the! findings! reported!by!others!previously,! and!need! to!be!
studied!further.!Another!possible!explanation!for!the!difference!is!the!presentation!of!








controls! were! selected! to! achieve! age!matching!with! the! patient! groups,! this! would!
explain!why!the!age!and!sex!characteristics!are!the!same!in!several!studies.!In!view!of!
the!large!interDindividual!variability!I!found,!there!is!a!low!probability!that!two!groups!
consisting!of! completely!different! individuals!have! exactly! the! same!mean! rMT.! It! is!
also! unlikely! that! groups! consisting! of! different! individuals!would! have! such! similar!
mean!long!interstimulus!interval!cortical!recovery!curves.!The!interpretation!of!the!reD
digitalised! curves! is! limited! by! the! reDdigitalising! procedure,! which! relies! on! the!
resolution!of!the!published!figures,!and!manually!following!the!curves!in!the!published!
plots.! It! is! an! estimation!of! overlap,! rather! than! an! exact! calculation.! It! is! clear! that!















In! this! chapter,! I! describe! how! cortical! excitability! can! be!measured!with! TMSDEEG!
and!singleDpulse!stimulation.!I!collected!data!from!clockwise!(CzD)!and!antiDclockwise!













not! differ! significantly! between! the! first! and! the! second! measurement! in! healthy!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!





controls! (p=0.504! for! antiDclockwise! stimulation! and! p=0.877! for! clockwise!
stimulation).!For!statistical!analyses,!I!used!the!second!measurement!for!the!controls,!
as! the! responses! are! averaged! over! stimulation! intensity,! the! measurement! with! 20!
pulses! theoretically! yields! more! reliable! results.! For! sham! stimulation! in! controls!
however,! the! relative! phase! clustering! index! was! significantly! larger! in! the! first!
measurement!than!in!the!second.!In!the!figures!and!boxplots,!both!measurements!are!
shown.! The! relative! phase! clustering! index! after! real! stimulation! was! significantly!
larger!in!the!JME!group!without!medication!than!in!controls (see!figure!8.1!A!and!B).!
The! relative! phase! clustering! index! in! the! JME! with! medication! and! the! migraine!
groups!did!not!differ! significantly! from!controls.!After! sham!stimulation,! the! relative!
phase! clustering! index! differed! significantly! between! the! control,! JME! and!migraine!
groups!(see!table!8.1!and!figure!8.1C).!The!relative!phase!clustering!index!after!photic!
stimulation! at! 6Hz! was! significantly! larger! in! people! with! JME! without! medication!




Figure% 8.1:% Boxplots% of% the% relative% phase% clustering% index% (rPCI)% for% all% groups.% The%
relative%phase%clustering%index%(rPCI,%vertical%axes,%dimensionless)%was%averaged%over%all%channels%
and% is% displayed% per% group.% A.% median% rPCI% after% anti8clockwise% stimulation% (Cz+,% right%
hemisphere)% B.%median% rPCI% after% clockwise% stimulation% (Cz8,% left% hemisphere).% C.%median% rPCI%
after% sham% stimulation.% D.% median% rPCI% after% photic% stimulation% at% a% frequency% of% 6Hz.% TMS%
frequency%was%0.5Hz.%The%boxes%show%the%25% –% 75th%percentiles,% the% line% in% the%box% is% the%sample%
median.%
%
A: Cz+ stimulation B: Cz- stimulation






The! boxplot! in! figure! 8.2! shows! the! frequency! at!which! the! largest! phase! clustering!
index! is! found.! For! magnetic! stimulation! (0.5Hz),! the! phase! clustering! index! in! all!
groups!was!the!highest!in!the!gamma!range!(±40Hz).!For!photic!stimulation!at!60Hz,!
the!maximal!phase!clustering! index!was! found!at!around!60D80Hz!(figure!8.2D).!The!
phase! clustering! index! after! sham! stimulation! was! variable! and! maximal! at! around!










band%of% the%maximal% phase% clustering% (PCI,% vertical% axis,% in%Hz)% is% shown% for% A.% anti8clockwise%
stimulation% (right% hemisphere,% Cz+)% B.% clockwise% stimulation% (left% hemisphere,% Cz8),% C.% Sham%





A: Cz+ stimulation B: Cz- stimulation





The!median!nonDlinearity!of! the! response! is! shown! in! table!8.2!and! figure!8.3.!There!
was! no! significant! difference! between! the! first!measurement! (8! stimuli! per! stimulus!
intensity)!and!the!second!measurement!(20!stimuli!per!intensity)!in!the!controls.!The!







A: Cz+ stimulation B: Cz- stimulation
C: Sham stimulation
Figure%8.3:%Boxplots%of%the%nonFlinearity%of%the%TMSFEEG%response%curve.%The%median%non8











controls!1st! controls!2nd! JMEnoMed! JME!Med! Migraine!
KW!between!
groups!
Sham! 0.1685!(0.0821!*!0.2389)! 0.1095!(0.0593!!*!0.1642)^! 0.1878!(0.1686!!*!0.2313!)^! 0.1264!(0.0906!!*!0.3897)! 0.1094!(0.0660!!*!0.1401)^! p=0.0086!
Cz+! 0.1356!(0.0540!!*!0.2866)! 0.1244!(0.0777!!*!0.2111)^! 0.2766!(0.1526!!*!0.3368)^! 0.1959!(0.0983!!*!0.2903)! 0.1681!(0.0380!!*!0.2348)! p=0.0074!
Cz?!! 0.1363!(0.0655!!*!0.2000)! 0.1405!(0.0537!!*!0.2552)^! 0.2484!(0.1943!!*!0.2841)^! 0.1808!(0.1314!!*!0.3358)! 0.1690!(0.0471!!*!0.2442)! p=0.0106!




(TMS)*! p=0.0464! p=0.0334!(sham!vs!Cz*)! p=0.1672! p=0.7788! p=0.0226!(sham!vs!Cz*)!
!The'5)95%'are'shown'in'brackets.'KW=Kruskal)Wallis'test.'The'KW'test'across'groups'is'done'using'the'2nd'measurement'of'the'controls.'*'this'p)value'refers'to'the'






controls!1st! controls!2nd! JMEnoMed! JME!Med! Migraine!
KW!between!
groups!
Sham! 0.0544!(0.0345!*!0.0839)! 0.0536!(0.0423!*!0.1733)! 0.0604!(0.0468!*!0.0850)! 0.0578!(0.0463!*!0.0991)! 0.0484!(0.0315!*!0.0697)! p=0.2782!
Cz+! 0.0988!(0.0481!*!0.2302)! 0.1174!(0.0527!!*!0.2160)! 0.1705!(0.0976!*!0.3282)! 0.0996!(0.0726!*!0.1626)! 0.1166!(0.0780!*!0.1992)! p=0.2042!
Cz?!! 0.0774!(0.0499!*!0.2429)! 0.0966!(0.0441!*!0.1714)! 0.1080!(0.0730!*!0.4176)! 0.1170!(0.0293!*!0.2756)! 0.0992!(0.0849!*!0.1830)! p=0.7906!





The! distinction! of! JME! without! medication,! using! a! combination! of! relative! phase!
clustering! index! and! non<linearity,! is! shown! in! figure! 8.4.! For! anti<clockwise!






8.4$ Exploration$ of$ the$ topographical$ distributions$ of$ relative$ phase$
clustering$index$and$non2linearity$
Despite! the! study! not! being! designed! with! the! aim! of! localisation! in! mind,! we!




Figure' 8.4:' Scatter'plot'of'non5linearity'and' relative'phase' clustering' index.'For'every'
individual'in'the'sample,'values'obtained'with'anti9clockwise'(Cz+,'squares,'crosses'and'circles)'











Figure' 8.5:' Topographical' distribution' of' the' relative' phase' clustering' index.' Topographical'
rendering'of' the'relative'phase'clustering' index,'calculated'with'equation'(11)' (chapter'6)' for'each'EEG'
channel'per' group'(rows)'and'per' type'of' stimulation'(columns,'anti9clockwise'(Cz+),'clockwise'(Cz9),'
sham,' 6Hz' photic' stimulation).' The' number' in' brackets' indicates' the' number' of' participants' in' the'
group' that' the' measurement' is' based' on.' For' sham' stimulation' in' control' groups' and' JME' without'
medication' the' number' of' participants' is' N91.' Plot' orientation:' Fz' at' the' top' (north)' and' Pz' at' the'
bottom'(south).'Red'indicates'a'high'relative'phase'clustering'index,'corresponding'to'a'high'degree'of'
phase'synchrony,'while'blue' indicates'a' low'relative'phase'clustering' index'(i.e.' scattered'phases).'The'
first' (8' repetitions' per' stimulus' intensity,' top' row)' and' second' measurements' (20' repetitions' per'
stimulus' intensity,' second' row)' in' the' healthy' controls' yield' similar' results' for' anti9clockwise' and'
clockwise' stimulation.' The' relative' phase' clustering' index' is' higher' in' the' people' with' JME' without'


















stimulation! there! is! larger! non<linearity! in! the! temporal! regions! in! the! JME! groups!
(with!and!without!medication),!compared!to!controls!and!migraine!groups.!In!the!JME!






in' one' participant' with' JME.' For' case' 3' of' table' 7.1' the' evolution' of' the' relative' phase'
clustering'index'and'levetiracetam'dose'are'depicted.'This'is'the'only'participant'in''whom'more'
than'3'measurements'were'done'with'different'medication'doses.'The'relative'phase'clustering'
index' is'shown'on' the' y9axis'and'each'dose' of' levetiracetam'on'the'x9axis.'The'corresponding'
topographical'renderings'of'the'relative'phase'clustering'index'are'shown'below'the'barplot.'The'
plots' are' not' shown' in' chronological' order,' as' this' photosensitive' participant' started' with'
1000mg' levetiracetam,' but' the' dose' was' decreased' to' 250mg' because' of' side9effects.' Two'
measurements'were'done'while'he'was'taking'250mg'levetiracetam,'the'average'is'shown'in'the'













EEG' channel' per' group' (rows)' and' per' type' of' stimulation' (columns,' anti9clockwise' (Cz+),'
clockwise' (Cz9),' sham).' The' number' in' brackets' indicates' the' number' of' participants' in' the'
group' that' the' measurement' is' based' on.' For' sham' stimulation' in' control' groups' and' JME'
without'medication'the'number'of'participants'is'N91.'Plot'orientation:'Fz'at'the'top'(north)'and'
Pz'at'the'bottom'(south).'Red'indicates'a'high'non9linearity,'corresponding'to'a'higher'deviation'
from'a' linear'TMS9EEG' stimulus9response' curve,' while' blue' indicates' a' low'non9linearity' (i.e.'
linear'evolution'of' the' response'to' the' stimuli).'The' first' (8'repetitions'per'stimulus' intensity,'
top' row)'and' second'measurements' (20' repetitions'per' stimulus' intensity,' second' row)' in' the'
healthy' controls' yield' similar' results.'The'non9linearity' is' higher' in' the' frontal' regions' in' the'
people' with' JME' without' medication' (third' row)' than' in' controls.' This' difference' disappears!
almost' entirely' in' the' people' with' JME'with'medication' (fourth' row).' In' the'people' with' JME'
both'without' and'with'medication,' a' small' elevation' of' non9linearity' is' seen' in' the' temporal'
regions' after' sham' stimulation.'Note' that' the' scales' of' the' colour'maps' are!different' for' the'







The!TMS!evoked!potentials! for!a! selection!of!channels! for! the!controls,! JME!without!
medication,!and!migraine!groups!are!shown!in!figure!8.8.!Upon!visual!inspection,!the!
waveform!has!a! larger!amplitude!and!displays!more!oscillations! in! JME.! In!migraine,!
the! amplitude! appears! lower! than! in! controls.! In! electrode! Cz,! the! phase! of! the!




















10ms).' Top' frame:' anti9clockwise' stimulation' (Cz+,' right' hemisphere)' Bottom' frame:'
clockwise' stimulation' (Cz9,' left' hemisphere)' For' phase' clustering' analysis,' epochs' of' 100ms,'












Figure' 8.9:' Group5averaged' phase'
distribution' of' maximal' phase' clustering'
index.' Topographic' distribution' of' the' group9
averaged'maximal'phase'clustering'index'phase'
component'(equation'12)'for'controls,'JME'and'
migraine' groups' for' anti9clockwise' and'
clockwise' stimulation.' The' colour' hue'
represents' the' phase' of' the' maximal' phase'
clustering' index.' The' colour' intensity'
represents' the' degree' of' clustering' (the'
magnitude' of' the' phase' clustering' index).'The'
hue9phase' and' intensity9magnitude' colour'
coding' is' presented' in' the' plot' showing' the'
complex' phase' clustering' index' “disk”' with'
phase' clustering' index=0' at' the' centre' and'
phase' clustering' index=1' at' the' border.' In' the'
control' group' there' is' low' phase' clustering'
(dark'colours).' In'the' JME'without'medication'
group,'the'central'regions'have'the'same'phase'
as' the' occipital' regions' (green).' In' the' JME'
with' medication' and' migraine' groups,' this' is'
reversed,'and'the'phase'in'the'central'regions'is'







TMS<EEG! stimulus<response! curve! (non<linearity),! can! be! measured! using! a! TMS!
single<pulse!paradigm.!The!phase!clustering!is!elevated!in!people!with!JME!compared!
to! controls,! and! a! combination! of! both! non<linearity! and! relative! phase! clustering!
index!differentiated!people!with! JME! from! controls! and!people!with!migraine! in!my!
sample.! In! all! groups,! the! largest! phase! clustering! following! photic! and! magnetic!
stimulation!was! found! in! the! gamma! range! (40<80Hz),! in! line!with! previous! reports!
(Parra!et'al.,!2003).!!
!
These! findings! support! previous! evidence! of! elevated! phase! clustering! in! magneto<
encephalography! recordings! in! people! with! photosensitive! absence! epilepsy! in!
response!to!photic!stimulation!(Parra!et'al.,!2003).!The!larger!relative!phase!clustering!
index! in! people! with! JME! without! medication! may! be! indicative! of! increased!
propensity!to!synchronisation!and!entrainment!of!neural!populations!due!to!recurrent!
connectivity! (Parra! et' al.,! 2003).! This! increased! tendency! towards! phase! clustering,!
which!is!highest!in!EEG!gamma!band!frequencies!(40Hz),!may!be!caused!by!the!loss!of!
a!mechanism! that! inhibits! excessive! clustering! such! as!GABA<ergic! inhibition! (Avoli!
and! de! Curtis,! 2011;! Wendling! et' al.,! 2002).! My! colleagues! and! I! hypothesise! that!
increased! recurrent! connectivity,! enabling! synchronisation! at! these! relatively! high!
frequencies,!may!contribute! to!a! larger!phase!clustering.! In!a! recent!study,! increased!
phase!clustering!in!the!gamma!frequency!range!in!the!EEG!correlated!with!increased!
excitability! in!people!with!epilepsy!(Meisel!et' al.,!2015).!Despite!the!non<linearity!not!
being! statistically! different! between! groups! in!my! sample,! when! combined!with! the!




Our! analyses! were! done! without! rigorous! reduction! of! the! artefacts! caused! by! the!
magnetic!stimulus,!eye!blinks,!and!muscle!activity,!and!also!without!eliminating!noisy!
EEG!channels,! as! is! often!done! for!TMS!evoked!potential! analysis! (Ter!Braack!et' al.,!
2013;!Hernandez<Pavon!et'al.,!2012).!Re<analysis!after!rejection!of!epochs!with!outliers!
outside! the! 5<95%! interval! did! not! alter! our! results,! nor! did! a! different! montage,!










the!second!measurement!of! the!control!group!and! in! the!migraine!group,!but!not! in!
the! JME! groups.! This! can! be! explained! by! the! small! sample! size.! Alternatively,! the!
auditory!stimulus!of!the!coil!may!evoke!a!stronger!response!in!people!with!JME!than!in!




form! of! stimulation! (Meisel! et' al.,! 2015).! This! is! certainly! an! issue! deserving! further!












increased! connectivity! throughout! the! brain,! through!which! epileptiform! discharges!
can! quickly! generalise.! This! would! be! in! line! with! previous! findings! of! altered!
connectivity! between! the! occipital! regions! and! supplementary!motor! area! in! people!
with! JME!which! was! discussed! in! chapter$ 5.4! (Bartolini! et' al.,! 2014;! Vollmar! et' al.,!
2012).! In!the!migraine!group,!the!relative!phase!clustering! index!was!possibly!slightly!
increased!locally!in!the!occipital!regions.!This!may!be!in!line!with!previous!findings!of!
increased! excitability! and! defective! inhibition! in! the! visual! cortex! in! migraine! with!
159 
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aura! (Brighina! et' al.,! 2015;!Höffken! et' al.,! 2009;! Strigaro,!Cerino,! et' al.,! 2015).! It!was!
suggested! that! defective! GABA<ergic! mechanisms! also! play! a! role! in! migraine!
pathophysiology! (Plummer! et' al.,! 2011).!A!decrease! in!GABA! levels!was! found! in! the!
occipital! lobe! in! migraine! with! aura! (Bridge! et' al.,! 2015),! corroborating! with! the!
suggestion! of! an! excitatory<inhibition! imbalance! in! this! condition! (Vecchia! and!
Pietrobon,!2012).!
!
In! controls! and! people! with! migraine! with! aura,! a! five<point! pattern! linking! the!
frontal,!the!parietal,!and!occipital!lobes!can!be!seen!in!the!topographic!relative!phase!
clustering! index! plots! obtained!with! real!magnetic! stimulation.! It! is! not! seen! in! the!
plots!obtained!with!sham!or!photic!stimulation,!or!in!the!non<linearity!topographical!
plots.!Based!on!the!morphology!of!this!pattern,!and!the!fact!that! it! is!only!seen!after!
real!magnetic! stimulation,!and! in!both!control!and!migraine!groups,! I! speculate! that!
this! is! not! an! artefact! and! instead! may! reflect! the! spatial! distribution! of! the! main!
white<matter!tracts!involved!in!this!process.!!
!







in! people! with! migraine! with! and! without! aura! (Coppola! et' al.,! 2007).! Phase!
synchronisation! in! the! beta! band! was! decreased! in! people! with! migraine,! possibly!
reflecting! altered! resonance! of! thalamic! activity! (de! Tommaso! et' al.,! 2013).! The!
differentiated!occipital!activity,!compared!to!central!and!frontal!regions!that!I!found!in!
people!with!migraine!with!aura,!may!thus!be!driven!by!direct!links!between!thalamic!
neurons! and! the! visual! cortex! (Noseda! and! Burstein,! 2013).! Defective! thalamic!
inhibition!was! previously! linked! to! epileptogenesis! (Sohal! and!Huguenard,! 2003).! In!
JME,! structural! abnormalities! (Keller! et' al.,! 2011;! Pulsipher! et' al.,! 2009)! and! reduced!
GABA! concentration! were! found! in! the! thalamus! (Hattingen! et' al.,! 2014).!






The! study!described! in! this! chapter! is! limited!by! the! small! sample! size,! especially! in!
the!JME!group.!The!stimulation!protocol!has!to!be!further!optimised!for!the!analysis!of!
the! phase! clustering! and! non<linearity.! In! a! design!with! focal! stimulation! guided! by!
imaging,! the! phase! clustering! index! and! non<linearity! may! potentially! help! localise!
cortical! areas! with! aberrant! inhibition.! This! may! be! particularly! helpful! in! focal!




the! epilepsy! and!migraine! cycle! (Badawy,!Macdonell,! et' al.,! 2009a;! Cosentino! et' al.,!
2014;! Delvaux! et' al.,! 2001).! Phase! clustering! was! shown! to! increase! when! photic!
stimulation!was!followed!by!an!epileptic!discharge!(Parra!et'al.,!2003).!To!improve!the!
understanding! of! the! clinical! significance! of! phase! clustering! and! non<linearity! as!




In! conclusion,! I! show! that! TMS<EEG! measures! of! clustering! and! multi<stability! are!
potential! markers! of! epileptogenicity! in! people! with! JME.! These! variables! may!
contribute! to! the! understanding! of! pathophysiological! mechanisms! in! epilepsy! and!













features! with! migraine! (chapter$ 2),! and! that! the! transitions! from! a! normal! to! a!
pathological! brain! state!may! occur! because! of! altered! excitability.! In! chapter$ 2.2,! I!
have! provided! a! comprehensive! literature! review! of! cortical! excitability,! and!
experiments! done! with! Transcranial! Magnetic! Stimulation! (TMS)! in! people! with!
epilepsy,$ which! showed! that! cortical! excitability! is! primarily! dynamic,! but! generally!
elevated!in!people!with!epilepsy.!From!this!review,!I!took!the!notion!that!TMS!may!be!














To! further! study! the! intriguing! transitions! between! brain! states! in! epilepsy,! and!
especially! postictal! generalised!EEG! suppression! (PGES),! I! tested!hypotheses!derived!
from!a!computational!model!in!clinical!video<EEG!recordings!in!the!study!described!in!
chapter$ 4.! This! interdisciplinary! approach! provided! the! interesting! insight! that!
seizure! termination! is! not! a! random! transition,! and! that! the! decrease! of! clonic!
frequency!at!the!end!of!a!generalised!seizure!is!correlated!with!the!duration!of!PGES.!
This! study! also! demonstrates! how! simplified! abstract! computational! models,!




of! interictal! spikes! in! people! with! photosensitive! JME! (JME+PPR),! and! people! with!
JME<PPR.!The! fact! that! focal! abnormalities!are! less!prevalent! in! the!occipital! lobe! in!
people! with! JME<PPR! than! in! people! with! JME+PPR! is! in! accordance! with! studies!




first! half! of! this! thesis.! Can! the! susceptibility! to! transition! from! a! normal! to! a!





showed! how! the! resting!motor! threshold! can! be! estimated! automatically! in! about! 2!
minutes! using! a! stimulus<response! curve! paradigm.! Such! a! method! can! easily! be!
transferred! to! a! clinical! setting! and! enables! an! objective! calculation! of! this! variable.!
The!results!from!the!paired!pulse!paradigm!showed!a!large!interindividual!variability.!I!
compared! my! findings! with! the! existing! literature! (reviewed! in! chapter$ 2.2)! and!







assessed! using! TMS<EEG! or! photic! stimulation,! and! showed! that! it! is! elevated! in!
people!with!JME,!and!possibly!in!the!occipital!lobe!of!people!with!migraine!with!visual!
aura,!compared!to!controls.!This!method!was!stable!across!stimulation!modalities,!and!
in! different! approaches! of! signal! pre<processing! such! as! artefact! reduction! and!
montage.! This! makes! phase! clustering! an! attractive! variable! to! study! further.!!

















focal!EEG!abnormalities! can!make! the!diagnosis!of! JME!challenging,! and!encourages!
physicians! to!obtain! exact!descriptions!of! the! symptoms,! including! subtle!myoclonic!
jerks,! absences,! and! generalised! tonic! clonic! seizures,! and! also! less! commonly!
described! signs! such! as! visual! aura! or! conscious! head! version.!Only! with! a! detailed!
history,!supported!by!an!EEG!recording,!can!adequate!treatment!be!started.!If! JME!is!
wrongly! diagnosed! as! focal! epilepsy,! and! subsequently! treated! with! anti<epileptic!







fatal! events! by! prompting! interventions! in! the! postictal! phase,! until! more! is!
understood!about! the!pathophysiological!mechanisms! that!cause! sudden!unexpected!
death!in!epilepsy!and!allow!for!more!targeted!prevention!strategies.!This!study!is!also!
an! example! of! “predictive! modelling”,! the! use! of! models! to! generate! testable!
hypotheses.!This!strategy!may!be!extremely!valuable!for!phenomena!that!are!difficult!
to! study!because! they! are! rare! (such! as! sudden!unexpected!death! in! epilepsy),! or! to!
disentangle!different!factors!involved!in!complex!processes.!The!other!methodological!
insight! from! this! thesis! is! the!new!approach! to!quantify!TMS<EEG! signals,! using! the!
phase! clustering! index! and! non<linearity.! These!may! be! promising! variables! for! the!
study!of!localised!changes!in!cortical!excitability!with!TMS<EEG.!
9.3$Limitations$$
The! limitations! of! each! study! were! discussed! in! the! corresponding! chapters.! As! is!
common!in!research,!the!greatest!limitations!of!the!studies!in!this!thesis!were!a!lack!of!
time!and!resources!to!be!able!to!answer!the!research!question!from!all!angles.!!At!the!
very!start!of!my!PhD!project! in!2012,! I! set!out!with!the!goal!of! investigating!whether!
TMS!could!be!used!to!individually!assess!changes!in!cortical!excitability!in!people!with!
epilepsy,!based!on! the!promising!evidence! from!the!existing! literature,!especially! the!
studies! from! Badawy! et' al.! It! seemed! useful! to! limit! this! endeavour! to! one! type! of!
epilepsy!in!order!to!have!a!relatively!homogenic!group.!JME!was!chosen!for!pragmatic!







inclusion! of! people! with! JME! was! more! difficult! than! anticipated.! I! contacted! 15!
neurologists! from! 15! different! general! hospitals! in! the! Netherlands.! Based! on!
epidemiological!studies,!every!neurologist!should!encounter!1<3!people!with!JME!every!
year,!depending!on! the! size!of! their!practice.!Despite! extending!my! inclusion!period!
from!12!months!to!18!months,!only!thirteen!people!with!JME!were!referred!to!me!for!
my! study,! of!which! eight! fortunately! agreed! to!participate.! It! is! unclear!whether! the!
neurologists! saw! less! people! with! JME! than! expected! based! on! epidemiology,! or!
whether! potential! participants! declined! participation! in! the! study! at! an! early! stage.!
Secondly,! after! the! first!measurement! of! the! control! group,! it! became! clear! that! the!
outcome! measure! on! which! the! experiment! was! based,! namely! the! resting! motor!
threshold! and! long<interval! intracortical! inhibition! recovery! curve,! showed! a! much!
larger! interindividual! variability! than! described! in! the! literature.! Exchanges! with!
colleagues! from!different! institutes!who!were!working! on! the! same! subject! revealed!
that! they! too,! obtained! variable! results! both! in! people!with! epilepsy! and! in! healthy!
controls.!Aside!from!my!inability!to!reproduce!the!results!reported!in!previous!studies,!
closer! examination! of! this! literature! revealed! several! inconsistencies,! as! described! in!
chapter$ 7.4.! I! am! of! the! opinion! that! these! issues! have! to! be! resolved! before! TMS!




brain! states! in! the! context! of! epilepsy! and! migraine.! But! what! exactly! is! “cortical!
excitability”?! In! chapter$ 2,$ I! cited! the! definition! of! neuronal! excitability! “as! the!
readiness! of! a! neuron! to! generate! an! action! potential!when! triggered,! usually! by! an!
excitatory! post<synaptic! potential”.! Now,! I! feel! that! this! definition!may! fall! short! of!
explaining!cortical' excitability!and! its! relation! to! seizures.!The!cortex! is!more! than!a!
bunch!of!neurons!with!a!more!or! less!negative!membrane!potential.! It! also! contains!
interneurons,! which! are! functionally! and! anatomically! connected! to! neurons.! The!
cortex!is!connected!to!other!brain!structures,!which!are!also!involved!in!seizures,!such!
as! the! thalamus! and! the! brain! stem.! I! would! therefore! like! to! coin! the! term!
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should! be! studied.!One!way! to! do! this!would! be! by!using! computational!modelling.!
Through!changing!factors!in!the!model!that!affect!epileptogenicity!and!looking!at!the!
variable! outcome,! the! relation! between! the! variable! and! epileptogenicity! can! be!
studied! in' silico.! If!such!studies!provide!clear!answers,! the!value!of!these!variables!to!
follow<up! disease! activity! in! individual! people,! or! to! help! guide! treatment,! can! be!
further! assessed! in' vivo.! From! the! results! shown! in!chapter$ 8,! it! appears! that!phase!
clustering!may!also!be!a!way! to! study! functional! connectivity!or! regional! changes! in!
synchronisability,! possibly! by! using! more! focused! stimulation.! If! successfully!
reproduced! and! extended! in! other! studies,! this!may! help! the! delineation! of! seizure!
networks! in! focal! epilepsy! and! reduce! the! need! for! intracranial! EEG! recordings.!
Another!exciting!application!of!TMS,!which!was!mentioned!only!briefly!in!chapter$ 2,!
is! its! potential! use! to! modulate! properties! of! the! brain.! To! date,! no! successful!
stimulation!paradigms!have!been!developed!for!epilepsy.!Computational!models!may!
also!help!to!address!this!question,!and!provide!a!useful!“prescription”!for!a!stimulation!















chapter$ 2.1).!There! is!no!direct!proof!of! its!occurrence! in!people.!Some!studies!have!
suggested! that! a! small! band!of! epileptiform!activity!precedes! the! cortical! depression!
wave! (Dreier! et' al.,! 2012).! This!may! be! one! of! the! pathophysiological! links! between!
migraine! and! epilepsy.! It! was! suggested! that! postictal! depression! of! the! EEG! in!
epilepsy! is! caused! by! the! same! type! of!mechanism! that! causes! spreading! depression!
(Somjen,! 2004).! While! both! phenomena! are! called! “depressions”,! based! on! the!
flattening! of! EEG! activity,! it! should! be! kept! in! mind! that! the! cellular! processes!
underlying!these!phenomena!may!actually!be!the!opposite.!The!spreading!depression,!
possibly! related! to! migraine! aura,! is! likely! caused! by! the! depolarisation' of! cortical!
neurons! (i.e.! the!membrane!potential! becomes! less!negative).!There! is! evidence! that!
after! a! seizure,! cortical! neurons!become!hyperpolarised' (i.e.! the!membrane!potential!
becoming! more! negative)! (Somjen,! 2004).! Future! studies! are! necessary! to! better!
understand!the!pathophysiological!link!between!migraine!and!epilepsy.!
9.5$Conclusion$
What!has! this!work! contributed! to! the! field!of! epilepsy?!First,! it! provides! additional!
evidence! that! epilepsy! and! migraine! are! related! conditions.! Physicians! who! treat!
people!with!epilepsy!or!migraine!should!be!aware!of!this!and!other!co<morbidities,!and!
actively!ask!about!symptoms!related!to!these!conditions!to!assure!adequate!treatment.!
Second,! the! insight! that! clonic! slowing! may! be! related! to! seizure! termination! and!
postictal!EEG!depression!paves!the!way!for!further!studies!on!how!seizures!terminate,!
but! also!provides! a! foundation! for! an! automated!warning!mechanism! for!potentially!
fatal! prolonged! postictal! states.! Third,! it! supports! the! notion! that! JME! may! be! a!
condition! affecting! the! development! of! neural! networks.! The! finding! that! focal! EEG!
abnormalities!may!occur!in!up!to!80%!of!people!with!JME!is!a!stark!reminder!that!this!
diagnosis! can! be! challenging,! and! relies! on! good! history! taking! by! the! treating!
physician.! The! last,! and! possibly! most! important! conclusion! that! should! be! drawn!
from!this!thesis!is!related!to!TMS.!I!have!shown!that,!despite!its!potential!detailed!in!
several! studies,! TMS! is! not! ready! yet! to! be! implemented! in! the! clinical! practice! to!
measure! cortical! excitability.!Almost! all! previous! studies! show!differences! in! cortical!
excitability!parameters!between!people!with! epilepsy! and!healthy! controls.!Based!on!
these!studies,!it!seems!only!a!small!step!to!implement!TMS!as!a!clinical!tool!to!assess!
cortical! excitability! as! a! biomarker! in! epilepsy.! Through! careful! analysis! of! the!





paradigms.! A! solution! may! be! to! combine! TMS! with! EEG,! which! allows! a! more!
anatomically! and! temporally! exact! assessment! of! variables! contributing! to! cortical!
excitability.!I!showed!that!phase!synchrony!or!non<linearity!may!be!two!such!variables.!
The!ideal!TMS!variable!is!a!variable!that!is!as!predictive!as!temperature!measured!with!
a! thermometer.! If! it! indicates! a! value! above! a! certain! cut<off! point! (38.5oC! for!
example),! there! is! a! pathological! state! (fever).! The! challenge! that! lies! ahead! is! to!
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This! study!was!not! population<based.!The! source! population!did!not!
necessarily! reflect! the! general! population! but! instead! included!
participants!in!the!Epilepsy!Family!Study!of!Columbia!University,!both!
the!probands!with!epilepsy!as!well!as! their!parents!and!siblings.!This!
would!potentially!result!in!selection!bias.!
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